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INTRODUCTION

0 MORE URGENT ECONOMIC TASK FACES THE UNITED STATES than
the achievement of meaningful progress toward high employment without
inflation. Yet, it has become increasingly clear that there is little chance of
attaining these twin goals simultaneously within a reasonable time without
a greatly intensified attack on the structural unemployment problems of
those groups that face special burdens which keep them out of the main-
stream of the nation's work force. These are the groups that tend to experi-
ence unusually high or prolonged levels of joblessness even in relatively
good times. They include, in particular, many young people, older
workers, and the disadvantaged, especially blacks and other minority
groups living in inner cities.

In its policy statement Jobs for the Hard -to- Employ: Neu: Directions
for a Public-Private Partnership (January 1978), CED's Research and Pol-
icy Committee calls for a wide range of public and private actions to deal
more effectively with the chronic structural unemployment of these
groups. While sound fiscal, monetary, and other economic policies must,
of course, be an essential part of this effort, the Committee places particu-
lar stress on the need for wider use of direct measures to deal with struc-
tural unemployment problems and to strengthen incentives for productive
work. Although it recognizes that government programs to train and pro-
vide jobs for the hard-to-employ will continue to play an important role in
national manpower policy, its main emphasis is on the need for substan-
tially greater private-sector involvement in efforts to aid such groups, both
directly and in partnership with government programs.

9
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Private-Sector Programs that Work

Drawing on a special survey of CED trustee companies and a number
of other private firms and nonprofit organizations, the Committee con-
cludes that numerous private-sector programs to aid the hard-to-employ
already exist and work effectively in various parts of the country. It urges
that these programs be used by both large and small business firms as
models for much wider use of such initiatives and as a basis for mobilizing
greatly increased support for constructive public-private cooperation at the
community level.

The case studies presented in this voiume represent the results of this
survey. They are based in part on responses to a letter that John L. Burns,
chairman of CED's Subcommittee on Employment that prepared Jobs fin-
the Hard-to-Entploy,, sent to all CED trustees asking them to describe
their own organizations' activities to increase training and job opportunities
for the hard-to-employ. The design and scope of the survey, in turn, were
an outgrowth of wide-ranging prior discussions within the Subcommittee
and with selected representatives of large firms, small business, and labor
unions. In light of the many constructive replies to this initial inquiry,
CED then commissioned the Work in America Institute, Inc., to explore
more fully the experience of CED trustee companies and of a number of
other firms and organizations, relying on personal and telephone inter-
views as well as on written inquiries. David Robison, a staff associate of the
institute, carried out this task and was responsible fir preparing the indi-
vidual case studies and the Overview.

The cases cover a wide variety of private-sector activities and public-
private partnerships designed to increase training and employment oppor-
tunities for the hard-to-employ and speed the transition of the structurally
unemployed from government income support and subsidized jobs to per-
manent private employment. Many of the studies are concerned with
special efforts to provide better job preparation, placement, and sldll train-
ing for severely disadvantaged persons, including those who are underedu-
cated, unskilled, and subject to discrimination or other special handicaps.
However, the activities described in this volume are not confined to the
disadvantaged. They also include a variety of other ways to reduce the
waste that stems from a failure to make the most productive use of the
country's total work force. Thus, the cases cover efforts designed to bring
about an improved transition from education to work for youths as well as
for other age-groups; more productive use of midcareer and older workers,
including steps to smooth the transition from regular work to retirement;
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wider reliance on part-time work and other alternative work patterns to
make more employment available to those youths, homemakers, older
persons, and others who cannot conform to a full-time work schedule; and
greater business use of alternatives to outright layoffs in recessions, such as
skill upgrading and work sharing.

Organizing for a Public-Private Partnership

fobs for the Hard-to-Employ places special emphasis on the need for
more effective organizational mechanisms to mobilize private-sector in-
volvement in programs to reduce structural unemployment. The case
studies highlight a wide variety of such arrangements that appear to be par-
ticularly promising. These include, among others, direct government
manpower contracts with private nonprOfit organizations formed by con-
sortia of business firms; reliance on various types of intermediary organiza-
tions to help business handle job development, training, and placement
activities; jobs corporations and supported-work projects that provide
training and jobs for the hardest-to-employ; various cooperative commu-
nity efforts to aid in the transition from education to work; and a variety of
arrangements to establish more effective cooperation between the U.S.
Employment Service, government employment programs, and the private
sector in aiding the hard-to-employ.

It should he emphasized that the material in the Overview and in the
individual case studies is based largely on information obtained from the
business firms and nonprofit organizations surveyed. It should not be re-
garded as an independent evaluation. Moreover, although the case studies
include material relating to approximately eighty different companies,
they do not constitute a scientific sample and are therefore not necessarily
representative of all major firms.

Nevertheless, the studies illustrate the many and diverse types of
approaches now being successfully used in the private sector, often in
conjunction with various government programs or incentives, to cope with
the special problems of the hard-to-employ. No one approach will work for
all business firms, communities, or groups. It is to he hoped, however, that
this volume will help call much wider public attention to practical private-
sector initiatives for aiding the hard-to-employ and will stimulate many
firms and communities throughout the country to replicate those programs
Lest suited to their needs. Moreover, as Jobs for the Ilard-to-Employ
indicates, it would be highly desirable if the kind of information presented
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in these case studies could be made available on a broader and more
continuing basis through the establishment of a regular clearinghouse for
information on private-sector programs for the hard-to-employ.
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OVERVIEW

THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY, there are already a great many busi-
ness and community programs that are successfully providing meaningful
training and job opportunities for the hard-to-employ. Making these pro-
grams more widely known and mobilizing business and community sup-
port for them is the key to increasing private-sector participation.

1 IlA GREAT MANY PRIVATE-SECTOR ACTIVITIES to assist the disad-
vantaged and other hard-to-employ groups are carried out through coopera-
tive or unusual institutional arrangements. Some organizations are consor-
tia of companies organized for specific purposes, often to stabilize regional
employment and foster economic development or to assist employment of
the disadvantaged. In other cases, companies are associated with, or have
organized, a nonprofit organization to administer or operate employment
and training efforts for the disadvantaged. These private partnerships often
obtain federal funds and tend to gain in stability and professionalism as a
result of skills that the partnership brings together. In this way, business
firms contribute to activities that they might not undertake or sustain by
themselves. A nonprofit organization can often provide a professional staff,
stable management, and long-term, self-interested commitment to the
needs of its disadvantaged clients.

ORGANIZATIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

13
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Business Consortia

One outstanding business consortium is Chicago United, a multiracial
coalition composed of leaders of twenty top companies in Chicago and an
equal number of major black and Hispanic businesses. Chicago United
emphasizes two themes: cooperation between white and minority business
leaders and close businesscity government interaction. It is active in
economic development, employment, the criminal justice system, public
safety and health, education, minority economic development, housing,
and transportation.

One of Chicago United's most important innovations is the Chicago
Alliance of Business Manpower Services (CABMS). This business-run
nonprofit organization, which has a permanent staff, receives Chicago's
share of Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) funds for
on-the-job training (OJT) efforts. CABMS organizes, markets, supervises,
and contracts directly with Chicago-area employers for on-the-job training.
It is a vital intermediate organization that can write an OJT contract within
ten days and relieve companies' fears of excessive red tape or regulation by
auditing the performance and finances of company OJT contracts. Through
CABMS, the city of Chicago has almost quadrupled the number of OJT
trainees and the number of employers willing to take OJT contracts within
the last two years. 'Raining costs per person were reduced about 15 per-
cent and compare favorably with those of other training programs. In fiscal
1977, CARMS provided 2,776 OJT jobs with 514 employers, primarily
smaller employers and minority businesses, at a cost of about $2,600 per
job, or $7.1 million. Its principal clients are Chicago's unemployed disad-
vantaged youths age 26 or under. About 80 percent are members of minor-
ity groups. CABMS is administered by the same board and staff as the
Chicago Metro office of the National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB) with
the executive director of CABMS also heading the NAB office.

Rochester Jobs Inc. (RJI) is a consortium whose directors represent
business, commerce, industry, and organizations involved with the poor.
Founded early in 1967, it became the Rochester agency of the NAB in
1968. It concentrates on job placement and training activities and adminis-
ters the Teens on Patrol and World of Work programs initiated by Eastman
Kodak Company. From 1967 to 1976, RJI stimulated 16,132 reported hires
of the disadvantaged through NAB job campaigns, enrolled almost 10,000
people in employment programs, placed over 6,000 people in training
programs, provided 3,400 summer jobs for young people, and aided sensi-

/
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tivity training for approximately 7,000 supervisors through NAB programs.

Another large business and civic group is the Greater Philadelphia
Partnership. It was created at the end of 1975 through a merger of the
Philadelphia Partnership and the Greater Philadelphia Movement, a
twenty-seven-year-old business and civic organization. The new partner-
ship initially sponsored the nonprofit Philadelphia Neighborhood Housing
Services, which uses funds from the city and local financial institutions to
bring new housing investment into two city neighborhoods. It continues to
support the Philadelphia Mortgage Plan, under which local banks have
rewritten their lending criteria for old, inner-city neighborhoods; and
along with Philadelphia insurance executives, it is currently exploring the
possibility of establishing an insurance plan that will increase comprehen-
sive homeowner protection in distressed areas of Philadelphia. It also
originated, but is no longer affiliated with, the Impact Services Corpora-
tion. which is the supported-work agency for the city.

A group of executives from industry and labor unions, university
department chairmen, and community representatives make up the Phila-
delphia Urban Coalition. In 1970, the coalition, on behalf of the Philadel-
phia Board of Education, initiated a prototype industrial academy that
offers career development for inner-city youths who cannot meet the entry
requirements for vocational schools. Known as the Academy of Applied
Electrical Science, Inc., it offers a three-year career program in the electri-
cal and electronics fields. Its success in achieving employability for disad-
vantaged young people and in establishing a bridge between the inner-city
schools and industry led to the creation of similar academies in areas such
as business and automotive service and mechanics. In addition, the success
of these programs inspired an ad hoc committee of industrial executives
and the superintendent of the Philadelphia School District to introduce
the academies on a 1:irger scale within the Philadelphia school system.

Two other notable business consortia are the 100-member Greater
Baltimore Committee, which has led the citys urban renewal efforts, and
the Economic Development Council of New York City, Inc., which has
been making administrative and project contributions to the city's Human
Resources Department, the board of education, schools, courts, and hous-
ing programs for over twelve years.

However, the greatest number of business consortia are the NAB
Metro offices. There are 120 NAB Metro offices throughout the country.
They contact thousands of companies through the services of hundreds of
businessmen during N'AB'S annual job campaigns for the disadvantaged.
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Cooperation between Business
and Nonprofit Organizations

In many of the cases already described, businesses aid disadvantaged
youths or older workers through joint efforts with nonprofit organizations.
The business firms provide aid in the form of financial assistance, employ-
ment for-trainees or members of target groups, training apart from employ-
ment, specialized training, educational and career assistance, and profes-
sional and business assistance to community groups.

The Training and Technology program in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, is an
outstanding example of collaborative effort. One company, Union Carbide,
not only provides the industrial setting for training unskilled workers (a
nuclear plant) and the instructor-foremen but also hires about one-third of
the program's 3,000 graduates. More than sixty other companies hire the
remaining two-thirds and provide information on occupational trends. Lo-
cal governments, using federal funds, pay the training and subsistence
costs of enrollees. A consortium of forty-five Southern colleges and univer-
sities, Oak Ridge Associated Universities, provides for the program's re-
search, administration, counseling, recruiting, and job placement.

Jobs Corporations

Another form of government-business-nonprofit partnership is the
Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC), which man-
ages thirteen supported-work projects in cities and states across the coun-
tr. These projects provide subsidized transitional employment for men
and women who have had serious difficulties obtaining and retaining em-
ployment. Most MDRC workers perform maintenance, service, security,
and housing repair jobs and are gradually introduced to stress, work re-
quirements and assignments, payments, and bonuses by a variety of
supported-work techniques. As participants gain work experience, perfor-
mance demands are increased to prepare them for placement in the con-
ventional job market.

MDRC closely resembles the jobs corporations recommended by
CED in Training and Jobs for the Urban Poor (1970). In that policy state-
ment, CED proposed an intermediate nonprofit organization that would
provide training and jobs for marginal workers and the hard-core unem-
ployed. These people would, in effect, be the corporation's employees. A
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special feature of the proposal was the partial financing of the corporation
through welfare and other public assistance funds that would have been
spent on these people if they were not enrolled in such a program.

MDRC is involved in an ongoing study to determine the effects of
supported work on the lives of its participants and, with the aid of an
independent research organization, to compare them with a matched con-
trol group. Through supported-work techniques, MDRC is trying to deter-
mine whether four major target groups ex-addicts, ex-offenders, long-
term welfare mothers, and minority youths from low-income families who
have dropped out of school can gain and hold full-time employment in
the regular marketplace.

N1DRC was established in 1974 with the help of the Ford Foundation;
it continues to receive financial assistance from this institution, from five
sponsoring federal agencies, and from over 100 businesses and local agen-
cies that contract for the services of supported workers. A total of 5,417
people were enrolled in the program through June 1977, and at least 40
percent of the resources for the projects was provided locally. Government
training and demonstration grants and part of the welfare and other trans-
fer payments that participants would have received if they were unem-
ployed also help to support N1DRC's work.

Business Interchanges
with State Employment Services

In 1973, an Account Representative program was established by com-
panies seeking to improve their relationship with the Illinois Job Service
(1JS). IJS interviewers, assigned to specific companies, received training
from company personnel and learned firsth nd about specific hiring
needs. A close one-to-one relationship developed that strengthened co-
pany confidence in the qualifications of applicants sent to them. As a
result, employers placed more job orders with IJS and more readily ac-
cepted the risks associated with hiring the disadvantaged. Prior to the
introduction of this program, 1JS's hire ratio was 1 hire for every 18 refer-
rals; after two years with the Account Representative system, the ratio
improved dramatically to 1 in :3. Previous placements of 83 people contrast
sharply with the more than 2,400 people hired by Chicago companies
using the Account Representative system. Over 90 percent of these hires
were members of minority groups. Referrals jumped almost five times and
placements thirty times.
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Recently, the referral functions of the Account Representative system
and the system of personal connections between referrers and employers
were transferred to the Chicago Metro NAB. A staff of eight people on loan
from, and paid by, IJS.develop personal relationships with company em-
ployment officers, get to know hiring needs, and receive job orders.These
orders are forwarded to IJS offices and then to thirty-one cooperating social
agencies.

A similar company-employer service exchange has been developed
by the Owens-Illinois Corporation in three locations across the country.
The Skills in Personnel thru Onsite Training (SPOT) program generates
week-at-a-time job trading between company personnel staff and state
Employment Service officers. Owens-Illinois is now working with the U.S.
Labor Department to make the SPOT program available to more than 100
Owens-Illinois plants across the country and to the local Employment
Service offices,

Pennsylvania's Bureau of Employment Security is asking seventy-five
employer advisory councils in the state to participate in a similar program.
Koppers is one of the Pennsylvania companies that has worked with state
employment counselors to acquaint them with the company's require-
ments fbr job applicants.

For many years, the Wisconsin State Employment Service main-
tained a staff of field representatives who contacted Milwaukee-area em-
ployers on a monthly basis. That staff was depleted in 1968, but it was
recently increased to six employer service representatives. Cutler-
Hammer in Milwaukee is one of the companies that encourages this inter-
change and finds the individualized service a valuable resource.

Self-Help Agencies

Many nonprofit, community-based organizations ofTer job placement
and training services for the disadvantaged, particularly members of mi-
nority groups. Probably the most active on a national scale has been the
Opportunities Industrialization Centers of America, Inc. (OIC/A). This
community-based, self-help employment and skills-training program has
affiliates in forty-seven states. It has offered training and job placement to
hundreds of thousands of poor and unemployed people since 1964. Local
OICs are engaged in recruiting, orientation and counseling, skills train-
ing, job placement, and follow-up. A study conducted by General Electric
showed that from 1964 to September 1977, 477,000 people had received

6
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OIC training, 280,000 had been placed in jobs, and 85 percent had re-
mained in their jobs after six months. It also showed that OIC graduates
had earned $4.8 billion and paid $600 million in taxes and that welfare
payments of about $1.5 billion had been saved.

MANY OF THE COMPANIES SURVEYED by CED feel that a great2
number of young people come out of school inadequately prepared for the
world of work. The consequences are a less productive work force and
heavy costs to the economy. Many of these companies are meeting this
situation directly by providing supplemental job training and by increasing
their support for local school system programs that aid the transition from
school to work.

A typical example is the Prudential Insurance Company, which has its
corporate headquarters in Newark. Prudential promotes a variety of educa-
tional opportunities within the company and in neighborhood schools. The
company's projects include support for an alternative school in Newark that
helps sixth, seventh, and eighth graders who are unable to cope with the
requirements of the regular school system: released time for Prudential
employees to tutor remedial classes in elementary schools; a work-study
program for students from an alternative school for dropouts that assigns two
students to one hill-time job; scholarships and employment for students of a
predominantly black college: jobs for students of a school for the mentally
retarded: and College in the Company, in which Prudential employees teach
college courses to both active and retired company employees.

IMPROVING THE TRANSITION
FROM SCHOOL TO WORK

Work-Study Programs

A substantial number of companies have instituted programs that
integrate the classroom with the workplace and demonstrate the relevance
of education to work. This kind of cooperative education is one of the
largest areas of company involvement in training youths.

A leading program is run by the Continental Illinois National Bank
and Trust Company in Chicago, which since 1972 has employed about 500
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youths between the ages of 16 and 21 in a half-time split between school
and work. The program enables the bank to observe these young employ-
ees before considering hiring them 11111 time. The student-employees, in
turn, gain knowledge about the company's methods and working environ-
ment and a clearer idea of job and career opportunities.

Koppers Company has expanded the number of jobs available to
co-op students, especially by introducing the work-study concept at
smaller company locations. There has been an unexpected beneficial side
effect of' this program. Koppers's employees working with co-op students
learn how to delegate responsibility and at the same time remain account-
able for the results of the students' work.

Both Northwestern Mutual Life Insurance and Ralston Purina have
work-study projects involving twenty-five to thirty-five high school seniors
who work half time at the company and go to school half time. At Ralston
Purina, however, the schooling is on site, and the program is geared to
students who otherwise might drop out of school.

An unusual work-study system is offered by Texas Instruments in
Dallas. Participants work at the company four hours each day and receive
financial assistance to attend college engineering classes. (The precise
amount of this assistance is determined on a sliding scale related to length
of company service and college level.) The project aids young people who
lack the economic means to become engineers. About 80 percent of the
trainees have been TI employees; the remaining 20 percent are children of
employees and youths from the surrounding community.

Philadelphia's high school academy programs (see page 15) have es-
tablished a realistic bridge between the inner-city school and industry. The
Academies of Applied Electrical Science, Business, and Automotive and
Mechanical Science offer three-year career development programs for
youths who do not qualify for other vocational schools.

Much of the success of these programs can be attributed to business's
and industry's involvement in public education. Representatives from
business, industry, labor, the school district, and the academic community
make up interdisciplinary project teams that supervise the teaching and
provide the necessary managerial and technical expertise. Basic skills and
the social sciences are taught and related to vocational skills and employ-
ability Industrial and business experiences are provided to supplement
classroom instruction. These work-oriented situations allow students to
deal with real repair and servicing problems. Joint business-industry ef-
forts also provide both summer and full-time jobs for qualified academy
youths.
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Career Education

Atlanta's Emory University organized the Developing Interest in
Career Experiences (DICE) program to help its students learn about ca-
reer alternatives while they are studying for their degrees. Business and
professional firms in the area act as hosts and offer students four options:
career coaching, which provides direct counseling by business and profes-
sional people; externships, which enable students to look over the shoul-
der of a variety of people in a business organization; internships in host
companies, which include paid employment; and full-time summer jobs,
which include career counseling provided by DICE personnel.

For three years, the Pacific Gas and Electric Company in San Fran-
cisco has given twenty of its employees a half day each week to tutor
elementary and high school students in the area.

General Electric provides industrial career education for thousands of
secondary school educators through its Summer Fel.owship and Ed,:cator-
in-Industry programs. In addition to participating in formal training
courses that last from twelve to fifteen weeks, teachers and counselors
shadow assigned employees in GE plants and other industries. This expo-
sure to plant work teaches educators technical skills, work practices, wage
scales, and employee attitudes. At the same time, it improves their ability
to provide practical career counseling to students.

GE also has a variety of programs for young people. The Program to
Increase Minority Engineering Graduates (PIMEG) is GE's most exten-
sive career guidance program. (For a fuller discussion of this program, see
"Minorities in Engineering:' page 38.)

The World-of-Work communications program is GE's way of gearing
publicity about career education to student interests. Advertisements that
relate hobbies and everyday interests to career aptitudes are placed in
monthly scholastic and educational magazines. They emphasize the impor-
tance education plays in developing a natural talent. The program also
publishes and distributes a series of illustrated job-oriented booklets de-
picting work. These booklets are updated periodically.

Other GE activities in the World-of-Work program involve teachers,
career days, and informative exhibits at educators' conventions.

Vocational Training

Since 1975, Koppers and the state of Maryland have jointly conducted
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machine shop training, as well as smaller programs in hydraulics and elec-
tronics, for three groups of high school graduates in the Baltimore area.

At its refinery at Lake Charles, Louisiana, Cities Service Company
helps young people make the transition from school to work through its
Employee Candidate program. All applicants for entry-level positions must
first complete a five-week program of paid vocational and work aptitude
training. Successful graduates become Cities Service employees.

Several programs illustrate business's increasing focus on encouraging
minority students to pursue technical training. The Mead Corporation of
Dayton, Ohio, offers OJT programs in a broad range of skills at its 140
company locations, including its Southeastern plants, where over 50 per-
cent of new hires are members of minority groups. Certain Mead programs
are aimed at recruiting and training special-potential employee groups.
The Engineering Co-op program attracts twelve engineering college stu-
dents each year, primarily those specializing in mechanical and civil
engineering. Students work full time with Mead for three months and
spend the next three months on campus. They then return to Mead for
another assignment.

At Mead's Mulga Mine near Birmingham, Alabama, company man-
agers serve as guest lecturers in mining curriculum at the Walker Technical
School. Their goal is to stimulate student interest in mining by exposing
the students to actual mining practices and problems. Employees at the
mine are encouraged to register for the program under Mead's tuition
assistance plan.

INROADS, Inc., which has branches in Chicago, Cleveland, Milwau-
kee, Pittsburgh, and Saint Louis, wants to reach the gifted poor and help
them rise into middle and upper management. Today, 150 corporations
sponsor 275 black and Hispanic students for business and engineering
careers. Each year, sponsoring companies pay INROADS $1,600 per stu-
dent to cover the organization's year-round recruiting, counseling, and
training programs. About 70 percent of its current graduates are employed
by their sponsoring corporations.

Job Placement

In 1976, Vocational Foundation, Inc. (VFI), placed approximately
1,205 of New York City's hardest-to-employ youths in entry-level jobs. VFI
is viewed as a youth employment agency of last resort by the 220 New York
City social agencies that have referred troubled young people to it. The
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majority of these youths have had some contact with the criminal justice
system. VFI is finding job placement increasingly difficult because of the
continuing erosion of New York's employment market and the resulting
fierce competition for those jobs that remain. The foundation compen-
sates, where possible, by more active counseling and job development
with employers.

Another youth employment service, jobs for Youth, operated for
twenty years in New York and opened an independent Boston office early
in 1977. The Boston office refers job-hunting youths between the ages of
16 and 21 to employers with entry-level openings and has averaged forty
placements a month. Both Jobs fbr Youth and VFI find that they are
especially effective in helping to establish good relationships between
small companies and their young employees.

Summer Jobs

Summer jobs for youths are provided by many companies and local
governments throughout the country and serve a number of purposes.
They provide useful employment and needed income for school and per-
sonal expenses; opportunities for young people to understand the world of
work, its conditions and demands, and the career aspects of a given occu-
pation: and special assistance for minority and disadvantaged students.
Summer jobs ease the transition from school to work by providing job
experiences that students can relate to their studies. They also motivate
many students to pursue technical or professional careers. Employers and
their young summertime employees find subsequent hill-time job selec-
tion easier as a result of their summer acquaintance.

The largest single program of this kind is the summer jobs partnership
of the public and private sectors in Chicago, the Mayor's Summer Program
for the Employment of Disadvantaged Youth (MSPEDY). In 1977, about
85,000 summer jobs were provided, about 46,000 by the city and private
nonprofit agencies and about 39,000 by private companies. The private
sector's summer jobs campaign is organized on an industry-by-industry
basis. Each industry division is headed by the chief executive officer of a
large company whose responsibility it is to write to the top officers of other
companies to solicit their help in hiring youths for the summer.

Members of minority groups gain about 30 percent of the summer
jobs in Chicago's business sector, where no income test is applied, and
about 90 percent of jobs from city and private social agencies, where hiring
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is limited to disadvantaged youths. Minority groups represent about 35
percent of Chicago's population. Both the public- and the private-sector
summer employment programs have two principal goals: The jobs must be
productive, and they must offer the young people opportunities to learn
about the world of work. Attitude surveys of MSPEDY job recipients
suggest that these programs are meeting their goals and providing badly
needed family income and money for school and personal living expenses.

Each year, Ralston Purina in Saint Louis supports summer jobs for
about 500 inner-city high school juniors and seniors across the country.
They are employed by social agencies and minority businesses for twenty
hours each week. Ralston Purina pays the wages and consults with the
employers on the work to be done and the type of supervision. Nonprofit
organizations, particularly minority businesses, are solicited nationwide to
develop the summer jobs.

A combination of the Chicago and Ralston Purina approaches is pro-
vided by Westchester County in New York State. The local offices or plants
of major corporations and of smaller companies underwrite the salaries of
teen-agers working in community agencies. The program is sponsored by
Youth Employment Services (YES), a network of twenty-nine local place-
ment and job development services operating year-round in high schools
throughout the county. Corporate sponsors have included Avon, Bankers
Trust, Exxon, General Motors, IBM, New York Telephone, Stauffer Chem-
ical, and Xerox. Each YES summer job scholarship costs $500. About forty
students in each of the past two summers worked in nonprofit agencies
such as medical and diagnostic laboratories, a children's hospital, a mu-
seum, an art center, and a nature preserve. The program is modeled after a
Citibank project started in New York City in 1971 that annually funds up to
140 summer work scholarships with New York community agencies.

Teens on Patrol (TOP), a Rochester, New York, program also focuses
on summer jobs for high school students. The program is extremely popu-
lar; more than 800 teen-agers apply for the 125 openings. Eastman Kodak
Company supports the program by providing annual $100,000 grants, for
a total of $1.1 million, to Rochester Jobs Inc., a nonprofit intermediate
agency. Since the program's inception in 1966, a total of 1,042 TOP partici-
pants have patrolled parks, playgrounds, swimming pools, social centers,
and other areas frequented by youths. They ride in patrol cars and do
clerical chores at police headquarters. The youths get the feel of police
operations and of dealing with the public; in turn, police officers gain
greater appreciation and understanding of disadvantaged young people.

A similar program, also funded by Kodak, is the local Sheriff's Teens
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on Patrol (STOP). Another, funded by Xerox, is Firefighters Involving
Teenagers (FIT). Xerox works with Rochester Jobs Inc. and the Rochester
Fire Department to place over 300 disadvantaged inner-city youths, rang-
ing in age from 16 to 19. The young people perform all department lime-
dons except actual fire fighting. Some thirty-five teen-agers were enrolled
in FIT during the summer of 1977.

Like many companies; Alcoa in Pittsburgh hires college students for
summer jobs. However, its program is increasingly focused on developing
women and minority engineers and business professionals. Some 60 to 70
percent of the 101 students with summer jobs at Alcoa in 1977 were
women or members of minority groups.

High School Dropouts

New York Cit.;s nonprofit Auxiliary Services for High Schools seeks to
help hard-core dropouts and suspended and problem students, all of whomvolunteer to return to school. They are taught the basics of mathematics
and reading, to learn at their own pace, and to expect promotion when
they qualify. Strict discipline and closely supervised work are provided to
develop self-reliance and a positive self-image. The program, initiated in
1969, attracts 14,000 students each year. About 2,000 pass the high school
equivalency exam, and about 80 percent of these students go on to college.

World of Work (WOW) also aids high school dropouts or potential
dropouts. It was started with a $75,000 grant from Kodak in 1970 and a
commitment from some Kodak personnel to act as instructors for twenty-
five work -study students. Enrollment was increased by 100 students when
the project received a two-year Labor Department grant of $1,750,000.
WOW is now administered by Rochester Jobs Inc. in cooperation with the
Rochester City School District and the Board of Cooperative Educational
Services.

During the 1977-78 school year, 230 WOW students will work a
maximum of twenty-four hours a week renovating buildings for nonprofit
and city agencies and attend classes for five hours on each nonworking day.
On the job, the students learn skilled trades (electricity, carpentry, and
plumbing) and earn the minimum wage. About 50 percent of these young
people have earned high school diplomas or equivalency degrees, and
Kodak has hired about 100 WOW graduates.

0
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TRAINING AND JOBS FOR THE UNEMPLOYED
WITH SPECIAL DISADVANTAGES

IM MANY OF THE COMPANIES surveyed expressed the conviction3
that simply providing more jobs for persons with special disadvantages is
not the total answer to the unemployment problems of this group. These
people need additional help in job-readiness preparation, skills training,
education counseling, job placement, and upgrading to enable them to
compete and survive in the labor market. A number of companies have
fimmd that when disadvantaged people are given enough time, training,
and special services, they can advance to the level of other employees.

Between 1968 and 1972, hundreds of companies instituted a variety
of special training and employment activities for the disadvantaged, These
activities were often part of the Job Opportunities in the Business Sector
(JOBS) programs organized by NAB. Both NAB and JOBS were organized
in response to an extraordinary conjunction of circumst. ices and events:
the urban riots of 1967 and 1968, the prodding of President Lyndon B.
Johnson, and the growing sense of responsibility among American busi-
nesses to help to reduce unemployment and racial unrest.

Large-Scale OJT Centers

The 1968-1972 period saw the establishment of large-scale training
centers that provided on-the-job training for the disadvantaged. The com-
panies bore the cost of' the centers, but training was often partially subsi-
dized by Labor Department funds. Many of these programs were inter-
rupted by the 1974-75 recession and by a hiatus in government support
when the administration of' CETA t'unds was shifted to local prime spon-
sors. A number have been phased out or replaced by other company
activities.

Two of the most successful programs were those organized by Inland
Steel Company in Chicago and by Chemical Bank in New York.

Inland Steel's MA-6 program employed 520 disadvantaged people
who were either unemployed or underemployed and who could not meet
normal job standards. Working environments of ten operating departments
of the Indiana Harbor Works steel plant were simulated in a vestibule
training center set up outside the plant. Company instructors from each
department would move hack into the plant with their trainees and pro-
vide continuing supervision. Training lasted for a maximum of twenty
26
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weeks and included instruction in job ,e of tools and machines,
working procedures and behavior, and II terminology. The com-
pany was quite satisfied with the job .oance of the MA-6 trainees,
but the program ended two years late r protracted delays and indeci-
sion by the government in renewila: Cher training contract.

Chemical Bank's program last( .rom mid-1969 to mid-1974. A pro-
fessional staff of' thirteen and facilities that cost $120,000 per year enabled
the hank to offer nine to twelve months of' training to each person enrolled.
Those accepted were mainly high school dropouts, and almost all were
black or I lispanic. Their job-retention rates were not only exceptional (65
to 70 percent after six months of training) but also considerably above those
of normal hires.

In the program's latter years, it cost about S500,000 annually (halfwas
covered by federal funding and the other half by the bank) to train from
120 to 180 people per year. This represented about a 50 percent reduction
in annual costs and was achieved by improved screening and lower turn-
over. In the five years of' its existence, the program graduated 600 of' its
1,000 enrollees. The program ended in 1974.

Other large-scale training activities that emerged in the early 1970s
are still in existence but often in revised forms and with new goals. The
variety of' training programs offered by the 3M Company in Saint Paul is an
excellent example. The company opened its Factory Training Center in
1970 to serve hard-core unemployed minority persons. In four years, it
trained about 150 people and moved them into factory jobs in Saint Paul.
From 1970 to 1971. the center was supported entirely by 3M. Federal
funding of S45,000 a year in 1972 and 1973 constituted about one-fourth of
the program's total cost. But increasingly, the company's production work
moved out of' Saint Paul, and the program ended when trainees could no
longer be placed locally.

However, 3M has eight other training programs that graduate 300 to
400 people annually. They include an office clerical and key punch OJT
program conducted in cooperation with local high schools (in existence
from 1960 to 1968); minority on-the-job training and a minority summer
employment project; and chemical technician, accounting, college co-op,
and summer technical programs.

The Borg-Warner Corporation in Chicago conducted an OJT program
for about fifty trainees annually for ten years. In 1977, the total number of
enrollees climbed to ninety, with classes graduating in February; May, and
September. Trainees learn to operate machines, assemble parts, and cope
with the demands of production work. This federally subsidized program
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costs the government an average of $2,000 per trainee, which is lower than
most government OJT grants. However, the program will probably not be
continued because Borg-Warner wants to focus instead on upgrading its
minority and female employees. The company feels that disadvantaged
people can now obtain factory jobs with Borg-Warner through normal
hiring practices and with the regular on-the-job training it provides.

The Chrysler Institute in Detroit has been involved in work-study
programs and trade skills training since 1931. In 1960, there was a
significant influx of disadvantaged and hard-to-employ people into areas of
Detroit. The Chrysler Corporation plants responded to this by finding
ways to employ these people. With the help of government funds, it
developed the Entry-Level Training Department. Realistic training expe-
riences are provided, and the institute seeks jobs for its successful gradu-
ates not only in the automotive industry but in other industries as well.
Employers report that they find the institute's graduates highly trained and
motivated. A large percentage become extremely successfill in their ca-
reers. Before undertaking a training program in a community, the institute
investigates the local job market to identify those Occupations that offer the
most entry-level job openings. Chrysler has become a leader in the effort
to hire, train, and place the disadvantaged and the hard-core unemployed.

Training and Technology (TAT) is highly rated throughout the country
and is extremely effective in training unskilled and disadvantaged people
for technical jobs. It was founded in 1966 and is administered by the Oak
Ridge Associated Universities (ORAU), using a nuclear plant in Oak Ridge,
Tennessee, as its training facility. The plant is owned by the government
and operated by Union Carbide Corporation. Results show that from 1966
to 1977 TAT placed 96 percent of its 3,00.3 graduates in skilled jobs at an
average 1975-1976 placement wage of $5.59 per hour and that 82 percent
of those enrolled graduated.

Many other measures attest to the success and cost-effectiveness of
TAT. It is a striking example of a partnership involving government, busi-
ness, and a group of universities and embodies features that many compa-
nies believe are essential to good training programs: strong links to
employers, regular surveying of industry's occupational needs, careful
screening of applicants, thorough and personalized training, industrial set-
tings, adequate counseling, active job placement efforts, and regular eval-
uation of the program and its graduates.

RCA is one of the nation's most active companies in time range and
scale of its training programs for the disadvantaged. Its five residential Job
Corps centers (in Drums, Pennsylvania: Astoria, Oregon; Tulsa, Okla-
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homa; Marion, Virginia; and Baltimore, Maryland) have a total current
enrollment of 1,785 people. The company administers each center and
uses federal training finds to support this effort. RCA also operates four
other government-financed activities for the training or placement of about
1,200 disadvantaged people. These activities include the Manpower
Career Development Agency in New York City, a CETA project in Los
Angeles, the Cornwells Heights Youth Development Center School in
Philadelphia, and the Cornwells Heights Security Unit School, which is
part of a correctional facility for Philadelphia youths.

OJT as Part of Overall
Company Hiring Practices

Hundreds of companies provide on-the-job training for disadvantaged
persons as part of their total hiring and employment practices. Many are
encouraged to do this by the NAB job pledge and hire campaigns con-
ducted in their areas.

One of the most effective private-sector organizations for fostering
on-the-job training is the Chicago Alliance of Business Manpower Services
(CABMS) (see page 14). NAB's Chicago Metro division, which shares its
staff and board with CABMS, is also a leading example of the regional
cooperation among companies that support the annual NAB job cam-
paigns. Chicago Metro has consistently led all other NAB offices in both
job pledges and job hires. Between 1968 and 1973, Chicago-area NAB
companies pledged to employ almost 85,000 disadvantaged individuals and
actually hired 103,447 and pledged jobs for 22,500 veterans and hired
19,350. It reported an average job-retention rate of 55 percent after six
months, which was comparable to retention rates of regular hires in entry-
level jobs reported by other companies.

Among Chicago-area companies, job pledges for the disadvantaged
now exceed 36,000 annually, almost as high as the 38,000 pledge level
reached in 1973-1974 before the recession. Sixty to seventy NAB execu-
tives made personal calls on 3,200 prospective companies in their respec-
tive industries during the fall 1977 campaign; their goal was to add 1,700
companies, mostly smaller employers, to the 1,500 already pledging. The
Chicago experience suggests that smaller companies constitute the
greatest market for expanding the hiring of the disadvantaged so long as
the reporting requirements are not burdensome and an organization run
by business conducts the job campaign.
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The largest training contract among the Chicago companies at any
one time was held by Zenith in 1976-1977. Zenith hired 402 disadvantaged
persons (92 percent of them minority individuals) for sixteen-week OJT
positions paid for by CETA money. CABMS, acting in its capacity as a
separate business-run OJT contracting agency, administered the contract
and greatly facilitated Zeniths willingness to experiment with a
government-funded OJT program.

Although on-the-job training is usually applied to entry-level factory
jobs, many companies also use it in specialized fields. In New York, the
Vocational Foundation, Inc., joined with a group of engineering and archi-
tectural companies to form the Joint Urban Manpower Program, Inc.
(JUMP), a program combining classroom and OJT experience in drafting.
It enjoyed considerable success until it was discontinued because of the
1975 recession. However, the program was considered so successful in
accomplishing its goals that a new JUMP program will begin later in 1978.
From 1968 to 1974, San Francisco's Bechtel Corporation trained a total of
145 women and minority group members for entry-level drafting jobs. This
program, too, was terminated when the recession hit the construction
industry. Northern Vocational Training Company initiated a training pro-
gram for women in the highway construction trades. Since 1976, under a
contract with the Federal Highway Administration, Northern Vocational
has trained 120 women a year as highway bridge construction workers,
heavy equipment handlers, and off-the-road truck drivers. For ten years,
Young & Rubicam in New York has held a government contract to offer a
formal training program in advertising skills to the disadvantaged. About
eighty-five people have graduated from this one-year course, and thirty-
five (about 40 percent) are still with the agency.

On-the-job training has also been used to develop clerical skills for
the disadvantaged. The program developed at Levi Strauss in San Fran-
cisco allows trainees to learn job-related mathematics, typing, dictation,
English, telephone usage, and filing at their own pace and then to apply for
permanent jobs with the company. The retention rate is about 80 percent
for all trainees and about 50 percent for ex-offenders. Each year, North-
western Mutual Life Insurance selects twenty to thirty-five (nearly 10
percent of the company's annual hires) for entry-level clerical training.
Most are members of minority groups and have below-average academic
backgrounds and insufficient skills. Mead Corporation in Dayton, Ohio, is
known for the broad range of on-the-job skills training offered in its 140
facilities. About 1,600 (80 percent) of the 2,000 people Mead hires annually
are inexperienced, and most are young. In some locations, particularly
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Mead's Southern plants. over 50 percent of these new hires are minorities.
The length of the training period and the individual nature of the instruc-
tion vary according to the type of job. Government support fbr training is
accepted when it is available and can be related to company needs.

Poverty-Area Plants

From 1968 to 1972. a considerable number of new production facili-
ties were deliberately sited in poverty areas. Training needs and start-up
costs made many of these facilities unprofitable, and they did not survive
their early years. Plants that did succeed were typically backed by a strong
company commitment to their survival. Other successfill plants were sup-
ported by a stable product line and were challenged to meet the same
competitive business and production criteria required of other company
facilities. Where plants succeeded, community economic stability received
a strong boost, and the local work force gained confidence in its abilities.

Control Data Corporation is a leader in siting new facilities in poverty
areas. The company's decision to build plants in four economically dis-
tressed communities was influenced by a need for added capacity and the
belief that a plant in a minority community would tap underutilized human
resources. Three of the four locations were selected largely for business
reasons: The first plant, Northside, was launched in Minneapolis because
the need for employees and jobs was critical and adequate business, tech-
nical, and community resources were available. The second plant was sited
in Washington, D.C., not only to meet the need for jobs there but because
the area had adequate technical resources. The Selby Bindery was located
in Saint Paul to provide corporate printing operations. However, the
Campton plant was deliberately placed in a depressed Appalachian strip-
mining area in Wolfe County, Kentucky. the second-poorest county in the
United States. Together, the four plants generate an annual payroll of more
than $6.5 million for their communities.

These plants had a combined work force of 840 people as of 1977.
Employment peaked in 1974 at 916 and is moving toward that level for
1978. The decline in employment was part of a marked drop in Control
Data's total work force, particularly in production jobs. Technological
change in the computer industry, as in many industries, is decreasing
labor's input to production.

The IBM Corporation plant in the depressed Bedford-Stuyvesant
section of Brooklyn has attained similar success. More than 90 percent of
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the plant's 400 employees are members of minority groups, and nearly 60
percent were unemployed or working part time before coming to IBM.
Eighty-eight percent of the employees live in Brooklyn. According to
business measurements that include cost, reliability, quality, and
efficiency, the Brooklyn plant is now competitive with other IBM facilities.
Employment has been stable, and turnover is about the same as in other
IBM plants. However, absenteeism is slightly higher.

In 1970, the Lockheed California Company opened a plant in the
Watts-Willowbrook section of Los Angeles to supply assemblies for the
L-101 jetliner; it was the largest of six Lockheed plants located in de-
pressed areas. It began with the employment of 243 people and since that
time has averaged 200. Some 38 percent of those hired in the plant's first
year had criminal records. All received twenty-four weeks of training.

From 1970 (after training was completed) to 1975, the weekly perfor-
mance of the Watts-Willowbrook work force consistently exceeded the
standards used by principal Lockheed plants. The average annual pay of
hourly employees increased from $4,680 in 1970 to $12,480 in 1975. By the
end of 1975, all supervisory and management personnel except the plant
manager were black or Mexican-American. When they were first hired, 90
percent of the plant's employees were on welfare; today, 50 percent own
their own homes.

OLDER WORKERS

II MANY COMPANIES and private nonprofit employers are reex-
amining their policies concerning retirees and older workers (those over
age 40). Although actions have been taken to raise the mandatory retire-
ment age from 65 to 70 years for most workers, the average retirement age
is dropping. Only about 15 percent of those age 65 or over are still work-
ing. However, the number of part-time older workers is steadily rising.

Reevaluating and Altering Policies

Often, the response of employers to these trends is to institute
greater flexibility in work scheduling and work assignments in order to
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provide a less abrupt transition from work to retirement. Increasing num-
bers of employers are responding to the needs of their older workers and
retirees for job security, adequate pension funds, changes in the pace and
responsibilities of work, part-time work, second careers, and review of the
economic needs of retirees during periods of inflation. Many companies
are changing their pension formulas to minimize the actuarial penalty of
early retirement. For example, Northwestern Mutual Life has lowered its
early retirement age to 55 for employees who have twenty years of service,
with an actuarial reduction from age 60.

In the automobile and steel industries, a policy has prevailed for
many ',ears that allows an employee to retire at any age after thirty years
of service and receive full pension benefits. These companies have no
mandatory retirement age for hourly employees. But because of improved
pension and retirement plans, most people in these industries are choosing
to retire before age 65.

At Inland Steel, the average retirement age is 59.4 years for hourly
employees and 60 years for salaried employees. Only 10 percent of 1976
retirees worked to age 65; less than 0.2 percent of hourly employees are
working beyond age 64. This is due in part to the fact Inland has no
provision for part-time work. At U.S. Steel, there is no mandatory retire-
ment age for nonmanagement personnel. Older plant and office workers
who wish to remain in their regular jobs after they reach the average
retirement age may do so as long as their health is judged adequate.

A number of private placement agencies specialize in finding work,
most of it paid but also volunteer positions, for older workers and retirees.
These agencies include the Federation Employment and Guidance Service
in New York; Mature Temps in Chicago and New York; Retirement Jobs
Inc., which has expanded to offices in the San Francisco Bay Area and in
Cleveland; and Senior Personnel Employment in White Plains, New York.

Part-Time Work

Most of the work available to retirees is part time. In 1970, part-time
workers accounted for 14.1 percent of the total civilian labor force; by
1976, the proportion had increased to 14.7 percent. The increase during
the same period was significantly greater for older workers. Part-timers 55
years old or older increased from 17.3 to 18.7 percent. In the 55-to-64
age-group, the increase was from 10.6 to 11.7 percent. And for those 65 and
older, the increase was from 40.6 to 46.3 percent. It is clear that the work
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prospects of retirees and those embarked on second careers are closely tied
to the growth of part-time work.

The greatest use of part-timers is in the retail trade, where they may
constitute 50 percent or more of a particular work force. More than half of
the 16,000 employees of Macy's New York division work part time. Macy's
has no mandatory retirement age except for executives. Part-time work
thus enables many employees and a kw supervisors to remain with the
company and to adjust to retirement gradually. Of the many employees
over 64 who stay on with Macy's on a part-time basis, most do so for about
two years.

In addition to the retail trade, opportunities for part-time employ-
ment for older workers are prevalent in banking, insurance, fast-food res-
taurants, supermarkets, transportation, and other service industries.

The program for older workers at the Continental Illinois Bank in
Chicago may be the largest of its type. Ten percent of the bank's work force
is over 60 years old. An additional 5 percent is 65 or older and has an
average tenure of three to four years at the bank; some work even longer.
Most of Continental's 440 employees over 65 work part time. The bank has
had a policy of mandatory retirement at age 65 but permits its retirees to
continue or return as part-timers; they are paid hourly wages.

The bank praises its older workers for their unusual dependability,
their seriousness and enthusiasm about work, and their efficiency, which is
comparable to that of younger workers. Continental and many other em-
ployers report that part-time older workers seem to handle repetitive or
low-skilled jobs more readily and with less frustration than younger em-
ployees. Of course, older employees want to work because they need the
money. But there is more to it than that. They want to he productive and to
do a good job.

Prudential Insurance Company employs a great many older part-
timers, most of them women in their forties and fifties who are returning
to the work force after years as homemakers. Commercial State Bank in
Saint Paul hires retirees as customer-service representatives because many
of its customers are older people. Connecticut General Life Insurance uses
a local senior citizens job hank as a referral source for hiring retirees for
short-term work assignments.

However, a number of companies that hire in this fashion avoid using
their own retirees because of rigidities in pension and retirement plans.
Also, companies are often unwilling to have their retirees come in during
overload periods and take on jobs that are lower in pay and status than the
jobs of their preretirement years. Union Carbide, for example, cannot hire
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its own retirees but hires others with appropriate skills and experience that
are referred b, employment agencies. Cutler-Hammer of Milwaukee uses
some of its retired employees as independent consultants on various pro-
jects and programs because their familiarity with and knowledge of Cutler-
Hammer operations make them a valuable source of service. John Deere
Company in Waterloo, Iowa, hired a group of its own retirees as plant
guides for visitors because of their long association and familiarity with the
company.

A number of companies make special efforts to interview and hire
people in their forties and fifties from outside the company. Southwestern
Life interviews and hires people in their fifties, but the company's strong
internal promotion policy usually leaves only low-level white-collar jobs
open to these outsiders.

However, not all part-time work for retirees falls within the lower-
paid and lower-skilled categories. Some are highly specialized and well
paid. Some of Continental Bank's part-time employees over 60 are special-
ists who receive officer-level compensation. Kodak, which has flexible re-
tirement, finds that a significant fraction of its part-time work for retirees
requires those who are highly skilled.

Some companies make special arrangements for older workers. For
example, older workers at Jewel Food Stores are assigned to morning or
midday schedules so that they will be able to return home during daylight
hours, when the trip is safer for them.

Programs to Prepare for Retirement

It appears that an increasing number of companies are giving consid-
eration to how best to prepare their older employees for retirement. At
Prentice-Hall, in Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, workers nearing retire-
ment age are permitted to scale down their work schedules and responsi-
bilities and move toward retirement gradually. For instance, one year
before retirement, a Prentice-Hall employee may shift to a four-day or
three-day workweek, with a comparable reduction in income. The com-
pany feels that this phased withdrawal permits employees to remain pro-
ductive while adjusting to growing amounts of leisure time.

Other types of preretirement adjustment programs include IBM's
retirement education assistance program, which is unique in that it can be
carried over into retirement. Under this program, IBM will pay an em-
ployee $500 a year for up to five years to learn a new business or hobby.
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The program can be completed befOre an employee leaves or extended fbr
up to two years after retirement. Because IBM's early retirement age is 55,
employees first qualify for this education program at age 52. Mandatory
retirement is age 65 for most employees and 60 for corporate officers.

Importance of Income Security

A major component of personnel policies affecting older workers is
the extent of job security that a company offers, particularly during reces-
sions. The automobile and steel industries place a strong emphasis on
income security, especially fbr long-service workers. One of the measures
taken to protect employee income during layoff periods is relating layoffs
to seniority.

IBM is proud of its thirty -five-year tradition of full-employment. Dur-
ing those years, no employee time was lost to layoffs, despite recessions
and major product shifts. A major factor in this policy has been the
company's ability to shrink its work fbrce by offering older employees
incentives to leave. Like most companies, IBM demonstrated this in the
recession year of 1975. About 1,900 workers opted fbr early retirement
that year under a special opportunities program that offered liberal
benefits: An employee with twenty-five years service could retire, receive
a pension if eligible (reduced pensions started at age 55), and in addition,
receive half of his or her annual salary for four years or until reaching age
65.

P.M SPECIAL GROUPS
Affirmative Action for Minorities and Women

NolyiALMOST EVERY MEDIUM- OR LARGE-SIZE EMPLOYER has by
now developed an affirmative action plan to meet the goals and responsi-
bilities of equal employment opportunity. Private-sector employers have
embarked on a massive effint to employ and upgrade women and minority
individuals in the nations work force.

The affirmative action programs of Sears, Roebuck and of AT&T are
outstanding in scope, management, and special training programs. Sears,
Roebuck, the largest retailer and retail employer in the nation, with a work
force of 376,000 people, has a voluntary compliance program whose long-
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range goals match those of any court-imposed plan. It sets mandatory
requirements for groups that are underrepresented in the work force, but
it is flexible enough to allow exemptions when these requirements cannot
be met. Its implementation system is comprehensive, and it has resulted
in rapid proportionate gains for women and minorities in most job catego-
ries during the last few years.

AT&T employs the nation's largest private work force (771,000 peo-
ple) and the largest number of women (401,000, or 52 percent of the Bell
System's work force). It developed an affirmative action management sys-
tem, encompassing its hvent -three operating companies, that is becom-
ing a landmark. The company rectified deficiencies in its first-year (1973)
goals and is now meeting its yearly goals by following precise mandated
formulas. The system produces 10,800 goals annually, In 1976, AT&T met
99.9 percent of' these targets, missing only three. Through its management
system, AT&T now knows daily what is needed to meet the goals of every
job category in each of its 350 work establishments. The sharpest increases
in employment in all categories have been for members of minority
groups: from 6.6 percent in 1967, to 13.8 percent in 1972, and to 16.0
percent in 1976.

Special Upgrading for Women

Many employers are developing special in-house training programs to
prepare women for high-level jobs. At AT&T, for example, women con-
tinue to hold one-third of all management and administrative jobs, and
they have made clear gains in moving up into the first and second levels of
management. Of the company's 61,000 promotions and new hires in 1976,
39,000 (nearly two-thirds) were women: another 5,000 included men from
minority groups. AT&T also has several management development pro-
grams that help women make the transition from nontechnical to technical
jobs.

Wells Fargo Bank, with headquarters in San Francisco and branches
throughout California, provides custom- talored assistance to women and
minorities moving into higher-level positions through its Accelerated Ca-
reer Development program. Divisional managers identify positions open-
ing up and the leading candidate for each job. After interviews in which
the candidate learns what the job involves, he or she submits a self.-
appraisal that becomes the basis for a training schedule that lists objec-
tives, types of development, and instructors.
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Control Data's Selby Bindery in Saint Paul employs seventy-five
women fbr five consecutive hours each morning. This -mothers' shift"
allows the women to spend the rest of the day at home with their families.
Selby's all-out commitment to part-time employment is especially impor-
tant to female heads of households and has brought about major savings in
welfare costs among its target group of disadvantaged women. The Equita-
ble Life Assurance Society in New York has undertaken at least a half=
dozen programs to aid special employee groups, particularly women. The
programs involve hundreds of employees and sales agents.

Spanish-Speaking People

In 1969, the Continental Bank instituted satellite recruiting to per-
suade outer-city and suburban residents to work in the central business
district. It believes it was the first large employer in Chicago to do this.
Recently, the bank has applied similar techniques to the recruitment of
Spanish-speaking people. These techniques include placing recruiting ads
in the local Spanish press and radio and setting up temporary offices in
Hispanic communities for interviewing. Manufacturers Hanover Trust
Company in New York offers in-house courses in English as a second
language. There are classes fbr three levels of language proficiency.

Minorities in Engineering

Analyses have shown that minority groups are significantly under-
represented in the engineering profession and that the number of engi-
neering college graduates from minority groups is insufficient to meet the
demands of high-technology companies. This presents a major problem
both for companies and for government agencies trying to increase the
number of minorities in professional and managerial positions.

In 1973, General Electric initiated the Program to Increase Minority
Engineering Graduates (PIMEG); today, there are PIMEG programs in
forty-nine GE plant communities. Its purpose is to inform minority young
people in junior high and middle school about engineering and to encour-
age them to pursue it as a career. The program is thus designed to reach
students before they make critical course selections.

A key feature of the program is the EXPO-TECH trailer, which is
equipped with exhibits ranging from simple machines to electronic de-
vices. EXPO-TECH travels to junior high and middle schools.
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As efforts to increase the number of minority engineering graduates

assumed national proportions, the National Academy of Engineering un-
dertook a leadership role and in 1976 created the National Advisory Coun-cil on Minorities in Engineering (NACME). This unique partnership of
business, education, government, and the minority community has acti-
vated its member organizations to implement local precollege programs for
minority students, and more than 100 local NACME programs are under
way. These programs identify junior and senior high school students who
have potential and interest in engineering, inform the students of oppor-tunities in engineering, motivate parents to be supportive, establish
follow-up programs that encourage students during their high school
years, and assist students with the funds necessary to carry them into
college engineering.

NACME and the National Academy of Engineering helped establish
the National Fund for Minority Engineering Students, Inc., which in 1977
provided S2.75 million to assist students in seventy colleges and universi-
ties.

Other organizations are participating in this national effort. They in-
chide the Committee on Minorities in Engineering, the Minority Engi-
neering Education Effort (ME3), the Negro Academic Committee for
Minorities in Engineering, PRIME, Inc. (an outgrowth of PIMEG), and
other groups in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, and Houston.

Training Prisoners and Hiring Ex-Offenders

In Cheverly, Maryland, the Northern Vocational Training Company
has graduated over 4,100 trainees who have been released from prisons,
particularly the facilities in Lincoln, Nebraska; Lorton, Virginia; Sioux
Falls, South Dakota; and Baltimore, Maryland. The company is a wholly
owned subsidiary of the Northern Natural Gas Company of Omaha. It
estimates that 87 percent of its trainees have been successful in gaining
employment and compares this with the national employment rate of 44
percent for those who have been released from prison without work train-
ing.

Honeywell Information Systems of Waltham, Massachusetts, first in-
stituted a computer programming course for prison inmates in 1967. Since
then, Honeywell has graduated 350 inmates who now work in the data
processing field; 300 of them obtained jobs in the computer programming
field immediately upon release, and a substantial number found employ-
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ment in other fields. It currently trains 100 inmates at four Massachusetts
prisons; senior inmates are expected to help new trainees. Within the walls
of Framingham minimum security prison, eight convicted felons who are
serving long-term sentences and who are Honeywell trainees have suc-
cessfully established an independent company, Codputer Systems Pro-
gramming. At least one Honeywell graduate earns $18,000 a year as a
systems analyst in the data processing industry. The program boasts a
recidivism rate of only 3.9 percent, compared with the state average of 31
percent.

For the past two years, the Borg-Warner Corporation has screened
ex-offender job applicants recommended fin- employment by the Safer
Foundation and similar agencies in Chicago. At least fifteen have been
hired at the Chicago office. One ex-offender was hired by Borg-Warner as
employee-relations coordinator.

In Washington, D.C., the Achievement Scholarship Program,
fbunded in 1973, has offered second-chance educational aid to sixty-fbur
ex-offenders in the form of $700 tuition grants. Five of the awardees have
finished their courses, twenty-eight were in school during spring 1977,
nineteen have dropped out (many for financial reasons), and eleven have
deferred or did not use their scholarships.

Hiring Vietnam Veterans

NAB job campaigns include special efforts to increase pledges to hire
Vietnam veterans. One of the numerous companies that have responded is
the Standard Oil Company of California in San Francisco. Since 1971, a
minimum of 12 to 15 percent of SOCAL's annual hires have been Vietnam
veterans. In 1972, a peak year, 500 (about 30 percent) of the 1,700 new
hires were Vietnam veterans. In order to facilitate recruiting veterans, all
SOCAL job openings are listed with local offices of the Employment Ser-
vice in communities where the company operates. (SOCAL follows the
same procedure to strengthen its efforts to hire the handicapped.)

Hiring the Handicapped

HEW regulations in effect since June 1, 1977, ban discrimination
against 35 million handicapped Americans, 10 million alcoholics, and 1.5
million drug addicts. However, many companies, including Sears, Roebuck
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in Chicago, had already developed programs to aid their handicapped em-
ployees. Sears started its program right after World War II but recently
reevaluated and revised its policies on accommodating its handicapped
employees, especially ways to reduce architectural barriers in its stores.

General Motors Corporation, which has written affirmative action
programs in more than 250 work locations, has special hiring programs for
disabled veterans and the handicapped in a number of plants. These in-
clude a special project for the blind at an Oldsmobile plant in Lansing,
Michigan, and a program fin- the deaf in an Anderson, Michigan: plant.

Eastman Kodak has for some 'ears supported LSW Industries, a
wood pallet manufacturer in Clyde, New York, that was founded in 1970 to
employ the hard-to-hire and the handicapped. The company presently has
sales of $1.9 million and has increased its work fbrce from forty to fifty
people. Kodak's Colorado division is the largest customer of sheltered
workshops in the area.

Among the private organizations of handicapped workers, Torch
Products Corporation, located in several cities, produces light bulbs that
are guaranteed fbr five years; and just One Break Inc., in New York City,
and Abilities Inc., in Albertson, Long Island, function as job placement
and training centers.

Employing the Retarded

Since 1967, the National Association of Retarded Citizens (NARC) has
developed 20,000 new jobs; annual placements over the past three years
have averaged about 5,000. The program is designed to match employable
retarded people with specific jobs in industrial and service organizations.
Employers provide trainees with a job and 320 hours of on-the-job train-
ing. To offset additional training costs, NARC pays 50 percent of the entry-
level wage for the first half of the training and 25 percent for the second
160 hours. NARC also sends promotional material and OJT information, a

monthly newsletter, to the 2,000 largest U.S. employers.
Westchester Association fbr Retarded Citizens ,1WARC) in Westches-

ter County, New York, is rapidly expanding its training and factory centers
in White Plains and Mount Kisco. Its work fbrce numbers more than 500
people. WARC's capabilities include wire cutting, drilling, riveting, die-
cutting, several types of packaging, collating, and shipping. Contract work
has been increasing for the past five years, and industry billings were
expected to total about $250,000 in 1977.
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Aiding the Educationally Handicapped

Job applicants whose reading and arithmetic skills are at the third to
sixth grade levels are being accepted for employment and training by the
Cummins Engine Company in Columbus, Indiana. Most of these trainees
previously worked at the minimum wage or below, often in seasonal jobs
or unstable working conditions. The company's Long-Term Training (LTT)
program turns out about thirty graduates annually, providing 10 percent of
replacement hires. The company finds that training is the key to turning
these people into productive members of the work force. LTT graduates
are as successful as regular hires in production work.

ALT_RNATIVE WORK PATTERNS

THE VARIETY AND USE of alternative work patterns is slowly
increasing in the American economy. Departures from the traditional full-
time nine-to-five job schedule include flexible hours, permanent or tempo-
rary part-time work, staggered hours, job sharing (two people hold one
full-time job), shorter hours or a four-day workweek to reduce layoffs, and
training or part-time jobs for peopli, on layoff who are receiving unemploy-
ment compensation. These options are particularly helpful and important
to women returning to the labor force, people with fixed home responsibil-
ities, students, retirees, the unemployed and underemployed, minorities,
and workers on layoff.

Flextime

Several hundred large American employers (as well as over 6,000
European companies) are now using flexible working hours. The New York
headquarters of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company provides an
excellent example of Flextime in practice. In a survey of Metropolitan
Life's supervisors and employees last year, supervisors' evaluations showed
positive reactions to Flextime's effect on productivity, employee work
habits, administration, and supervision. Employees' evaluations showed
positive reactions to time scheduling, use of transportation, and after-work
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activities. Although Flextime has generally been applied to office, clerical,
and service employees, both the Berol Corporation and Hewlett-Packard
have extended it to production workers. Many women choose the Flex-
time option so that they can be at home when their children return from
school.

Part-Time Employment

Part-time workers constitute an increasingly large proportion of the
American work force. Their employers have found that part-timers do not
fit the old stereotypes of marginal, temporary, or uncommitted workers.
Part-timers are an increasingly stable work force composed of individuals
who want regular work schedules but who also want to work less than full
time.

Many employers have instituted permanent part-time work sched-
ules, often where the demand for a product or service fluctuates periodi-
cally. Part-time employment is especially widespread in the retail industry;
50 percent or more of the retail work force is made up of permanent and
te m por rt-time employees. In general, the permanent part-timers
have p ,) be a stable work force: most are older women with fixed
home respolisibilities.

Macy's New York division estimates that its two large groups of part-
timers (middle-of-the-day employees, who are permanent part-timers and
work twenty-five to twenty-eight hours per week, and short-hour employ-
ees, who work fewer than five days and often under twenty hours a week)
together number over 8,000 people, or just over hall of the division's total
work force. The store's use of part-timers is crucial iv maintaining longer
store hours, which are relatively new, and high productivity. The majority
of the middle-of-the-day group are women in their fOrties, many of whom
have returned to work after years as homemakers. The short-hour part-
timers are mostly students, retirees, and moonlighters.

Other extensive users of part-time employment in the retail industry
are Sears, Roebuck, with more than half' of its work force made up of
part-timers: K-Mart Corporation, with one-quarter of its people working
part time: and McDonald :s, where 90 percent of the 250,000 employees
are part-timers.

Another industry with significant but very much smaller numbers of
part-time employees is insurance. At the Prudential and the Travelers
insurance companies, housewives and college students work part time to
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augment the clerical staffs and eliminate some of the need for regular
employee overtime and extra pay. Teachers Insurance and Annuity Associ-
ation and Metropolitan Life also use part-timers to handle peak work loads.

Because of the size of the part-time work force, a number of unions are
beginning to organize part-timers. For example, 40 percent of the 700,000
members of the Retail Clerks International Association are part-time
workers.

Many manufacturers also employ a substantial number of part-tune
workers. Among pharmaceutical companies, for example, Upjohn Com-
pany has approximately 200 part-timers in its total work force of 18,000.

Another promising use of part-time work is aimed at aiding the disad-
vantaged. The Selby Bindery in Saint Paul, which is part of Control Data
Corporation, employs working mothers in the morning and students in the
afternoon. All Selby's employees are disadvantaged, and 90 percent are
from minority groups. This employment provides a vital stabilizing force in
the community and helps upgrade many of the community's residents to
full-time work or further schooling.

The growing practice of employing older workers or retirees on regu-
lar schedules of hvo to three days per week suggests great possibilities for
the expanded use of part-timers. Continental Bank offers an outstanding
example of this practice. It has shown that employment of retirees and
older persons in its Ready Work Force, particularly during the bank's peak
work load periods, can provide those people with greatly needed supple-
mental income.

Job Sharing

A gradually growing phenomenon is job sharing, an arrangement in
which two part-time employees divide the duties of one full-time position.
By offering many of the traditional advantages ofpart-time work (shorter
hours and flexible schedules), job sharing allows housewives, students, and
retirees to pursue careers without jeopardizing other commitments. Of-
ten, job sharing includes opportunities not enjoyed by most part-time
workers in the past, such as prorated benefits and a prorated full-time
salary that is often higher than part-time wages. Some employers have
seen a decrease in absenteeism and the need for overtime pay as a result of
job sharing. By doubling up during peak work periods or covering for each
other during vacations or illness, job pairs minimize the need for tempo-
rary help.
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A number of nonprofit organizations that offer career counseling and

job referral for women are also involved in job sharing. The most promi-
nent is Catalyst, a national network of 181 autonomous women's career
centers. Catalyst also issues more than seventy publications and materials
on career self-guidance. Within the Catalyst network, the centers most
actively involved in job sharing are New Ways to Work in Palo Alto and
Focus on Part-Time Work in Scatty, a CETA-finded program.

Work Sharing to Avoid Layoffs

To avoid or reduce extensive lavotlS during the 1974-75 recession, all
major Western European countries used unemployment compensation to
stimulate work sharing. This practice has not been as common in the
United States, even though work sharing is approved in over one-quarter
atile major union contracts. However, there are some notable exceptions.
Inland Steel in Chicago stops hiring when business turns down. Next, it
reduces the workweek to a flour -day schedule for groups of employees on a
two-week rotating; basis. Only as a last resort does Inland turn to layoffs.
During the worst week of the downtiirn in Inland's business in the fall of
1975, the company had 1,932 employees on a four-day work schedule and
569 on layoff, out of a total of 18,000 hourly employees who were eligible
for the four-day week. Inland points out some of the advantages of work
sharing: It keeps crews together: it spreads the impact of a recession and
reduces the effCct on the individual: and even with a four-day week, the
high steel industry wages enable employees to earn a decent income.

A major reason for the use of this practice is that it is permitted under
the steel industry's contract with the United Steelworkers. The contract
states that in order to avoid layoffs, companies may use the four-day
workweek without paying supplemental unemployment benefits. Workers
on the shortened schedule are also ineligible for state unemployment
benefits.

During 1975, another major example of work sharing to avoid layoffs
occurred in the New York Telephone Company, a subsidiary of AT&T. The
company presented the union with the choice of either placing 2,000 of its
5,800 New York operators on a reduced workweek or firing 4(y) of them.
The union agreed to the. work-sharing proposal.

Work sharing has also been applied in the apparel industry to cope
with major fluctuations in demand and at the Ilashington Star in 1975 to
avoid a possible closure.
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To prevent layoffs of wage-earning plant workers curing a business
recession, the Chicopee Manufacturing Company, Johnson & Johnson's
textile division, implemented several alternative work schedules: the four-
day workweek, three weeks working and one week on layoff, and one
week working and one week on layoff. The program successfully prevented
layoffs during the economic slowdown, and the company was able to return
all its employees to hill-time schedules.

Relocating and Retraining Workers to Avoid Layoffs

Companies often attempt to relocate their displaced or laid-off
workers in other jobs within the organization. For example, in the Johnson
& Johnson companies, cutbacks in salaried personnel during the economic
slowdowns of 1974 and early 1976 were achieved through a combination of
attrition and job matching. Through a clearinghouse established at corpo-
rate headquarters, personnel whose jobs were eliminated from economi-
cally -unhealthy" companies in the corporation were matched with jobs in
-healthy" companies. The job-matching process was done in conformance
with affirmative action policies, and the employees placed in new positions
received their current salary or the wage rate of the new job, whichever
was higher. The process saved 200 positions. The company considers the
program valuable and intends to continue to use it when necessary.

Another factor contributing to IBM's hill-employment policy is the
company's effort to assist employees desiring more than one career. Since
1970, IBM has retrained over 7.000 of its employees and relocated about
11,000. During recessions or shifts of technology or product lines, it tries
to move work facilities that have surplus people or to move people to
facilities where there is work for them. If those who are transferred lack
the skills needed for their new work, they are offered retraining. These
practices apply to employees of all ages but are particularly important for
older workers whose opportunities to shift careers or locations might oth-
erwise be circumscribed. IBM points out that it is able to offer retraining
and relocation because of continued growth in at least one or more divi-
sions at any one time.

In 1970-71 and in 1975, When IBM had an excess of manufacturing
personnel, active job placement efforts included describing job openings at
employee meetings, having company recruiters travel among divisions to
seek applicants for transfer, and at the headquarters level, coordinating
measures to balance the manpower for all divisions.
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Two IBM programs are geared to the technical revitalization of engi-
neers. Both are voluntary, and participants typically have eight to ten years
of service with the company. They receive their previous salaries during
retraining and are reimbursed for relocation expenses. General Electric
also oilers career upgrading and retraining to technical personnel. Tuition
for job-related courses is refundable.

Special Assistance
Related to Unemployment Compensation

Occasionally, an innovative system aids workers on layoffs and makes
the best use of unemployment compensation. An example is the Learning
on Layoff program instituted during the 1975 recession by the Zenith
Radio Corporation, with the financial assistance of the Chicago Mayor's
Office of Manpower (MOM). Of Zenith's 9,000 hourly employees in Chi-
cago, about 1,000 were on layoffs of several months' duration. The program
enabled fifty of these laid-off workers to study basic television electronics,
mathematics, reading, writing, and verbal communications while receiv-
ing unemployment compensation and retaining their right to recall on a
seniority basis. If they were recalled before completing the six months'
training provided by the program, they could take educational leave to
finish their studies. Forty-eight of the participants were rehired, and four
of them were immediately promoted. The company and MOM agreed that
Learning on Layoff filled the workers' time productively but felt that more
promotions, provided immediately, would have been desirable.

A program developed by MOM and General Electric similarly linked
unemployment benefits to training and also provided a few immediate
promotions to higher-paying jobs. Both the Zenith and the GE projects
cost one-third of other typical government-funded training programs. The
reason for this savings was that training allowances, which make up about
two-thirds of the cost of a program, were waived because workers were
drawing unemployment insurance benefits.

In 1975, American Velvet Company in Stonington, Connecticut, de-
veloped another job-saving link to unemployment compensation. The
company put its work force on alternating workweeks, and employees
were able to draw unemployment benefits during the off weeks.



ORGANIZATIONAL
ARRANGEMENTS

CHICAGO ALLIANCE
OF BUSINESS MANPOWER SERVICES

Buying Training from Employers

"We buy training, not jobs, although each person has a job from the
beginning and may keep it. We give a person a skill. Then that person can
compete on his or her own. We buy from employers because who can train
better than employers?" That is how Jack Fitzpatrick, former executive
director of the Chicago Alliance of Business Manpower Services (CABMS)
and now senior vice president for operations for the National Al ham.. of
Businessmen (NAB) in Washington, D.C., explains the essential purp:ise
of the organization's OJT program.

The program's primary target is Chicago's disadvantaged unem-
ployed. The magnitude of the problem it is tackling is enormous. About 80
percent of CABMS's clients are black or Hispanic. And in some areas of
Chicago, over 50 percent of minority youths are unemployed, which is
twice as high as the rate for white youths.

CABMS is unique in the way it organizes, markets, supervises, and
contracts directly for on-the-job training with Chicago employers. It re-
ceives funds from the city of Chicago and takes responsibility for writing
contracts with hundreds of employers. Thus, the city has to deal with only
one organization, CABMS, in order to bring about the largest private-
sector-sponsored OJT program in the country. In fiscal 1977, the program
provided 2,776 OJT jobs with 514 employers at a cost of roughly $2,600 per
job, or a total of approximately $7.1 million.
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How the Program Began

CABMS was created in 1972 by Chicago Unite I, the multiracial big-
business coalition (see page 57). It became operational in 1975, and it is
already showing impressive results.

George Yoxall, manager of personnel and training at Inland Steel
Company and a CABMS board member, explains how it developed: in
past years, federal OJT funds were administered by a variety of govern-
ment agencies with limited success; only a part of the allocated funds was
used. There were two major problems: Public agencies made inadequate
efforts to market programs to employers interested in OJT, and there were
unnecessary delays and bureaucratic red tape. To solve these problems,
the Mayor's Office of Manpower (MOM) contracted with CABMS to take
over the direct marketing and administration of all OJT contracts with
private and nonprofit employers. The initial one-year contract was for
1,000 OJT jobs (300 more than the goal for 1974, when the city ran the
program) at a total cost of $4.2 million. CABMS, with the assistance of a
major accounting firm, set up simplified, businesslike procedures.
CABMS also employed a small number ofbusiness-oriented salespersons
to market the program.

-It soon became apparent that CABMS would exceed its goal of 1,000
jobs, so MOM raised the total contract to about $6 million for 2,230 jobs.

-All other performance measures have been favorable. Once submit-
ted by employers, the approval time for OJT contracts is now approxi-
mately two weeks; before CABMS took over the program, it was several
months. Administrative costs are running under 10 percent. The average
wage paid to the trainees is higher than in previous years, but the cost per
OJT slot is lower. All the trainees were unemployed and met government
guidelines, and over 80 percent were minorities.-

For fiscal 1977, CABMS maintained its proportion of contracts with
minority-owned businesses at about 45 percent, decreased the training
costs from $3,000 per slot to about $2,600 per slot, and increased the
average hourly wage for trainees from $3.80 to $4.35.

CABMS pays half the costs of the skills training, orientation, and
special counseling and pays all the costs of certain brief special supple-
ments (child care, transportation, medical, dental, and meal allowances)
until the employee has received a paycheck.

-The reason our costs per placement are going down,- Fitzpatrick
says, **is that we are writing tighter contracts; we are keeping the training
time and costs down to what is absolutely necessary.
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-Also, about one-third of the OJT contracts provide for job-related
education. In 1976, we offered 100 percent reimbursement for that on the
theory that the trainee wasn't contributing anything to the employer. This
year, we are paying only half' the education cost because we think that
education is in the employer's interest, too. We have found that we can
market these contracts. That enables us to increase our training capacity
sonewhat with the same amount of dollars.-

How the Program Works

When an employer requests an OJT contract, CABMS checks that
the type of job is acceptable. It uses both the Labor Department's Dictio-
nary of Occupational Titles, which lists the appropriate training time for
each occupation, and MOM's ,llama/ for Evaluation 4the 'Acceptability of
Occupations. The Labor Department's code allows CABMS to reach a
quick decision concerning how much training it should pay for. MOM's
manual helps it to determine what occupations are worth providing train-
ing for. The manual uses nine factors to rank 430 occupations according to
income, education and skill levels, and projected rate of job growth. Many
occupations do not pass this evaluation because their education require-
ments are too high for CETA clients or because their growth rates or wages
are too low.

Once proposed OJT jobs are found acceptable and a contract is
signed. CABMS helps the en- l!oyer to find trainees. Referrals may he
made to the employer by the Illinois Job Service (IJS) or any of several
agencies, such as the Woodlay.n Organization, which is run mostly by
blacks, and the YMCA. These ,coups are skilled in prompt processing of
job orders, which is important because an employer generally wants appli-
cants within two weeks of the OJT contract's starting date. Trainees may
also he preidentified or selectek the employer. CABMS must certify
that the applicant is a Chicago resident, has been unemployed for seven
calendar days or more, and is new to the specific training and occupation.

Profiles ld f the Proc' m and Its Clients

A portrait of the 031 contracts, participating employers, and jobs can
he drawn from CABMS data covering the six months from October 1976 to
March 1977: The majority of the 212 contracts are small; they cover one to
five trainees for ten to thirteen months, cost less than $10,000, and involve

4
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small firms in which the trainee-to-employee ratio is 1 to 4 or 1 to 3.
Almost half the companies are minority-owned. Most are service, manufac-
turing, and retail businesses. Three-quarters have no more than twenty-
five employees. 01 1,122 jobs covering 209 occupations, 258 are profes-
sional and technical, 213 are clerical and sales, 213 are in machine trades,
and the rest involve structural work, benchwork, and service and process-
ing jobs. An overwhelming number are nonunionized and nonapprentice
jobs. Most training lasts three to six months or six to nine months, * costs
under $3,200, and involves some orientation, special counseling, and job-
related education.

CABMS has also prepared a profile of its first 2,800 trainees from data
covering a seventeen-month period ending in March 1977. Most (80 per-
cent) were minorities; the breakdown was 62 percent black, 18 percent
Hispanic, and 20 percent white and others. (The population of Chicago
includes about 35 percent minorities, 34 percent of whom are black.) The
majority (60 percent) were male. Seventy-five percent were at or below
the federally set poverty line ($5,800 for a family of four, $4,400 for two,
and $3,700 for an individual). In fact, in most cases, being at the poverty
level meant that a trainee had not worked during the previous six months.
By age, the breakdown was as follows: 20 percent were 21 years old or
younger, 70 percent 22 to 45 years old, and 10 percent were over 45.
Within that large 22- to 45-year-old group, about half of the trainees were
25 or younger. By educational level, 70 percent of the trainees had not
earned a high school diploma, 15 percent had, and 15 percent had more
than a high school education.

These statistics demonstrate that CABMS and the employers with
which it contracts are serving a very needy group. They are definitely not
creaming of the most employable job seekers. Jack Fitzpatrick points out
that "the nature of the normal, non-OJT hiring process is creaming. Of
course, employers will select people who can be most easily trained or who
already have skills. That normal process leaves out those without skills.
Our applicants and the vast majority of people unemployed for more than
ten to twelve weeks don't have any marketable skills."

Clearl the program's goal of providing on-the-job training to the
hard-to-employ who are economically disadvantaged is being met.

*The length attic skills-training period depends. of course, upon the job. It may be as brief
as nine weeks for a packer or fifteen weeks for a light assembler or as long as forty weeks for
an automobile body repair mechanic.
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Retention Rates and Terminations

The fact that the majority of OJT contractors are small businesses
raises an important question; Is OJT a convenient form of cheap labor?
After all, contractors are reimbursed monthly for half the trainee's wages.
Do OJT employers hire and fire in recurring cycles?

The idea of OJT as a source of cheap labor doesn't make sense, says
Ray Graham, chairman of the CABMS board and director of equal employ-
ment opportunity at Sears, Roebuck. "In the case of a small business, the
boss is doing the training. His time is too valuable for him to want to lose
trainees.'

Kathy Callahan, a CABMS staff officer, agrees: "Small employers want
to keep their trainees. Employers tell us that they can't afford to train
people only to lose them to other companies because training is a large
investment of their time. I know this from the program review reports that
we make on site about three times during an average contract, which cov-
ers twelve to fourteen months. Furthermore, we weigh retentions as an
important factor in considering any future contracts. A pattern of hiring,
training, and firing would be obvious. We have found that in cases in which
employers have a retention rate olonly 50 percent, that rate is often typical
of the industry.

"We also get termination reports. We inquire whether the termina-
tions have been positive, neutral (health reasons, relocating, or going into
the army or to school), or negative (trainee didn't like the company or
couldn't learn the job. absenteeism, poor performance). We find that the
reason for a lot of terminations is that the trainee got a better jobfor
example, better pay in the same field or more responsibilitiesmoved to a
different place, or went back to school."

According to Frank Ickis, who reviews contract performance for
CAB MS, "about 65 percent of terminations are positive. Roughly, reten-
tion and absenteeism rates for our placements are equal to, or better than,
those for regular hires. I don't see on-the-job training as cheap labor for
small employers. Of our 550 contracts to date, very few have been bad.
The vast majority are good contractors, doing the job as intended. This is
very important to the success of the program. That's why we keep track, for
each one, of retention until thirty days after the end of the contract."

CABMS has found that there is a trade-off between cost savings and
adequate retention of jobs. "Any expansion of time and effort invested in a
trainee helps: Ickis says. "Counseling in more depth is often important in
keeping many employees on the job, particularly during the first six
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months." Fitzpatrick adds that the OJT components we build into a job are
often so usehil that they are instituted by a company for all its employees."

Although its statistical analysis has not yet been completed, the
CABMS staff thinks that the overall rate will approximate or surpass the 55
percent retention rate for the first six months of employment found in
earlier records of the Chicago Metro office of NAB. Those records for the
1968-1973 period show that Chicago companies hired 103,447 trainees and
that 54.9 percent of them were still on the job after six months. Of the 45
percent who did not complete six months of employment, about 25 per-
cent were lost during the first three months and 20 percent during the
fourth to sixth months.

Ray Graham says that he doesn't know of-any good studies evaluating
what turnover really means. If an employee gets more money at another
job, is that desirable turnover or not?"

-Retention isn't the whole issue,- Fitzpatrick says. -What is more
important is whether the individual is still employed anywhere. Individu-
als upgrade themselves, blue collar as well as professionals. They can move
up, and that makes room in the program for others. Poor people get the
skills, then shop around. The assumption that trainees who terminate go
back to welfare or unemployment just isn't valid.

-Some employers wring their hands about poor retention rates," Fitz-
patrick adds, but they are generally the ones who don't examine their
jobs. Often, the job conditions and pay are poor. One employer admitted
that to us: 'We discovered it was a lousy job.' He upgraded salary and
working conditions and solved the problem."

In their on-site project reviews, CABMS personnel check not only
termination records but also payroll and progress. Then they talk with
trainees and watch them on the job. They ask trainees to describe their
jobs and what they are learning. Supervisors are also queried. Counseling
may be suggested, and employers are informed about problems.

The purpose of this activity is to assure the continuing success of the
program. -We may assist the employer," Fitzpatrick explains, "but we
aren't an ombudsman. Our contracts are with employers, and we don't
make end runs around them."

Key Ingredients of the Program's Success

What makes the OJT process work well? What aspects oFCABMS are
applicable to other cities? Fitzpatrick cites his Organization's twofbld strat-
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egy: "We control for quality through a careful program design. And we are
increasing quantity: we must structurally expand the hiring of the disad-
vantaged. Five out of six jobs exist in the private sector. Therefore, that is
where we must touch more people with what it means to get a job and to
work. We must get more businesses involved."

Fitzpatrick lists six key ingredients that have contributed to the
program's success: a concerned and receptive local business community; a
structure that gets things done (CABMS is separate, nonprofit, yet allied to
business, and it can accept CETA funds); an NAB program to foster job
pledges and hires that has continuity in planning and operations: a working
board of directors with very active committees covering administration,
hiring, special target groups, and upgrading; real government-business-
labor cooperation (the forty members of the Chicago Manpower Planning
Council, which represents these sectors plus client and community
groups, meet formally each quarter and almost weekly in subcommittees):
and competent staff to formulate plans and carry them out. (To carry out the
NAB programs, there are four full-time professionals plus eight others on
loan from IJS. To carry out the total CABMS program, there is a profes-
sional staff of thirty-five.)

Chicago United, the parent organization ofCABMS, plays an impor-
tant role by providing ongoing support and counsel for all its activities.
Chicago United is becoming increasingly active in seeking and implement-
ing solutions to a wide range of urban problems that closely affect the
availability of employment and the level of job skills. The organization's
access to minority businesses is also essential. In Chicago, 45 percent of
the current OJT contracts involve minority employers. At present, twelve
of the twenty big Chicago United companies have OJT contracts; in fiscal
1975, under city funding, there were only three. Graham explains that of
the eight nonparticipants, several are not hiring, three or Four do not
accept federal funding as a matter of policy; and several do not want to
displace their existing training programs.

Although CABMS and the Chicago Metro office of NAB have the
same board and staff for operating purposes, CABMS retains a separate
corporate entity in order to preserve flexibility and to he able to contract
directly for government funds. Fitzpatrick believes that the lack of an allied
NAB vehicle such as CABMS in other cities is one major reason why
on-the-job training contracts now receive less than 5 percent of CETA Title
I funds. About 25 percent of Chicago's CETA Title I funds are used for
on-the-job training. So far, only Cleveland has established a comparable
separate organization set up to handle OJT contracts. However, other NAB
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offices around the country are also seriously considering adopting the Chi-
cago model.

Where CABMS Trainees Go. The job titles shown here are a selec-
tive listing of jobs in which fifteen or more CABMS trainees have been
employed since October 1975. CABMS estimates that the average
hourly wage was $3.80. The average 1977 wage was expected to be
$4.35.

JOB TITLE NUMBER OF TRAINEES HOURLY WAGES

Professional, Technical, and Managerial

Administrative assistant 50 $3.00-$9.48
Dental assistant 45 $3.00-$3.50
Store manager 43 $3.10-$6.62
Counselor 42 $3.00-$5.78
Medical assistant 36 $3.00-$3.60
Manager, food services 30 $3.00-$6.50
Social worker 28 $3.00-$5.50
Staff nurse 27 $4.25-$5.91
Legal assistant 15 $4.50-$5.77

Clerical and Sales

General office clerk 36 $3.00-$5.00
Nurses aide 33 $3.40-$3.50
Stock clerk 30 $3.00-$3.75
Security guard 28 $3.00-$5.00
Janitor 28 $3.00-$3.25
Secretary 26 $3.00-$5.00
Building maintenance 24 $3.00
Insurance agent 21 $4.00-$6.86
Grocery clerk 20 $3.65
Salesperson 19 $3.00-$3.75
Bookkeeper 15 $3.00-$4.50

Machine Trades

Automobile and truck mechanic 42 $3.00-$7.00
Machine operator 37 $3.06-$4.33
Spindle operator 24 $4.34
Furnace feeder 20 $4.02

5
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JOB TITLE NUMBER OF TRAINEES HOURLY WAGES

Processing

General laborer 20 $5.19

Bench work

Line assembler 204 $3.50-$3.96
Dental laboratory technician 78 $3.00-$4.50
Assembler 20 $4.08 -$4.22

Structural Work

Maintenance, factory helper 78 $2.50
Painter 23 $3.52-$4.33
Maintenance person 21 $3.00-$5.20
Automobile body repairman 17 $3.00-$5.50

Miscellaneous

Mover 36 $3.00-$4.45
Service station attendant 26 $3.00-$4.50
Packer 15 $4.35

CHICAGO UNITED

Multiracial Business Group Works to Counteract
City's Jobs, School, and Community Problems

Since 1973, Chicago has been receiving behind-the-scenes business
counsel and practical support in confronting its harsh and intractable prob-
lems. That help comes from Chicago United, an unusual coalition of
twenty of the city's top companies and an equal number of leading black
and Hispanic businesses.

Chicago United relies on active participation by the chief executives
of these twenty large corporations: Arthur Andersen; Borg-Warner; Carson
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Pine Scott; the Chicago Tribune; Commonwealth Edison; Continental
Bank; Esmark; Field Enterprises; First Federal Savings & Loan; First
National Bank of Chicago; Illinois Bell Telephone; Inland Steel; Interna-
tional Harvester; Jewel Food Stores; Montgomery Ward; Northwest In-
dustries, Peoples Gas; Quaker Oats Company; Sears, Roebuck; Standard
Oil of Indiana; and Zenith Radio Corporation. The black and Hispanic
leaders represent such organizations as the Chicago Urban League, the
Chicago Daily Defender, Illinois Service Federal Savings and Loan, John-
son Publishing, Johnson Products, Parker House Sausage, the Wood lawn
Organiza"3n, Al Johnson Cadillac, Independence Bank of Chicago,
Seaway Bank, and the South Side Bank.

This group evolved out of an interracial association of business leaders
formed in 1968 after the assassination of Martin Luther King triggered a
week of rioting, arson, and looting that destroyed entire sections of
Chicago's West Side. By 1971, fifteen white principals were meeting
monthly with fifteen minority group leaders. Today, about 140 individuals
participate in Chicago United's twenty-five committees and task forces,
which tackle concerns that include Chicago's economic development, em-
ployment, education, criminal justice system, public safety and health,
minority economic development, housing, and transportation. Late in
1976, Chicago United held a series of meetings with experts in each of
these areas in order to evaluate the depth of the problems, Chicago faces.
The experts' reports were made public in March 1977 by the Chicago
Reporter, a monthly information service on racial issues. The Chicago
United evaluation, called "Chicago Report Card," concluded that "for the
most part, conditions in Chicago have not improved over the past decade.
In most areas they are worsening, and positive action is needed to prevent
an acceleration of deleterious trends."'

Robert W. MacGregor, president of Chicago United. explains the
overall view: "We felt that Chicago probably does better than other large
cities. But all cities are losers. We concluded that the city does have good
leadership, resources, and some timr left. Chicago works, but a lot of
things aren't working. This is especially true of neighborhood deterioration
and the outflow of jobs and the middle class."

Multiracial cooperation is one of Chicago United's two main working
principles. The other, MacGregor points out, is that in this city, if you
don't work with the city administration, you don't fzet much done." There-

*"Chicago Report Card: Chicago Reporter 6, no. 1 (March 1977): 1.
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fore, Chicago United emphasizes much closer business-government inter-
action than most cities. particularly in ()Hering help to the police depart-
ment, the board of education, and city hall.

Business Development

The "Chicago Report Card" emphasized the city's loss of population to
the suburbs over a decade of cross-migration:

Chicago lost 300.000 whites and over 200,000 jobs. and gained 330,000
blacks and 90,000 welfare recipients l) .tween 1960 and 1970.

ln the same interval, the suburbs gained 900,000 whites. 500,000 jobs, and
350.0(X) housing units. Chicago's tax base increased by only 24 percent.
while the cost of living went up about 31 percent. The cost of city govern-
ment alone increased 60 percent between 1960 and 1970. (p. 8)

The report cited education as the single greatest advantage held by
the suburbs over the city, an advantage that -goes a long way to explaining
the continuous flight tithe middle class" (p. 8).

Chicago is financially stronger than other major older cities, but it has
shown signs of weakness.

Chicago has not been affected like New York City because it handles only
one-foarth of the fUnctions in terms of dollars that other municipal govern-
ments handle. For example, Cook County has the responsibility for health
services, the Board of Education for education, and welfare costs are borne
mainly by state and federal monies. The Chicago situation looks worse when
the condition of these separate "governments" is considered. The school
system . . . has an accumulated deficit of substantially over $100 million.
The state . . . is in a precarious financial position. (p. 8)

The report anticipated some adaptations but no short-run cures.

The experts agree that the flow to the suburbs cannot he reversed. Chicago
interests can only adapt to the outflow, ;tr-di attempt to retain and attract as

many productive workers as possible. . . . Many of Chicago's problems
reflect national trends, and the city cannot do much about them. . . . The
experts are not optimistic about solutions on a national scale, or large in-
creases in federal and state subsidies. (p. 8)
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Chicago United's most far-reaching Wort to keep businesses in the

city was to help organize and provide much of the leadership for the new
Chicago Economic Development Commission, whose tasks are to retain
old industry, attract new firms, and create desirable plant locations. About
half of the eighteen commissioners are chief executives who are members
of Chicago United. A business development program, funded and or-
ganized by Chicago United and prepared by the Fantas Company, special-
izes in plant siting and helps guide the commission.

Employment and Training

From 1960 to 1970, the city lost about 1,900 plants; during the same
period, the Chicago metropolitan area gained about 100. The metropolitan
area gained manufacturing jobs between 1963 and 1967 but lost 117,000
jobs between 1967 and 1972. Meanwhile, between 1963 and 1972, the
suburbs gained 127,000 manufacturing jobs.

These trends have continued. For example, from mid-1974 to
mid-1975, the height of the recession, total metropolitan area employment
dropped by 3.6 percent, but manufacturing jobs dropped by 11.8 percent.
Between 1969 and 1975, Chicago experienced a loss of 21 percent of
manufacturing jobs, compared with a national loss of 9 percent.

These losses may not be permanent. After surveying 100 companies
in April 1977, the Economic Development Commission found an 18 to 20
percent increase in employment, which suggests that volatile changes in
manufacturing are linked to the business cycle. Nevertheless, in the short
run, manufacturing is vital to minority employment. In 1970, about half of
the Hispanics and 31 percent of the blacks in the city held manufacturing
jobs. Manufacturing has long offered better opportunities for upward mo-
bility for minorities and the lower middle class; their entry into the faster-
growing sectors of middle-class jobs and professions has been slow.

Chicago United companies are sponsoring three large-scale job ef-
forts. The most innovative is the Chicago Alliance of Business Manpower
Services (CABMS), an affiliate that acts as Chicago United's employment
and training agency (see page 49). CABMS receives CETA funds directly
from the city of Chicago and writes and handles close to 3,000 OJT posi-
tions a year with Chicago I.;inesses. Almost half those contracts are with
minority-owned businesses. As a nonprofit organization owned by the Chi-
cago United companies, it is funded by these companies and by govern-
ment reimbursement of its modest administrative costs.

5
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Some 80 percent of CABMS trainees are black or Hispanic. (Minori-

ties make up 35 percent of Chicago's P°Pulation) CABMS follows federal
and local guidelines which specify that "11 trainees Must be disadvantaged
or unemployed and must be trained in occupations that offer reasonable
career chances.

CABMS is expanding rapidly, and its expected placement of about
3.000 trainees in fiscal year 1978 triples its original goal, set in fiscal 1976.
CABMS has become the largest private-sector OJT program in the coun-
try and is serving as a model for programs in other large cities.

Chicago United's second major jobs hrograin is administered through
the Chicago Metro office Of the Natio 01 Alliance of Businessmen (NAB),
which has the same board and staffas CAMS. In 1977, the Chicago NAB
developed 34,773 job pledges and 36,6-16 job hires. Over sixty executives
participated in its month-long campaign and sold the program to 1,500
Chicago-area companies. This represented an increase of 40 percent in the
number of companies reached in 1975.

Its third citywide eflint, coordinated through CABMS, is to provide
enough summer jobs to meet the needs of most disadvantaged youths.
Through the Mayor's Summer Prograul for the Employment of Disadvan-
taged Youth (S1SPEDY), city and nonpr°4 agencies will hire about 46,000
youths Ibr the summer, and Chicago United comDanies will work with
other Chicago-area firms to employ alulther 39,000 N,,ouths The total of
85,000 summer jobs will be the largest ninnber in any one city.

Crime, Police, Justice

Robert MacGregor says that "the number-one concern in this city,
according to opinion polls and newspaPers, is crime and it is a primary
concern of poor people, of all people."

Chicago United's consulting experts reported that between 1971 and
1976, Chicago and the surrounding on, County had become less safe.
During that time. the crime index rose 10 percent in the city and 80
percent in Cook County. Arrests jumped 30 percent in the city and 150
percent in Cook County. The chances nr being caught, convicted, and
sentenced for committing a felony in Conk County Were less than 1 in 100
in 1971: in 1976, they were 3 in 100. The Chicago Report Card" noted that
this ratio is a major factor in the public's fear 01 victimization and the

justice system's inability to control crime. This fear affects changes in
activity plans, decisions about where 00 lives, business practices and the

Jv
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location of industry" The report also noted a growth of juvenile crime, with
more of it handled outside the criminal justice system, and a backlog of
5,379 felony cases in the courts, with an average delay of over 400 days, a
heavy dependence on plea bargaining, and a dramatic increase in the
number of adults on probation (p. 8).

In response to these findings, Chicago United is working to improve
police training and has helped develop a code of ethics for all policemen. It
is studying the recommendations of various government and civic groups
for court reform and has produced a thirty-minute film on crime preven-
tion that will have approximately 500 showings to employees of Chicago
United companies. The film is also being carried on prime-time television
in Chicago and other major cities.

Education and the Schools

Chicago United companies have sharply criticized the city's schools
because their students have fallen below national averages in academic
preparation and because they have failed to equip students with adequate
work habits and skills. Chicago United has, of course, been engaged in a
number of activities designed to reverse this serious situation.

Chicago United undertook a study of the organization and effective-
ness of the board of education, and the board has acted on all the recom-
mendations. The organization's candidate, a bank vice president, has been
appointed to the board of education. Chicago United also formed a com-
mittee aid the board in training its administrators. To date, 600 princi-
pals am. Administrators have attended a one-week summer school; addi-
tional programs in communications, management, and management sys-
tems training are being planned.

A Chicago United committee was commissioned to study career edu-
cation in the Chicago school system. The committee surveyed twenty chief
personnel managers of seventeen Chicago United companies. The report,
-Business Views Education in Chicago: was published in Phi Delta Kap-
pan in May 1975.

When asked to estimate the proportion of high school graduates interviewed
who are ready for employment with their present educational background,
only three respondents felt more than 40 percent were ready. Six said that
less than 20 percent of the graduates were ready, and nine said that 20 to 40
percent were ready. Two gave no response. (p. 611)

Si
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On the basis of its survey, the Chicago United committee urged two
strong work-study recommendations:

1. The schools must provide children with basic skills: reading, writing,
spelling, speaking, listening, and computing.
2. The schools must introduce young people to the world of work, so they
have reasonable exposure to a variety of career options, and know the
amount and kind of training and education needed to reach a career goal.
Many businesses are already participating in some form of career education,
and are willing to do more. (p. 612)

This Chicago United report spurred the board of education to expand its
work-study and career education programs.

A representative of the Mayor's Office of Manpower comments that
lob-related experience with education is the most significant thing in
Chicago. The student learns about the world of work, which is often com-
pletely alien to his family experience. In addition, it provides some income
maintenance ."

Robert MacGregor adds, "Career education is misunderstood. It is
not just vocational education. It encompasses how one learns about work
and the thousands of careers available and how students can be exposed to
all types of vocations."

A Chicago United committee has considered methods ofdesegregat-
ing the schools. Chicago United and the Chicago Association of Commerce
and Industry, the organization that represents the Chicago business
community at large, have together selected five members to sit on the
board of education's city desegregation committee. The Chicago school
system ran out of time in meeting desegregation goals, but the state gave it
a probationary period to come up with an acceptable desegregation plan.

MacGregor explains the severity and complexity of the problem:
"Chicago is the last major city to tackle this problem. And it could be the
most difficult. We have quite a segregated system because of the geogra-
phy of where the students live. Right now, only 24 percent of the school
enrollment is white; it has been declining each year.

"We are very concerned about chasing out more middle-class fami-
lies, both white and black, to the suburbs. Unfortunately, the whole issue
of desegregation seems to accelerate middle-class flight. The city schools
are becoming a one-class system, strictly for the poor. Among those en-
rolled, at least 100,000 kids live in public housing.
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'We have to try to keep the Chicago's schools competitive with subur-
ban schools. Many people question spending on middle-class schools; they
want more money spent on the poorand for good reason. But then the
middle-class schools decline.

The whole business community is beginning to become involved in
the issue. We have to figure out how to obey the law in this city All we can
do is look at the alternatives. It is largely a class problem. A key issue for all
central cities is to keep the skilled-worker and the middle-income families
in this city. Business investments are not made in cities populated by
unskilled workers. And that his disastrous consequences for the poor.

-We don't yet have an erective strategy to deal with this problem, but
Chicago United will continue to address this issue."

Minority Economic Development

Throughout the nation, the value of contracts awarded to minority-
owned businesses by firms belonging to the National Minority Purchasing
Council doubled in two years, from $237 million in 1973 to $514 million in
1975. Chicago United companies increased their total minority purchases
even faster, from $8 million in 1972 to almost $50 million in 1976. The goal
for 1977 was to reach $100 million. Chicago United accomplished this by
expanding the number of noninember companies participating in minority
purchasing subcouncils, which were divided into industrial sectors.

Phillip Duffy, executive director of the National Minority Purchasing
Council, says that the Chicago council is second highest in corporate pur-
chases. "Two of the top five companies in minority vendor purchases are
based here," he says, as well as a high percentage of the top twenty
purchasers. A small fraction of the business community is responsible for
the $50 million in purchases; a large potential remains untapped.

Chicago United has been involved in a number of other activities to
encourage the economic development of the minority community. It has
published a guide to purchasing from minority businesses that has been
distributed to companies and organizations in forty-one states. Fourteen of
the thirty-three regional councils of the National Minority Purchasing
Council are using it as a model. Chicago United set up workshops that
brought together white and minority banking and insurance firms. These
workshops were designed to improve working relationships between the
two groups. A reporting system was established, and minority firms noted
significant increases in business as a result of these efforts. Chicago United
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has also presented buyer-infbrination sessions for minority suppliers and
majority purchasers in the fields of advertising, construction, printing, and
packaging. In addition, the organization has met with construction firms to
promote increased minority employment. A twelve-step how-to guide for
affirmative action in construction was prepared by Chicago United and
distributed nationally.

Housing

Chicago United companies have publicized their support for fair
housing and have helped individual employees with housing problems.
The organization is also studying revision of the building code and neigh-
borhood revitalization, but in this area, the businessmen are finding it
difficult to decide what their role should be.

With the help of a federal grant, Chicago United has also developed
an economic plan for the Lower Near North Side that includes recommen-
dations for public housing options. It has helped RESCORP, a 16r-profit
corporation consisting of sixty savings and loan associations who are in-
terested in the rehabilitation of multifamily housing, select the South
Shore as the primary target area 16r their effbrts. A Chicago United fiow-to
manual for tenants and homeowners discusses home repairs, maintenam. ,

and budgeting.
Since 1974, one project has combined the organization's interests in

youth, jobs, housing. and education. Several hundred youths. -" school
dropouts, are taught construction skills and paid minimum wag, .1/4/ reha-

bilitate abandoned buildings in their own community (the Lawndale sec-
tion) and do other related community improvement projects. Eight gutted
buildings, originally purchased fbr Si apiece, have been completed at 50
percent less than the cost of building comparable public housing. Unions
cooperated in this effort, in part because construction jobs were created by
work that the youths could not do.

Closely Interrelated Programs

All the activities in which Chicago United is engaged are vital to
doing business in Chicago. "We have just made an internal evaluation of
our priorities," MacGregor explains. "First is jobs. Education is the key to
jobs. Then we must address public safety because it is critical to where

ti
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business locates. That leads to transportation. We must have an adequate
infrastructure, and that means business development and minority eco-
nomic development. There are at least six spokes to this wheel, and they
are all essential.-

An official of the Mayor's Office of Manpower summarizes the city
government's view of Chicago United and its role: "industry has always
wanted to be involved in achieving the city's goals and solving its prob-
lems. Basically, this has been a happy partnership.-

CHICAGO METRO NAB

Job Pledges and Placements for the Disadvantaged

In 1972, Chicago United's Jobs Task Force studied the city's man-
power problems and found that the many public and private agencies in
the manpower field were poorly coordinated and often working at cross-
purposes, particularly in their efforts to get more minorities, the economi-
cally disadvantaged, and the unemployed into productive jobs. In addi-
tion, the Illinois Bureau of Employment Security was judged relatively
ineffective in placing job seekers, irrespective of business conditions and
the number of job openings.

One response of the business community was to establish the Chicago
Alliance of Business Manpower Services (CABMS), a separate organization
that maintains the same board and staff as the Chicago Metro division of
the National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB). A second response was to
establish the Account Representative program to forge a better relation-
ship with the Employment Service. A third response was to provide more
support for the NAB's annual job pledging and hiring activities for the
disadvantaged.

Personal Touch

The Account Representative system was relatively simple to orga-
nize, but it brought about a major change. Illinois Job Service (IJS) inter-
viewers were assigned to work with specific CABMS contracting compa-
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vies. They were trained by personnel in these companies so that they
learned firsthand about each company's specific hiring needs. Generally, a
close one-to-one relationship was established.

The companies gained confidence that appropriate applicants would
be sent to them. At the same time, employers gave more job orders to I'S
and were encouraged to take more risks in hiring the disadvantaged.

Prior to this program, the Employment Service had a dismal 18 to 1
referral-to-hire ratio with the same companies. In over two years of operat-
ing the Account Representative system, the ratio of referrals-to-hires
improved dramatically to 3 to 1 and was then maintained at that level.
More than 2,400 people were hired in Chicago United companies alone,
compared with only 83 placements previously. Over 90 percent of these
hires were minorities. Referrals jumped almost five times (from 1,519 to
7,280) and placements thirty times (from 83 to 2,410).

The program was discontinued in August 1976, not for lack of success,
but because IJS was without a chief administrator and lacked direction. As
of now, it has not been restarted.

Developing the NAB

The referral functions of the Account Representative program and the
personal connections between referrers and employers have largely been
transferred to the NAB. This has developed gradually as the annual NAB
job pledge campaigns have gained increasing acceptance in the Chicago
business community.

NAB was formed in 1968, following a White House dinner meeting
between President Johnson and fifteen business leaders. The riots occur-
ring in many cities during the 1960s had focused attention on the growing
problem of people who were hard to employ.

According to participants, President Johnson asked the businessmen
to undertake responsibility for the hard-to-employ and stated that govern-
ment training programs had been failures, despite the billions of dollars
that had been spent on them. The business leaders felt that although the
private sector could scarcely handle the whole problem, much greater
private hiring might be stimulated. The result was the NAB and its broad
effort called Job Opportunities in the Business Sector (JOBS). NAB Metro
offices were organized around the country to carry out job pledge and job
hiring campaigns.

For most of the period from 1968 to 1973, the national economy was
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expanding, corporate social responsibility was more closely linked to hiring
the disadvantaged, and NAB job pledges and hires by companies in-
creased. This trend was reversed by the 1974-75 recession, during which
time even normal entry-level hiring was depressed.

Among Chicago companies, NAB job pledges quickly reached a level
of over 25,000 job pledges by 1969. It recovered from the 1970 recession to
reach the 25,000 job level again by 1972. With the formation of CABMS
and a period of faster economic growth, job pledges rose to 39,000 in 1974.
They dropped to 35,000 in the 1974-75 recession and are now recovering
above 36,000.

What Is a Job Pledge?

Are the job pledges a numbers game? Or are they matched by job
hires? What kinds of hires?

Between 1976 and 1977, there were actually more job hires (36,646)
than job pledges (34,773). Of those hires, 73 percent were economically
disadvantaged, 24 percent were Vietnam-era veterans, and 3 percent were
ex-offenders.

Osceola Edmondson, senior manager of employment and training for
Chicago NAB, says that "we tried to address this 'numbers game' criticism
in 1976. We didn't try to sell a higher number of pledges to the companies
we had previously contacted. We wanted real numbers. We said, 'Tell us
what you feel you can actually do.' We told our executives-on-loan, who
conduct the pledge campaign, 'It doesn't matter if a pledge goes up or
down; stress reachable figures.' In some cases, we talked employers down."

Marie Altieri, who runs the management information system, re-
ports: "A good 75 percent of companies meet their pledges, and about
one-fifth of these exceed their pledge; 25 percent don't meet their goal."

Pledging companies report their hires every three months in each of
four categories: disadvantaged, Vietnam veterans, summer jobs for
needy youths (a separate Chicago program), and ex-offenders. Most people
in these categories are, in fact, disadvantaged. The official definition is that
the disadvantaged must have a family or individual income below the
poverty level or must be unemployed. Also, anyone receiving public assis-
tance is automatically classified as disadvantaged.

NAB is officially limited to these formulas, but it is the companies
who must classify and report the numbers. "Many employers try reli-
giously to stick to the formula; others will include all those who need a job,"
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says Jack Fitzpatrick, former executive director of CABMS and now senior
vice president, operations, for NAB in Washington, D.C. "Employers try
not to embarrass people by probing: some will show the poverty guideline
to an applicant and ask if it applies.

"There is little relationship between family income and need," Fitzpa-
trick adds. "A son may be unemployed and lack any marketable skill; the
father can't help on $10,000 a year."

Several years ago, reporting was simplified. Previously, companies
were asked to report the number of terminations prior to six months'
employment and after six months. Small companies found this reporting
especially burdensome; one of their main complaints about government
has been red tape.

Also until several years ago, the NAB headquarters in Washington
received from each Metro office a profile of job hires by sex, race, income,
age, and education. Again, companies found such reporting burdensome,
and the NAB, as a voluntary organization, did not wish to insist. Also, with
new privacy standards, company application forms generally do not ask for
sex, race, and income information.

As a result, the NAB numbers will remain unevaluated. As a whole,
though, job pledges do mean job hires.

Filling Job Orders

The regular staff of the Chicago NAB is composed of eight managers
of employment and training (METs) who are on loan and are paid by IJS.
They have two principal functions: to prepare the annual one-month job
pledge campaign and to contact the pledging companies and obtain and
refer job orders throughout the rest of the year.

The system is similar to the Account Representative program in that
the METs develop personal relationships with company employment
officers and get to know their hiring needs. However, METs do not make
individual applicant referrals; they send out job orders to any of thirty-one
cooperating agencies, especially to Employment Service offices.

Edmondson estimates that IJS will receive 50 to 60 percent of all job
orders. IJS will typically get the first chance to fill an order. Often, how-
ever, IJS and several other agencies will be asked to make referrals, de-
pending on the employer's location, type of occupation, and number of
openings. For example, since many minority or disadvantaged people do
not have cars, a suburban job order will be offered to a number of agencies;
so will an order for ten or more jobs.

C.!
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Most companies want to fill their equal employment opportunity or
affirmative action requirements," Edmondson says. "Many will request
minority or female applicants. Others will say, 'Vietnam veteran preferred.'

"A pledge only means that a company will try to hire a certain number
of people in the next year from the four target groups. It doesn't mean that
job orders will be sent solely to NAB or to NAB at all; companies can use
gate hires."

Executives-on-Loan

Before the pledge campaigns, METs identify companies to be con-
tacted by using records from US, the Chicago Association of Commerce
and Industry, and other Chicago directories. The aim is to constantly
expand the employer base. In 1976, the number of pledging companies
was increased 40 percent from 1,100 to 1,500. In 1977, the goal was to
contact an additional 1,700 companies, for a total of 3,200 employers. It
was hoped that about half of these new companies would pledge to hire,
raising the total of pledging companies from 1,500 to about 2,300.

For the one - .month campaign, from sixty to seventy executives are
loaned by NAB employers. These are generally middle managers whose
salaries, paid by the companies, were worth over $150,000 last year.

The executives are trained for three and a half days, and then each is
given a list of about fifty-five companies to contact in the next month. Their
goal for 1978 will be to raise the total job pledges above 36,000, mainly by
reaching more companies throughout six counties of Illinois and Indiana.
"I was impressed with the executives last year," Edmondson says. "It is
educational for them: Many say they had no idea that unemployment was
as high as it is or as degrading."

As another aspect of the 1977 pledge campaign, the executives visited
and briefed 3,000 companies about legislation and affirmative action re-
quirements for hiring Vietnam veterans and ex-offenders. Pledges and
placements for these special target groups for 1977 were:

Vietnam veterans Disabled veterans Ex-offenders

Pledges 7,723 619 1,143
Hires 6,608 52 1,060

6 I
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Obviously, disabled veterans fared poorly. In late summer 1976, NAB

held a one-day seminar for over 100 companies to discuss the employabil-
ity of these groups: it feels that more effort seems needed, especially for
the handicapped.

Following Through

After the pledges are signed and the executives return to their com-
panies, the METs begin asking for job orders and referring orders to IJS
and thirty-one social agencies. "We don't leave it to the companies," Ed-
mondson explains. "We don't want employers to say, 'We pledged, but you
didn't follow up.' Each MET contacts about 175 companies in the first two
months after the pledge campaign. Then we take a break and concentrate
on companies that didn't pledge, making visits to sell them.

"About 50 percent of our job orders now come in over the phone. We
say, 'Give us the job order. Make one phone call to NAB: we will handle it
from there, like a broker:

"We are in competition with the agencies: Edmondson admits, "and
everyone is competing with the Employment Service. It is a duplication of
efibrts, but one that is necessary in a city the size of Chicago and with its
volume of industry."

NAB's Record

From March 1968 to March 1973, NAB results were:

Veterans Disadvantaged

Total pledging companies . 1,519* 652 1,284
Total jobs pledged 22,498 84,826
Total hires 19,350 103,447
Terminations (prior to

six months' employment) 46,652
Retention rate 54.9%

Includes 235 companies pledging for veterans only.

The results show that for the disadvantaged, hires exceeded pledges
by almost 19,000 over five years; for veterans, hires trailed pledges by over
3,000. On balance, hires exceeded pledges.

L.)
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Also, the retention rate of 55 percent for the first six months (a 45
percent turnover) does not seem markedly different from the retention
rates that inany companies report for regular hires in entry-level jobs. This
suggests that the disadvantaged may not be riskier than regular hires,
provided that adequate training is given.

The total number of pledging companies for the five-year period,
1,519, is now almost equaled in a single year. This suggests that the NAB's
large gains since 1973 have been achieved mainly by expanding the num-
ber of pledging companies, rather than increasing the job pledges and
hires per company.

For the four years from 1973 to 1976, job pledges totaled 148,906, or
an average of 37,227 per year. Hires have averaged about 38,000 per year.
By comparison, hires averaged 20,690 per year from 1968 to 1972.

Thus, the Chicago NAB almost doubled its companies' job hir6s for
the disadvantaged and veterans in the last four years, despite the most
severe recession since World War II, mainly by reaching out to a much
greater number of companies, particularly smaller employers. This is the
best NAB record in the country and one that other NAB Metros are being
asked to emulate.

OWENS-ILLINOIS

SPOT Program Facilitates Interchange

with Employment Services

In three locations across the country, Owens-Illinois employees and
members of state Employment Services trade jobs for one week at a time.
Their goal is to understand each organization's needs and resources. The
participants' one-week absence from their places of employment is less
than the time required for many management development programs.
And the only costs to organizations participating in SPOT are employee
salaries.

The Skills in Personnel thru Onsite Training (SPOT) program was
developed by the U.S. Employment Service and Owens-Illinois in early
1976. Employees from Owens-Illinois plants and from Illinois Job Service
(IJS) offices have tested SPOT at the company's headquarters in Toledo,
Ohio, in Pittston, Pennsylvania, and in Oakland; California. The company,
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which manufactures glass, plastic, paper, and metal products, has been so
encouraged by the pilot study that it is working with the Labor Depart-
ment to make the SPOT program available to local IJS offices and more
than 100 Owens-Illinois plants across the country.

An IJS representative spends five full days in the plant. Later, one of'
the plant's personnel staff works in a local office of the U.S. Employment
Service. SPOT emphasizes individual development, and most participants
report that they did indeed become more familiar with the resources and
requirements of each other's organizations.

In a review of the project in Ilnrk/ifrkrthur Swartz, chief of em-
ployer services of the Pennsylvania Bureau of Employment Si. eurity, states
that he plans to extend SPOT throughout the state: "We will ask 75 em-
ployer advisory (ouncils . . . . .t h ethey would like to participate in a program
similar to that conducted by Owens-Illinois."*

Peggy Boccolini, employment manager for the Owens-Illinois televi-
sion products plant in Pittston, participated in SPOT. She says, "I am now
using more Bureau of Employment Security services and obtaining excel-
lent results."

In Oakland, Peggy O'Drain fills orders fir skilled and unskilled jobs
at the local Califinia Employment Development Department. She often
handles orders fir entry-level jobs at the Owens-Illinois glass container
plant in Oakland, which employs 1,800 people. When she spent a week
there as a SPOT intern, she received an overview of plant operations,
reviewed job descriptions, discussed job requirements with supervisors,
and observed workers in action. In the personnel department, she dis-
cussed hiring practices, affirmative action plans, employment needs, and
job application forms. O'Drain is enthusiastic about the program: "SPOT
really gives you a look at private industry. You see what problems employ-
ers face. It enabled me to build a very good relationship at the Owens-
Illinois plant. Now, when I interview prospective referrals, I try to match
the type of job with the type of person. I take more time to explain the type
of work and the possible stress involved. I emphasize the need to be
dependable, to be a good learner, to have good physical stamina, and to
have a reliable means of transportation."

In turn, Willie Huff, a training and equal employment opportunity
coordinator at the Oakland plant, worked for a week in the local Employ-

"Stephen Brown. -A SPOT of Understanding:. ItOrldifi. 2. no. 7 (July 1977): 27.
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ment Service office. He played the role of a job seeker in order to learn
how applicants are processed. He also met with the staff to discuss the
applicant load and demographics, learned how job orders are taken and
filled, practiced if local jobs, and learned about the complexities
of the unemployment insurance program, the Work Incentive Program,
and various youth employment efforts. He also visited two other Employ-
men, Service offices in the area. Huff says that he now understands how
the Employment Service can help the company meet its affirmative action
goals more efficiently, especially through its contacts with community or-
ganizations. I. thinks that the service can "cut down tremendously" the
amount of time he spends developing those contacts himself.

UNION CARBIDE CORPORATION

Oak Ridge TAT Project

Brings Technical Jobs to the Unskilled

In Oak Ridge, Tennessee, a highly effective program called Training
and Technology (TAT) has succeeded in placing 96 percent of its previously
unskilled enrollees in higher-paying jobs. During the period from 1966 to
1976, 3,003 people completed the program: they constituted 82 percent of
all TAT enrollees. The averagf 1975-1976 placement wage for program
graduates was $5.59 per hour.

Many other measures indicate that TAT is both successful and cost-
efficient. As a result, the basic TAT program, located in Oak Ridge at the
government-owned Y-12 nuclear plant operated by the Union Carbide
Corporation, is being adapted at several other locations across the country.
Organizers hope to replicate TATS effectiveness in training the unskilled
for technical jobs.

Most TAT trainees are referred by Tennessee CETA prime sponsors
(local governments disbursing federal employment and training funds).
Until 1974, the target group was the disadvantaged. At present, the targets
are the unemployed and ti,e underemployed, but most of the trainees are
also disadvantaged. In recent years, an average of 63 percent of the
trainees were previously unemployed. Through 1973, 65 to 75 percent
were disadvantaged, which meant that they met the Labcr Department's
definition by being poor, lac;.; ,g suitable employment, and being under 22
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or over 45 years old, a member of a olinoritv grouP, a school dropout, or
handicapped. Another group that qualified was high school graduates who
were underemployed: thew were teeu'ilgers who Were working in low-
skilled, dead-end jobs.

Alxmt 68 percent of the trainees have been White; 31 percent, black;
and 1 percent, others. The proportion of blacks is high compared with the
proportion of blacks in the surrounding areas (7 percent). About 87 percent
of the applicants were Tennessee residents, although recruitment covered
a wider area. About 13 percent have beep women; Previously; the propor-
tion was 7 percent. Most of the trainees ilre young. The average age is 22,
and about 90 percent are under 25. tios.ceer, TAT trainees overall range in
age from 17 to 54.

Factory Setting

TAT trainees enter the plant gates at the same time and with the same
badges as other workers. They are sobict to the same plant rules and
discipline. Their instructors, who are Non Carbide foremen, accept or
reject their shopwork according to strict industrial standards. Jack Fritts,
head of the program, says, "The standards we impose are the ones that
industry expects from its employees, They are mach more stringent than
the standards in most vocational schools.

According to a 1973 Labor Department report, the program's "indus-
trial setting is a prime ingredient of training success." It helps to motivate
the trainees and to keep them in the pr°grarn (Only' 18 percent of enroll-
ees fail to graduate from TAT.) The factory setting also encourages the
formation of work habits that will prepare graduates for the real obligati, Is

of employment: * These work habits inelnde, among other things, punctu-
ality and good attendance. For example, after six unexcused absences, a
trainee is fired.

During their six months in the pr°gram, trainees spend forty hours
each week at the plant, mostly in hands-on use of advanced p
equipment in shops and laboratories. MI average or eleven hours
are devoted to classes (five hours of niathematics, three hours of science,

*U.S. Department of Labor, A Model for TruoinR the Disadvantaged: TAT at Oak Ridge,
Tenn., Manpower Research Monograph no. 29. 19.3,
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and two hours of blueprint reading). Double shifts in machining, welding
and physical testing keep the facility open from 7 A. M. to 11 P. M.

The job skills taught are either those generally in demand in
technology-based industries and construction or those specifically required
by employers hiring TAT graduates. Currently, five training areas are of-
fered: machining, welding, drafting technology, physical testing, and me-
chanical operations (pipe fitting, hydraulics, and the like). Previous
courses included industrial electricity, glassblowing, machine shop inspec-
tion, electronics, and training for chemical technicians. When the demand
for these skills declined, the courses were phased out.

TAT also provides a wide range of supportive services, including help
in locating housing, transportation, and recreation and assistance in coping
with personal. medical, and financial problems.

A High Level of Success

TAT is known for its ability to deliver good jobs for its trainees, and
the program attracts up to ten applicants for each opening. TAT actively
recruits through schools, churches, the employment service, and the local
media.

The Labor Department's review identified the elements that contrib-
ute to TAT's exceptional effectiveness:

The industrial setting and . . . the best elements of institutional and on-the-
job training, . . .

Instructors are craftsmen, with current industrial experience
A painstaking recruitment/selection process
Shop training is rigorous, relatively lengthy, and individualized
Trade-related academic and remedial education
Close relationships with employers whose skill needs are known;
a large placement network of satisfied employers
Comprehensive supportive services
Indepth union and community support
Strong management and program development services.

In 1972. a TAT advisory committee worked out a replication model,
but the members found it hard to agree on which elements were crucial for
success. Robert Schrank, a Ford Foundation manpower expert, felt it was
the live, apprentice nature of the training, with trainees under the wing of

a journeyman who takes a personal interest. It may also be self-selection,
with TAT attracting the best of the group."
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For Allen }anger, of the Conference Board, the partnership between
one company, Union Carbide, and an educational institution was the cru-
cial ingredient. In the case of TAT, it is Oak Ridge Associated Universities
(ORAU), which handles administration, research, and community rela-
tions. According to Janger, "This relationship provided stability, and from
that came strong management:.

Jack Fritts agrees about the importance of ORAU: It manages the
placement system; it brings in company interviewers and gets feedback
from them that it uses to modify the program; it helps graduates relocate
(one-quarter take jobs through the Southeast); it organizes "industrial be-
havior" seminars, evaluates the graduates' experience, and handles
trainees' problems; and it responds to the local sponsors that pay for the
training.

-We have continuously advocated this program and looked for new
funding," says Gary de Mik, head of research and development for ORAU.
"Our tolerance for frustration is high because our staff is so closely con-
nected to this work. We have an ongoing, self-interested commitment."

How They Fared

In 1972, ORAU surveyed 472 people who had successfully completed
the TAT program. The findings are instructive.

Immediately after graduation, practically all the trainees moved into
jobs at starting salaries close to the national average for production
workers. About one-third were employed in local Union Carbide plants.
More than sixty other employers had hired the other two-thirds, placing
them in over 170 different jobs. Overall,. TAT trainees had worked 90
percent of the time since graduation. Their unemployment rate was 9
percent, which was low for young workers. By comparison, only 37 per-
cent of the enrollees had been employed before training.

For the class of 1972, the average annual income after training was
$7,509. For those who had been employed before they entered the pro-
gram, the average income was $4,484, The wage gain for the group was
$3,025. For the class of 1969, the average income was $6,302; trainees in
other government programs earned an average of $3,400. Thus, for 1969
TAT graduates, the average wage gain was $2,900; for graduates of other
government programs, the average gain was $1,876.

The majority of graduates reported satisfaction with almost all aspects
of their work, including pay, the company, co-workers, unions, supervi-
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sors, and the job as a whole. TAT graduates worked toward a better stan-
dard of living by moving to better housing, managing money responsibly,
and striving for greater job competence. Furthermore, the TAT graduates
were more active in community life than a control group was.

Most employers (87 percent) rated the performance of TAT graduates
"adequate" to "superior."

In 1972, the cost for six months of training was $3,200 per trainee.
That was somewhat lower than the cost per trainee (including completion
of training and job placement) in other government-funded programs.
Tuition in 1972. was $1,836 per trainee. At present, tuition is $2,640 pei-
trainee (paid by CETA prime sponsors). The amounts of the subsistence and
travel allowances vary depending on the sponsor, but in general, they are
based on the minimum wage. They total about $2,400. Currently, total
costs per TAT trainee are about $5,040.

A cost-benefit analysis showed that with the large wage gain, the rate
of return to the individual was more than 200 percent. The analysis also
showed that when both costs and taxes paid were taken into consideration,
the rate of return to the federal government was 21 to 26 percent.



IMPROVING THE TRANSITION
FROM SCHOOL TO WORK

ALCOA

Summer Jobs for Youth

Since 1973, Alcoa's summer co-op program has increasingly focused on
the training and personal ch.velopment of women and members of minority
groups for careers in engineering and business. The company makes ;1
sp( cial effort to attract people from disadvantaged backgr3und,; because
they constitute a largely untapped pool of talent. "We don't want to t
ler into engineering and business only those young peop4 'Al, would
otherwise go into law and medicine," explains Don Edw .rd,. Alcoa's ad-
ministrator for professional employment. "The greatest need is w increase
the number of women and minorities who enter and stay engineering
schools."

During the summer of 1977, 101 young people worked at Alcoa's
operating locations, laboratories. or sales offices for approximately three
months. These students were placed in jobs that would acquaint them with
the career opportunities available in business and ianstrv. They assisted
engineers, collected data, or contributed to a project. NIust were college
uniors and seniors enrolled in engineering programs, but high school and
graduate students also participated. About three-fourths of the students
were women and mem!) 'rs of minority groups.

The largest number of minority and female participan s come from
schools with active programs directed to those groups and supported by

79
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the Alcoa Foundation. Summer employment at Alcoa thus provides many
participants with additional financial support as well as vital work experi-
ence. Campus interviews are held to recruit students directly or to meet
those who have already been recommended by co-op and education place-
ment directors, deans of engineering, and faculty members.

Although the company does not judge the effectiveness of the pro-
gram by the number of participants who later become employees, it does
encourage those students who perform well to consider Alcoa for future
employment. "The company has evaluated the summer program and has
found the results to be extremely positive," says Edwards. "We insist that
job assignments he meaningful. We believe that is an outstanding feature
of the program. However, for that very reason, we might not he able to
expand the number of students participating in the summer of 1978."

CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY

Work-Study Program Benefits both Young People
and the Company

Since 1972, the Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Company
of Chicago has employed about 500 youths in a half-time split between
school and work. These work-study employees range in age from 16 to 21. In
1977, Continental hired 140 students and was one of the city's largest work-
study employers in the office occupations category.

The bank has just completed an evaluation of its work-study experi-
ence. It compared these young permanent part-time employees with two
groups of' regular hires (employees in the same age-group and employees in
the same salary grades) that included both It'll-time and part-time employ-
ees. The results are very positive. Work-study employees had a higher
job-retention rate, were rated somewhat superior in job performance, and
had a better attendance record. Furthermore, those cooperative education
students who later joined the bank as full-time employees cost the company
somewhat less per hire than off-the-street hires.

1
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Owen C. Johnson, vice president of personnel, says the bank has
concluded that the program has been good for all concerned, "The employ-
ees gain a much better knowledge of our company's methods and working
environment and also a much clearer idea of what kinds of full-time jobs to
aim for. The'system also benefits the company by enabling it to take a close
look at cooperative education employees before they are hired hill time."

Brenda Russell, coordinator of Continental Bank's program, states that
the work-study arrangement "allows business to share in the development of
the student. These youths become better performers when they shift to
full-time work because they don't have the adjustment problems experi-
enced by young regular hires. They have a remarkably better absentee rate,
and while they are here, they perform better. So we win all three ways."

Kery McIntosh, a 17-year-old high school senior who works half time at
Continental as a typist, says, "1 am a step ahead in seeing if I like the
business world. Sometimes, 1 feel older than the kids at school. I work in
personnel here and am thinking of going to college to train in personnel
work."

Rick Simonton, another 17-year-old senior in the personnel depart-
ment, is equally enthusiastic. "Work attitudes are most importantlike not
turning down any new assignment and feeling that you can do the job. I
think I am more mature now. Other kids with regular part-time jobs can call
in sick and not be missed. Here, you have some responsibility. Ifyou stay
out, the work wont get done, and it will set everyone back."

Owen Johnson feels that there are not nearly enough work-study pro -
grains for high school and college students. He asserts that the number of
cooperative education programs might be expanded considerably if employ-
ers would hire more part-time workers and if school systems would give
higher priority to such programs. Johnson believes that the schools must
become more flexible organizationally if this need is to he met.

About 9,000 Chicago public school students take part in a variety of
cooperative education programs; however, they constitute only about 2
percent of all eligible students. Continental Bank is employing 140 students
this .'ear and is thus one of the largest employers of those in the office
occupations category of work-study programs. Johnson and other person-
nel managers are urging the Chicago Board of Education to promote more
flexible class schedules. The aim is to enable more students to work in the
morning and go to school in the afternoon. For example, over 90 percent of
the high school students employed at Continental come to work after
morning classes. If a second shift of students could be developed, two
students could share one full-time job, and more students could be hired.

j
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EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY

Teens on Patrol

The summer of 1977 marked the eleventh year for Teens on Patrol
(TOP), a program developed by Eastman Kodak in cooperation with the
Rochester, New York, police force. TOP has given responsible roles to
1,042 young people, who patrol city recreation areas popular with youths,
perform clerical chores at police headquarters, or regularly accompany
police officers in patrol cars on calls for police assistance. The teen-agers
are paid the minimum wage for a five-hour working day. TOP is very
popular. More than 800 youths between the agt..; of 16 and 19 applied in
1977 for approximately 100 openings.

Each summer, Kodak grants about $100,000 to Rochester Jobs Inc.
(R.11), an employment consortium of business, religious, and community
agency leaders, to administer TOP. According to Kenneth Howard of
Kodak's Personnel Relations Department, the teen-age participants in
TOP have exerted a positive influence on their peers. In addition, their
work with TOP has given these youths a good understanding of the police
role and a sense of responsibility and dependability.

Captain Charles Price, who heads the police department's Commu-
nity Services Unit, says, "We look at TOP, not as a training ground for
fiiture policemen, but as an opportunity for youngsters to find out the role
of the police officer by working side by side with him."

A second major program inspired and funded by Kodak is the World
of Work (WOW). WOW was launched in 1970 with a Kodak grant of
$75,000 and the commitment of Kodak personnel as instructors. In its first
year, some twenty-five high school students participated in this work-study
program. WOW subsequently received a two-year grant from the Labor
Department, and enrollment increased to 100. Enrollment continues to
grow; in the school year 1977-78, 230 students will participate.

Today, the program is administered by RP in cooperation with the
Rochester city school district and the Board of Cooperative Educational
Services for schools in eastern Monroe County. The program integrates
work and education for students who have dropped out of high school or
who are seriously considering dropping out. WOW students are taught
skilled trades, such as carpentry, plumbing, electricity, and painting, while
carrying out building renovations for Rochester-area nonprofit,agencies or
city housing agencies. They work a maximum of twenty-foiir hours per
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week at the minimum wage. They also carry a normal course load and
attend five hours of classes on the days they are not working. RJI estimates
that as a result of the program, about 50 percent of the participants have
earned a high school diploma or its equivalent. Moreover, some 100 WOW
graduates are now on the Kodak payroll.

Kodak has granted $1 million to RJI in the past ten years for these two
programs alone. The primary goals, Kodak says, are to improve job prepa-
ration for the young and the disadvantaged and to improve the quality of
life in the community. There is also a secondary goal: to produce good job
prospects for the company.

EMORY UNIVERSITY

Flexible Career and Work Experience

Emory University in Atlanta, Georgia, encourages its students to
explore career possibilities through the Developing Interest in Career
Experience (DICE) program. DICE, which was established in 1976, was
initially supported by a grant from the Alcoa Foundation and is sponsored
by the Emory Board of Visitors and the university's Career Planning and
Placement Center. Since its inception, 100 students have participated in
the program.

DICE enables students to learn about career alternatives while they
are studying !Or their degrees, rather than after graduation. They partici-
pate in work relationships in Atlanta-area businesses and professional
firms. DICE students test (and often confirm) their initial career interests
by choosing from four available options: Through career coaching, students
receive direct counseling about careers and occupations available with the
host companies. An externship gives the student look-over-the-shoulder
work experience in a host organization. Students work for three to five
hours a week for several weeks without pay, observing and learning about
the work tasks and responsibilities. An internship provides a defined pe-
riod of paid employment with a host company. The conditions and type of
work are decided by the host and the student. Full-time summer employ-
ment provides more extensive paid employment experience with a host
organization. Students who choose this ow.. !on receive preliminary career
counseling from DICE personnel.

S
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Emory believes that the traditional collegial system discourages
meaningful interaction between academic and wo, .k experience and that
the professional work force has too little input into thi. educational process.
DICE makes this vital cross-fertilization possible.

The program also serves to strengthen the relationship between
Emory and the business and professional people who serve as hosts to the
students. In essence, the hosts are sharing an educational relationship with
the university by enabling college students to learn more about the Ameri-
can free enterprise system. DICE also makes it possible for employers to
take an in-depth look at potential employees while they are still students,
without incurring any obligations or expensive commitments.

DICE students are routinely asked for their comments on the pro-
gram. Their evaluations have been highly favorable. Here are some repre-
sentative responses:

Sophomore: "I think this is an excellent program. I was dealt with in a
very personal way that helped me see what my interests were and what
careers I could pursue. I have recommended this program to my friends."

junior: "1 am going to work in my family business, perhaps taking two
years off to pursue an MBA. The DICE experience has helped my percep-
tion of the business world outside the family business."

Senior: "Right now my career plans are very uncertain. There are
many areas of business I am considering, and I'll have to wait and see what
happens. The program let me explore the financial investment field very
carefully, and in this regard, it was an excellent experience."

Recent graduate: "I now work at a public televison station in Texas. I
feel that my internship had a great deal to do with the fact that I got a job
here. Just that little bit of experience goes a long was People feel a lot
better abottt hiring someone who has worked, even if only for a short time,
in the area in which they are applying for a job. Working at the station in
Atlanta gave me some contacts here in Texas, so I was able to go directly to
the right person when I applied. It was probably the most practical course
I could have taken at Emory."

In 1974, the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Task
Force on Work in "4 merica concluded that "education is more meaningful if
it has a work component: work is more meaningful if it has components of
education and leisure."* DICE makes this conclusion a reality.

`James (Mole. -Regional Spotlight,- Southern Regional Educational Board 9, no. 2 (No-
vember 1974).

S
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

A Variety of Career Education Programs

Despite the persistent shortages of skilled craftsmen and technicians,
America's colleges continue to graduate large numbers of majors in educa-
tion, the humanities, and the social sciences. General Electric recognized
this trend more than twenty years ago and has been actively engaged in
eflOrts to reverse it. The company believes that the best way to reduce
high unemployment among teen-agers and young adults and at the same
time relieve the shortages of personnel in industrial occupations is to
educate the educators. Joseph M. Bertotti, GE's manager of corporate
educational relations, recently observed that -most educators have little
knowledge of, or experience in, industrial occupations. They need oppor-
tunities to attend seminars that will give them a firsthand awareness of the
industrial workplace.-

Summer Fellowship Programs

Since 1959, GE has conducted the Career Education and Guidance
Programs. These summer institutes began at Syracuse University and have
expanded over the years to Boston University and the Universities of
Louisville, South Carolina, and Indiana. These universities receive grants
from CE to cover room, board, and tuition expenses for each participating
secondary school teacher. Graduate credits an, earned by those who com-
plete the six-week program. About 2,009 PPISORS have attended the insti-
tutes since the program's inception.

The summer program is designed to pr:Pvide essential firsthand expe-
rience in industry for thousands of secondary school teachers and coun-
selors. There are formal training courses structured and conducted by
university faculty members. In addition, teachers and counselors shadow
assigned employees in GE plants and other industries. They learn techni-
cal skills, work practices, and wage scales; and they observe employee
attitudes, behavior, and motivations. Initially, one teacher shadowed one
employee, but the concept of team shadowing (involving five teachers)
developed when it became apparent that the team effort stimulated discus-
sions and prompted the teachers to initiate innovative career programs in
their schools.
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Bertotti emphasizes the fact that the summer institutes provide in-
dustrial career education, not simply career guidance information:* Expo-
sure to plant work increases the educators' awareness of the occupational
opportunities available in industry and improves their ability to counsel
young people about career choices. This, in turn, can ease the transition of
youths from school to work.

In-Service Programs for Educators
The concept of team shadowing led to the development of the in-

service Educator-in-Industry activities. The pioneer project began in Lou-
isville, Kentucky, and Lynn, Massachusetts, where GE had long-standing
relationships with both the secondary school systems and the local univer-
sities. These relationships enabled GE to build upon ideas generated at
the summer institutes. The Educator-in-Industry concept has spread to
other GE plant communities. Programs have been established or are antic-
ipated in Erie, Pennsylvania; Portsmouth, Virginia; Bloomington, Indiana;
San Jose, California; Schenectady and Syracuse, New York; Cincinnati and
Cleveland, Ohio; and Bridgeport, Connecticut.

The programs, which are conducted during the school year, are open
to teams of secondary school teachers, counselors, and administrators.
Those who complete the programs, which last for twelve to fifteen weeks,
earn graduate credits, and additional credits are offered for follow-up pro-
jects. The programs are planned and implemented by local college facul-
ties in cooperation with representatives from local industries. The work-
shops, which are held after school hours at participating local colleges or
industries, explore topics of specific interest to participants. Subjects vary
from city to city, depending upon the local employment market. Work-
shops are supplemented by in-plant visits during which participants spend
a full day shadowing assigned employees. Graduates of the program are
unanimous in their endorsement of the shadow concept.

GE Community Programs for Young People
A large number of people are needed by General Electric to make

and sell its products. They represent a wide variety of education, training,
and experience. The continuing need for these people and the belief that
career education plays a critical role in developing the human resources
necessary for maintaining a strong economy have led to GE's commitment
to career programs for young people.
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The Program to Increase Minority Engineering Graduates (PIMEG)
is GE's major career guidance program. It was initiated in 1973 and has
become a part of the national effort, under the aegis of the N tional Acad-
emy of Engineering, to bring minority students into the field. The need for
such an effbrt became obvious after analyses ofengineering college enroll-
ments showed that there were not enough minority engineering graduates
to meet the hiring demands of high-technology companies. Today, there
are well over 100 PIMEG programs in forty-nine plant communities.

PI MEG's activities center on a traveling exhibit called EXPO-TECH,
which reaches minority students at the junior high or middle school level.
It has five objectives: to inform students and interest them in engineering
before they make critical course selections, to demonstrate the need to
study mathematics and science in high school, to enlist support from
teachers and counselors, to stimulate follow-up programs, and to create a
national awareness of the need for minorities in engineering.

An EXPO-TECH trailer, which is equipped with exhibits ranging
from simple machines to electronic devices, is designed to appeal to junior
high and middle school students. The young people and their teachers tour
the exhibit and handle the apparatus. It also features the Opportunity
Theatre, a brief multimedia presentation about career opportunities in
the world of engineering. Career information booklets are distributed,
suggestions fir fbllow-up classroom projects are offered, and ongoing ac-
tivities involving local representatives of industry, minority associations,
technical societies, and engineering colleges are encouraged.

Many cities visited by EXPO-TECH develop a long-range follow-up
program to assure continuing guidance and assistance for students who
want to pursue studies in engineering. In Philadelphia, the follow-up pro-
gram led to the formation of Philadelphia Regional Introduction for
Minorities in Engineering, Inc. (PRIME, Inc.). This tax-exempt nonprofit
organization follows students through junior and senior high school and has
increased the minority enrollment in Philadelphia's engineering colleges
ninefold.

General Electric believes there is a need to tie publicity about career
education to student interests. To this end, it has developed the multifac-
eted World-of-Work communications program, which is aimed at secondary
school students. The program stimulates interest in the world of work
through advertisements that relate work to student interests. The ads
appear in monthly magazines, such as Scholastic Series and the Xerox
Educational Publications, that are distributed to classrooms. They relate
hobbies and everyday interests to career aptitudes, emphasize the impor-
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tance of education in developing a natural talent, and attempt to break
down traditional stereotypes. Readers are encouraged to talk with teachers
and counselors about career possibilities and to write to General Electric
for additional job-oriented booklets.

The program's staff responds immediately to requests for career book-
lets. What:s. it Like to be a kehniian is a typical title. The booklets average
twenty-four pages in length and contain colorful photographs of the world
of work. Booklets are updated, and new series are prepared periodically

World-of-Work enlists the participation of counselors and teachers in
its communications programs. Teachers and counselors receive poster-size
versions of the ads, and GE community-relations personnel participate in
career days at the schools. GE also participates in the annual convention of
the American Personnel and Guidance Association, where ads, posters,
and booklets are available at the exhibit booth. Ideas engendered by dis-
cussions, comments, and suggestions stimulated by the exhibit are
reflected in future ads and booklets.

In recent years, the World-of-Work program has been endorsed by
the U.S. Office of Education's director of career education, various state
education departments, the Department of Labor, and many educational
and youth associations.

During the past few years, many GE plants and offices have become
involved in other career education activities designed primarily for stu-
dents: San Jose's In-Step Program offers high school accredited courses in
engineering and science, after hours, at GE plant fiicilities. In Philadel-
phia, the Early Bird Program offers one-to-one tutoring in mathematics
and science. National Alliance of Businessmen youth programs, Junior
Achievement chapters, and Exploring Posts receive support from GE
plants in Schenectady, Cleveland, and other cities.

KOPPERS COMPANY

Linking Employees and Students in
a Cooperative Program

In 1974, Koppers Company, Inc., decided to centralize its cooperative
education efforts in order to offer more relevant work experience to college
students. The company's Human Resources Department expanded the
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number of work-study jolts, sending students to smaller company locations
that had not previously participated in the program. The summer jobs
program for college students has also been enlarged. Each Koppers loca-
tion now recruits summer employees according to its own needs. How-
ever, salary rates and on-campus screening of candidates remain centrally
coordinated.

Koppers, a diversified manufacturing company in the engineering
and construction fields. finds that its school-to-work efforts are having an
unexpected beneficial effect: They aid the development of those regular
employees who work with and supervise the students. According to
Fletcher L. Byrom, chairman of Klppers, "With a co-op student assigned
to them fin- a work period, th,? cr.tployee must not only adhere to personal
work schedules but must also team delegate responsibility without los-
ing sight of the fact that he or the remains accountable for the .sludent.s.
reslts."

Other Programs for Youths

Koppers also participates in buth programs run by other organiza-
tions. These include Pittsburgh's Urban Youth Action, in which inner-city
minority youths are offered part-time work experience and seminars on the.
industrial work environment; NAB Guided Opportunities for Life Deci-
sions (GOLD) work-experience program; and Junior Achievement's Pro-
ject Business, in which company representatives team-teach a curriculum
of business subjects and economic principles in local junior high schools.

Kopper's most interesting joint training effOrt for youths has been a
program of teaching machine shop techniques to new high school gradu-
ates in the Baltimore area. The project is supported by Koppers and the
state of Maryland. Three groups totaling forty-six people were trained
during 1975. There were also smaller pilot programs fbr students in-
terested in hydraulics and electronics. State authorities, although pleased
with the results, have not vet followed up on these initial ventures.

Better Use of the State Employment Service

Koppers and it number of companies have joined with Pennsylvania's
Bureau of Employment Security to improve job placements. State Em-
ployment Service counselors have been assigned to learn more about
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hopper's occupational needs so that they can respond quickly and effec-
tively in referring qualified job candidates. The same interviewer now
screens all individuals being considered for referral to the company.

MAYOR'S SUMMER PROGRAM FOR
THE EMPLOYMENT OF DISADVANTAGED YOUTH

Nation's Largest Summer Jobs Program
Is in Chicago

Chicago's Mayor's Summer Program for. the Employment of Disad-
vantaged Youth (MSPEDY) is the largest program of its kind in the cowl-
try. Together, the public sector and private nonprofit agencies employ
about 46,000 youths between the ages of 14 and 21; the private sector hires
39,000 young people between the ages of 16 and 21. Chicagoans assert that
no other city provides summer youth employment in either the public or
private sector on the scale. that Chicago does. New York, they note, offers
about 30,000 public-sector summer jobs.

Since 1969, many Chicago public and private summer jobs programs
for youth have been administered through the oifice of the mayor. In the
program's first year, Commonwealth Edison provided the leadership for
the private, profit-making sector. Today, there is a division for each indus-
try. The chairman of each division, who is invariably the chief executive
officer of a large company, conducts a city-wide campaign writing to other
chief executives to ask for a report on the extent of their hiring of young
people for summer jobs and to solicit their help.

This industry-by-industry approach has proved very productive. The
metals and machines industry division, kr example, has organized sum-
mer jobs programs in thirty companies.

Business and the Private Agencies

About half of the $24.7 million budget for summer jobs in the non-
profit sector was allocated to city agencies and half to private nonprofit
agencies. The profit-making sector plays an important role here, too. Busi-
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nessmen make significant contributions of time and eflOrt to the private
social agencies. Often, they provide financial assistance as %Yell.

For example, George Thxall, manager of personnel and training at
Inland Steel Company, is past president of the Chicago Federation of
Settlements, which in 1976 placed and supervised more than 1,700 .,ning
people in summer jobs. The jobs last for nine weeks, twenty-six hours a
week. In 1975. participants earned $491 (at $2.10 per hour); in 1976, they
earned $538 (at $2.30 per hour).

The federation, which is the largest single network of private social
services in the city, is made up of eight -one neighborhood-based settle-
ments located throughout Chicago's inner city. It supervises over $3 mil-
lion in federally supported programs for impoverished families.

Most of the hoards of Chicago's private agencies are made up of
people from business,- Yoxall says, -especially top company leaders. This is
a tradition in our city.-

Who Are MSPEDY's Clients?

Most of the students who benefit from MSPEDY's 85,000 summer
jobs are disadvantaged. About five-eighths are members of minority
groups. Minorities represent about 35 percent of Chicago's population. For
the private sector as a whole, over 30 percent of the young people who
participate in the suiwner jobs program are minorities. In the metals
industry, 28 percent of the summer youth hires are minorities.

Whereas no income test is applied to applicants for summer j9bs in
the profit-making sector, all applicants for summer jobs with either city or
private agencies must meet federal poverty guidelines. In the summer of
1975, the Federation of Settlements surveyed all 1,600 youths it was em-
ploying: 967 responded. A computer analysis of these responses proYde,.1
the f011owing profile of the federation's young summer employees: Average
family size was 6.5 people. Average (an-lily income was 4 .7. Thf.'
t y (90 percent) of' the youths were minorities, includimt p?rcent blacks,

27 percent Hispanics, and 2 percent Orientals. More 1114(59 percent)
were female. Thirty-seven percent lived in public housho.,,, and :38 pei .ent
lived in overcrowded households (defined as more th;;:i two people per
bedroom). Only 26 percent of these young employees reported that their
household contained both parents. In 53 percent of the cases. the father
was absent; in 12 percent, the mother was absent. Nine percent reported
that neither their mother nor their father lived with them.
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In 54 percent of these households, one or more persons were recu -
ing public aid. The overall unemployment rate in the households of the
967 respondents was 21 percent. In 42 percent of the households, at least
one person was unemployed and actively seeking work. At least one person
was receiving an unemployment check in only 10 percent of respondents'
households. At least one person was working full tim in 54 percent of the
households. And in 38 percent of the households, at least one person was
receiving public aid, and one or more persons worked hill time.

Respondents' households contained a total of 3,326 persons 16 years
old or older. Of these, 64 percent were in the labor force (i.e., either
employed or actively seeking employment). Respondents reported that
25.4 percent were working full time and that 25.6 percent were working
part time. A total of 9.5 percent were actively seeking wk, rk, and 3.5
percent were receiving unemployment compensation.

In 1976, the Mayor's Office of Manpower (MOM) adapted th 1975
survey used by the Chicago Federation of Settlements and made a similar
evaluation of the public-sector effort. It administered the survey to a ran-
dom sample of 5,000 summer employees and received 3,460 u ,able re-
turns (a response rate of 69 percent). MOM's monitoring staff was thor-
ough. It also visited each of the 1,894 work sites an average of 3.3 rules
during the nine-week employment period.

The profile of this group of summer workers was in many ways similar
to that of the group surveyed by the federation in 1975. Virtually all these
youths met the poverty guidelines. One difference was that the age range
dropped for 1976 to include 14-year-olds. Consequently, MOM found that
25 percent of its enrollees were 14 and 15 and that 75 percent were 16 to
21. This met the program's goal. However, only 1 percent of the partici-
pants were handicapped; whereas MSPEDY's goal was to enroll 3 to 5
percent handicapped young people. Over nine-tenths of these disalvan-
taged youths were members of minority groups (77 percent black and 16
percent Hispanic). For 20 percent of the participants, English was not the
only language spoken at home. Women again outnumbered men (54 to 46
percent, respectively). Ninety percent were full-time students. Of these.
65 percent had a ninth to eleventh grade education, 15 percent were at 0
below the eighth grade level, 13 percent had reached the twelfth grade,
and almost 7 percent had gone beyond high school.

Perhaps the most significant finding of MOM's evaluators was that
recruitment efforts for the summer program reached most community

areas in proportion to their need."

Q
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The staff of the Illinois Bureau of Employment Security who re-
viewed MOM's paper work (a periodic audit) to see that it was in order
found that "less than 1 percent of the enrollees were of questionable eligi-
bility."

What the Youths Thought

Did MSPEDY achieve its goals of providing productive work and
good learning experience? The MOM evaluators thought that it had. In
their 1976 report, they noted:

The results from the summer survey indicate that most summer participants
had valuable, productive work experiences. Three-fourths felt that their
summer experience was "good" or "very good." 54 percent said their summer
job provided "good job training" and over 55 percent said that they "liked"
their job. Additionally; 44 percent felt that their jobs were "interesting" and
31 percent said that they "had fun."

A small percentage expressed some dissatisfaction: 8 percent indicated that
there was not enough work" and 5 percent stated that their job was "boring."
6 percent said that they "worked too hard" and that they "did not like" their
jobs. Only 2 percent felt that their program experience was generally "bad."

The results of the survey also indicated that the summer program provides
real and useful work experiences, as well as teaching valuable skills. 57
percent of the participants stated that they "learned to work with people,"
and 30 percent stated that they "learned to deal with a boss." Additionally, 43
percent felt that they "learned some skills that might help them get jobs." 9
percent stated that they "changed the way [they) felt about school."

The participants also indicated that the money earned during the summer
was extremely useful. 60 percent stated that they "earned needed ononey."
However, all enrollees stated home or school-related uses of their summer
income. 52 percent stated that they would use their summer income for
school costs. The remaining 48 percent would use the money for: 1) parents
and family, 2) themselves, 3) savings, and 4) their expected or existing off-
spring.
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One major conclusion of the MOM evaluation was that

Good supervision is the most important ingredient in providing a valuable
and realistic work experience. Where supervision is firm, fair and consistent,
summer jobs provide good experience, even in situations where job activi-
ties are routine.

Questionnaire results strongly confirm this conclusion. The aggregate super-
visor ratings were strongly positive. Almost one-third of the participants
rated their supervisor "excellent" and 62 percent rated them "O.K." . . .

Supervision is very highly correlated with program quality.

Useful Jobs

Another highly significant finding of the MOM evaluation was that
the participants want jobs that provide them with both sufficient work and
variety in the daily routine. What were the MSPEDY jobs? Their descrip-
tions indicate that they are socially useful. The 1976 MOM evaluation
offered the following report:

Included were jobs as health aides, assistants to the blind, performers in
music or drama groups, arid office workers. Model CitiesCCUO youths
painted murals and fire hydrants and worked in laboratories, hospitals, com-
munity organizations, and day care centers. Some rehabilitated housing,
others cleared railroad embankments and cleaned underpasses.

Through the Chicago Board of Education. . . . many tutored younger stu-
dents. At the Archdiocese of Chicago School Board, enrollees not only
worked at parochial grammar and high schools, but at child care centers and
homes for the aged.

Another agency, the YMCA, assigned enrollees to teach children arts and
crafts, supervise games in playlots, pools and on basketball courts and in day
camps. Youths with an interest in medicine got a chance to serve in medical
laboratories and hospitals, assist in blood hank tirograms, or work with the
blind or mentally retarded.

Working for the Chicago Park District meant a job either as a landscape or
recreation aide. . . The Chicago Housing Authority hired residents of the

9 ,:
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city's public housing projects. Work included gardening, community clean-
up, and tutoring children.

Through the City Colleges of Chicago, enrollees spent two hours daily
studying English and mathematics, and three hours working throughOut
schools as recreation and clerical aids, landscaping school grounds, helping
out in lunchrooms and school buildings.

These jobs, the MOM evaluators concluded, lead to -meaninglid
work experiences in which the young participants] often learn skills and
develop attitudes that increase their chances for future success in employ-
ment."

MEAD CORPORATION

Developing Skills in Young Employees
and Co-Op Students

The Mead Corporation, a natural resources company producing for-
est, paper, and paperboard products, has its headquarters in Dayton,
Ohio. A domestic work force of 27,300 is employed at 140 company loca-
tions. In some locations, particularly in the Southeast, over 50 percent of
new employees are minority individuals. In all areas, Mead's hiring poli-
cies are aimed at reflecting local worker-availability patterns.

Because about 1,600 (80 percent) of the 2,000 people hired annually
are inexperienced and many of them are young, Mead offers a broad range
of OJT programs. Those receiving training are generally new to the work
force as well as to Mead.

The training program varies according to the job assignment and the
individual's skills and talents. Training in manual skills tends to be fairly
routine and can be completed within a short time. The development of
salaried employees is more individualized, and training is generally pro-
vided through periodic workshops or seminars. At the management level,
about 250 employees attend the Mead Management Institute each year. Its
programs are geared to upgrading those who are already managers and to
developing those professionals who have the potential for leadership. The
traveling faculty of this institute without walls teaches three distinct curricu-

Q4,
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la: orientation, functional skills, and management skills. Mead also offers
opportunities for employee self-development through a program of mrtial
tuition assistance. Vietnam-era veterans frequently receive government
assistance as well, so that their educational expenses are covered in hill.

Mead also offers programs aimed at recruiting and training special-
potential employee groups. For example, the three-year-old Engineering
Co-op attracts twelve engineering college students each year; most are
specializing in mechanical or civil engineering. Students work full time at
Mead pulp and paper mills for three months, spend the next three months
on campus, and then return to Mead for new assignments. They begin
their co-op program working at tasks commensurate with their back-
grounds. As they progress through their college work, their field assign-
ments at Mead become increasingly challenging.

Managers at the company's Mu lga Mine near Birmingham, Alabama,
are actively involved in the mining curriculum of Walker Technical School
as guest lecturers on mine safet,, engineering. The company hopes to
stimulate interest in mining by familiarizing the students with actual min-
ing practices and problems. Employees at the mine are encouraged to
register for the Walker program through Meads tuition assistance plan.

NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

Providing Training and Greater Job Opportunities

Northwestern Mutual hires an average of 350 people each year. More
than 50 percent- of these new employees are 20 years of age or younger.
The company has thus gained considerable experience in school-to-work
and youth training programs.

For sixteen years, Northwestern has taken part in a cooperative edu-
cation project for Milwaukee high school students. From twenty to twenty-
five teen-agers work at the company for half a day and go to school the
other half day. Northwestern Mutual emphasizes that these jobs meet the
need for extra help in various departments, that they are not simply make-
work spots. "The program is productive for us and fin- the students, says
James Ehrenstrom, manager of industrial relations. -About 98 percent of
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these young people return to the company for full-time or part-time work
after they graduate."

In recent years, the company has tried a number of approaches to
training the hard-to-employ and has concluded that on-the-job training is
the most effective. Accordingly; close to 10 percent of new employees
(twenty-five to thirty-five people) are hired for entry-level OJT positions
each year. Most of these trainees are members of minority groups and have
below-average academic backgrounds and insufficient job skills. They are
trained for clerical or semiprofessional positions and receive additional aid
for further training through tuition refunds.

In 1973, Northwestern instituted variable hours, thus further widen-
ing the range of job opportunities it can offer, particularly to working
mothers. Under the variable hours arrangement, employees select their
starting time (between 7:00 and 9:00 A. xt.) and leaving time (between 3:00
and 5:00 P. . ) and are required to maintain their chosen schedule.

The company is also slowly increasing the size of its part-time work
force, and employee benefits have been extended to the part-timers.

In addition, Northwestern has instituted some job sharing over the
last two years. At present, eight full-time positions, mostly entry-level
clerical jobs. are shared by two people each. For example, eight to ten
people share jobs involving mailing out insurance policies. Although job
sharing at Northwestern is still limited, it has proved highly successful.

PACIFIC GAS & ELECTRIC COMPANY

Introducing Young People to the Workplace

About twenty employees of Pacific Gas and Electric (PG&E) receive
one-half day's release time each week to tutor elementary and high school
students in the San Francisco Bay Area. This program, which is three years
old, has so far been limited to the company's main office because most
employees in the field are construction workers. However, PG&E hopes to
extend participation in the tutoring program to field employees within one
or two years.

PG&E has also developed a program of tours of the company's offices
for elementary and high school students. Its goal is to acquaint the stu-

9
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dents with the various types of careers that the company otters. Tours last a
morning or an afternoon. After an orientation session, the students visit
the design-drafting, customer service, and office services departments.

The projects principal aim is to provide career guidance. Although
the company feels that it eventually receives job applications from students
who have participated in the tour program, no direct link is traceable.

PG&E is also hoping to substantially increase the number of female
and minority engineering students who are enrolled in a special long-term
work-experience program of part-time or summer work with the company.
Twenty students have participated in the engineering program since its
inception in 1973.

PRVDENTIAL
INSURANCE COMPANY OF AMERICA

Special Education for Youths and Adults

Many large companies contribute to local education efforts, but the
Prudential Insurance Company of America provides support for an un-
usually wide range of special-education programs. Its activities can be
divided into two main groups: tiaose that benefit disadvantaged youths and
those that aid Prudential's employees or older people in the community.

Tutoring Programs

Project LINK, an alternative school in Newark (the location of
Prudential's corporate headquarters), is designed for sixth, 'seventh, and
eighth graders who have been unable to achieve in the normal school
setting. Students are brought to Prudential week!.,7 to participate in enrich-
ment workshops conducted by a team of tutor:. Subjects include drama,
business, and foreign cultures. Over 100 LINK students participate in this
program during the school year.

Prudential employees participate in a weekly one-to-one tutoring
program in basic arithmetic and reading skills for thirty-five teen-agers
from Newark's Montgomery Street School, a specia facility for the handi-
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capped. Many participants are mentally retarded individuals who are con-
sidered educable.

Prudential also runs an after-hours tutorial program that provides
one-to-one remedial help in mathematics and reading and group counsel-
ing to thirty Hispanic teen-agers. Most of these students come from Juve-
niles in Need of Supervision (JINS), a remedial program run by Focus and
La Casa de Don Pedro, two youth development centers in Newark.

Dinner in the company cafeteria is provided for both tutors and stu-
dents participating in these three programs.

During the workday, Prudential employees travel to the Mount
Vernon Elementary School where, each week, they provide individualized
remedial tutoring in reading and arithmetic to about twenty students in
the fourth to sixth grades. Although Mount Vernon's student population is
70 percent nonminority and has one of the highest achievement ratings in
the city, the Prudential program aids students who come from non-
English-speaking homes or who are bussed in from other districts and
need remedial tutoring to reach grade level.

More than twenty Prudential employees participate in School Volun-
teers for Boston, another special-education program. They spend a half day
each week during the school year at inner-city elementary schools, where
they tutor, aid teachers, and in some cases, conduct classes. School Volun-
teers for Boston feels this program, which. has been in existence for more
than ten years, has proved highly successful.

Career EducationWork Partnerships

For thirteen years, Prudential has been one of the Newark companies
providing work-study jobs for students from the Education Center for
Youth, an alternative school for dropouts sponsored by the Newark Board
of Education. Two students are assigned to one full-time Prudential job.
While one student attends school full time for a week, the other is on the
job at Prudential. They alternate on a weekly basis. After graduation, many
of these students begin full-time employment with their sponsoring de-
partments, Although the number of work-study jobs varies with depart-
ment need, sixty students now share thirty jobs. Prudential feels that
work-study participants who graduate into hill-time jobs have a higher
success rate than regular off -the-street hires. Graduates are already famil-
iar with the company, have had more opportunity for counseling, and have
acquired better skills while in the program.
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Prudential has prepared a c ideotape on career orientation that is
being, used throughout the Newark senior high school system. The tape
shows both wrong and right ways to approach a job interview and illus-
trates some of the problem's that young people are likely to encounter after
starting a job.

Both the JFK School and the Montgomery Street School are facilities
for the trainable mentally retarded. Prudential raised $20,000 in a fund-
raising drive for tin' after-school recreation program at JFK. The company
employs students from these schools part time while they are still in school
and full time after they graduate. Prudential currently employs three stu-dents part time and three full time in the food service and maintenance
areas.

For ten years, the company has Mere(' summer jobs to students of
Hampton Institute and permanent employment to its graduates. Hamp-
ton, a college with a predominantly black enrollment, is located in Hamp-
ton, Virginia.

University fligh, fiierly known as School within a School (SWAS)
because of its location within Malcolm X Shabazz High School, is a presti-
gious special school for college -hound Newark high school students. It
offers college-preparatory courses at a level of instruction not available at
other Newark schools and is in session eleven months of the year. It draws
on the resources of several Newark-area colleges, including Rutgers State
University and the New Jersey Institute of Technology. One of' the special
course's offered during the summer months is an actuarial mathematics
course taught at Prudential by stall actuaries. In addition, when Prudential
!Mind that many of' the school's graduates lacked funds for college, it es-
tablished a scholarship fund and sought contributions from Newark busi-
nesses. Some University High graduates, who have gone on to college are
employed at Prudential in an NAB-sponsored summer jobs program. Re-
cently, through hinds made available by Prudential, University High
moved into it own new building.

Ten years ago, the city of Boston established the School Partnership
Program, in which large corporations work closely with inner-city high
schools to help enrich curricula and offer career counseling and other
vocational services. Prudential's partnership institution is Boston High
School, a special facility for teen-agers who have dropped out of other high
schools. Prudential has helped in a variety of ways, including the develop-
ment of a school newspaper and yearbook and the organization of various
extracurricular activities.

9 '
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A number of minority students from Northeastern University in Bos-
ton have joined the company in intermediate-level technical and clerical
work-study positions. Prudential pays 80 percent of their tuition.

Since 1974, six Prudential Scholars have been selected each year from
Johnson C. Smith University, a predominantly black college in Charlotte,
North Carolina. The company provides the funds for these students to take
computer sciences courses at the college. There have been thirty scholar-
ship winners so far, and several Prudential Scholars have already begun
careers with the company.

Prudential employees participate in the Youth Motivation Task Force
programs in Boston and Los Angeles. All the task force participants are
members or minority groups. They conduct seminars at junior and senior
high schools ;n which they emphasize the importance of staying in school
and getting a education, pointing to their own careers as evidence that
education can , off.

Special Programs for Adults

College in the Company is a joint educational effort sponsored by
Prudential's corporate headquarters and Essex County College, with Pru-
dential serving as an extension center. The program offers many college
credit and noncredit courses taught by Prudential employees at the
company's facilities. Employees who serve as teachers are paid as adjuncts
by the college. College in the Company is open to both current and retired
Prudential employees, and students can earn degrees if they also attend
classes at the college campus. Similar programs have been undertaken at
Prudential's offices in Boston, Jacksonville, and South Plainfield.

The company offers a course in English as a second language for
employees whose native tongue is not English and 'whose jobs require
a better command of the language.

Prudential has established a temporary-work program that utilizes
the talents of senior citizens. The company has direct contracts with local
organizations to recruit qualified individuals lin. temporary clerical assign-
ments. Thirty-one of these senior citizens are currently on the payroll as
temporaries. Two have become permanent full-time employees. Partici-
pating community organizations include the North Ward Educational and
Cultural Center, the Salvation Army Ironbound Boy's Club, and the
Unified Vailsburg Services Organization.

0 j
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RALSTON PURINA COMPANY

Summer Jobs Nationwide

Seven years ago, the Ralston Purina Company initiated a summer job
program that now involves more than 500 high school juniors and seniors
across the country. The company limits the program to inner-city or disad-
vantaged youths. Young people from the suburbs qualify if they are depen-
dents of low-income families, and juvenile offenders are also eligible. Par-
ticipants are emplo ed by various social agencies and minority businesses
for twenty hours each week. The employing organization and Ralston
Purina agree on the work to he done, and Ralston Purina pays the youths'
wages. In many cases, these slimmer jobs are their first paid work experi-
ence. In at least one case. the Institute of Black Studies in Saint Louis, the
students receive additional help in applying to colleges and for scholarship
aid.

To assure itself that the various programs are adequately supervised,
Ralston Purina solicits nonprofit organizations nationwide to develop sum-
mer jobs, particularly among minority' businesses. Although the program is
not supported by any other organization, public or private, Ralston Purina
provides information about the program to companies that request it.

On-Site Work-Study Program

In a separate activity, Ralston Purina participates in a work-study
program organized by the Saint Louis public school system. Each year,
approximately thirty-five high school seniors study in on-site classrooms
during the morning and work at paid jobs with the company during the
afternoon. The learning materials and the teachers are provided by the
school system. The program, which was initiated in 1967, began with one
teacher. It has been expanded to include two teachers, and the students
are divided into two classes.

In any given year, twenty-five to thirty of the participating students
stay on as Ralston Purina employees after graduation. Most of the other
students enter college. The program has had few dropouts. In contrast, the
company believes that without the alternative of the work-study program,
many of these young people would have dropped out of high school.
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R. L. Maxwell, director of organization development for Ralston
Purina, says that the company feels confident in recommending the pro-
gram to other companies. Maxwell reports that Ralston Purina has found
the work-study students who complete the program to be much better
prepared for the workplace than other inner-city youths interviewed or
hired by the company.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

Engineering Development for Young Employees

Young employees who have the ability and desire to become engi-
neers but who lack the money fOr schooling have been aided in an unusual
program at Texas Instruments Incorporated in Dallas. Texas. It provides
educational reimbursement for the time that its participants are in school:
the amount of payments varies according to the individual's educational
status and length of service with the company. Employees are given four
hours off each day to attend classes at one of the several participating
engineering schools: they also work finir hours a day. The combination of
work income and educational aid is sufficient to support the students while
they attend engineering college.

In selecting participants, the company gives priority to employees
and the children of employees; it then considers deserving youths from the
surrounding community. The program currently includes more than 200
students, 80 percent of them Texas Instruments employees. Minority indi-
viduals are well represented.

The company points to several complementary benefits of the pm-
gram: It provides an opportunity for an engineering education for em-
ployees and others who lack sufficient income for college, gives financial
support to several educational institutions, and develops a source of engi-
neering talent for the future.



3 TRAINING AND JOBS FOR THE UNEMPLOYED
WITH SPECIAL DISADVANTAGES

BORG-WARNER CORPORATION

Training the Disadvantaged, Hiring Ex-Offenders,
and Counseling Young People

The Borg-Warner Corporation in Chicago was one of hundreds of
companies that signed up between 1968 and 1970 to train disadvantaged
people through Job Opportunities in the Business Sector (JOBS). JOBS
was established by the National Alliance of Businessmen (NAB) in re-
sponse to urban needs, the prodding of President Lyndon B. Johnson, and
a new awareness of the responsibility of American businessmen to help
reduce unemployment among the disadvantaged.

Most participating companies scaled back their training and hiring
efforts in the early 1970s, although they continued to take part in NAB job
pledge and hiring compaigns. But Borg-Warner did nct cut back on its
program except during the most severe period of the 1974-75 recession. At
that time, many Borg-Warner workers were on layoffs, and the company
felt that it could not add new trainees until most workers were recalled.
Consequently, the number of trainees was sharply reduced.

104
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Borg-Warner's program has produced an average of fifty trainees an-
nually since 1968; in 1977, the total was raised to ninety. Classes graduated
in February, May, and September. The project started as Jobs-70, and was
geared to training disadvantaged persons. (A disadvantaged person was
defined as a member of a minority group or anyone who had been unem-
ployed or on welfare for over twenty-one weeks.) At first, Borg-Warner had
very few minority individuals in its plants; but today; members of minority
groups constitute about 26 percent of the company's 3,800 employees in
the Chica,go area and 12 percent of its 26,000 employees nationwide.

Most training takes place on the job. It includes learning to operate
machines or assemble parts and to cope with the demands of production
work. A maximum of 100 hours of classroom training is included. The total
training time varies according to the type of job; the Labor Department's
Dictionary yr Occupational TitIes prescribes a standard number of training
hours for each job. An assembler is trained in 550 hours, or three months; a
machine operator needs 1,390 hours, or eight months. The classroom
study is interspersed. For example, in many shops, eight hours of classes
are given one day a week.

The training has been federally subsidized, first by Labor Depart-
ment fiends and since 1974 by CETA funds. The average cost to the gov-
ernment has been about $2,000 per trainee, which is less than the cost of
most on-the-job training. The company pays the cost of four staff members
(two teachers. a manager, and a counselor).

Borg-Warner conducts an annual evaluation of the program. "Our
overall retention rate, counted at the end of each contract period, has
been about 80 percent," says Kaye Ellis, manager of special employment.
"Some divisions showed 100 percent retention; others, 75 percent. None
was lower than 70 percent, It often has to do with working conditions;
some locations show very different retention rates. However, the overall
retention rate and performance of the trainees have been as good as those
of the regular entry-level employees: in some cases, they have been better.
One reason may be the counseling our trainees receive, which is not
available to regular hires. Also, the trainees can continue to receive coun-
seling as needed after they have completed their training."

Ellis explains that Borg-Warner does not plan to continue the Jobs-70
program in 1978 "because now we want to upgrade our minority and
female employees and help them into high-level jobs. Furthermore, even
unskilled disadvantaged and minority people can now get a factory job with
us throlgh normal channels and receive regular on-the-job training.
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Youth Motivation and Career Education

The company has three programs that are designed to motivate
youths to seek a higher education and to introduce them to the kinds of
jobs found at Borg-Warner: Each year, local high schools recommend forty
to fifty seniors for a one-day work experience in whatever department of
the company each student chooses; high school seniors take tours through
the company's various locations and also receive an orientation lecture in a
classroom setting; and about 600 students attend career nights at local high
schools at which company representatives tell the students about college
course requirements for Borg-Warner jobs, starting salaries, and advance-
ment opportunities, particularly for women. These activities are aimed at
overcoming what the company feels is generally inadequate career infor-
mation and counseling provided by the schools.

Hiring Ex-Offenders

Borg-Warner hired Richard H. Brown, an ex-offender, as its
employee-relations coordinator. A skilled audio-video technician, Brown
was responsible for the taping of the company's training programs as well as
for coordinating training materials. In April 1977, he left to become a
cameraman for NBC-TV in Chicago.

For the past two years, Borg-Warner has screened ex-offender appli-
cants recommended for employment by the Safer Foundation and similar
agencies in Chicago. To her knowledge, Ellis says, Borg-Warner has hired
at least fifteen ex-offenders at its Chicago operations since 1975. However,
because ex-offender status is confidential, and because the screening pro-
cedure is unique to the Chicago office, Borg-Warner's corporate office does
not know how many have been hired by its divisions nationwide.

CHEMICAL BANK

Special Training Helped Dropouts
to Achieve Good Job Records

In 1968 and 1969, Chemical Bank in New York participated in the
local NAB JOBS effOrt, run by the New York Urban Coalition. Until about
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1974, hundreds of companies participated in the coalition's JOBS consor-
tia, with the companies making commitments for job slots and the Cham-
ber subcontracting the training to professional training firms. From 1969 to
1974. over 1,500 people took part in training programs, each lasting six-
teen to twenty weeks. The effort gradually collapsed for a variety of rea-
sons, including.a lapse in federal funds and a decline of the local NAB. In
1969, says Thomas Bari le, Chemical Bank's head of special recruitment,
"we decided that we could do a better job of training for ourselves, using
our own staff." The result was the Jobs Program. It was initiated in June
1969 and continued until mid-1974. During that time, an average of 120
people were graduated from the program each 'ear, for a total of about 800
graduates.

Participants had to he 16 to 22 years of age or over 45. Almost all were
members of' minority groups; 99 percent were black or Hispanic. We were
mostly training women,- Barile says. "Our problem was to attract men.
Our trainees were mostly young people, and of those, all were high school
dropouts." All entrants had to have a "certification of poverty" based on
family income. Referrals came to Chemical from the Manpower & Career
Development Association, which is a city agency, and from the New York
State Emplo: ment Service. "Although they ostensibly screened appli-
cants." Barile says, "the job counselors in these organizations were rated on
the number of' people sent for job interviews, and quality didn't seem to
matter. In fact, we had to establish who to take referrals from, which job
counselors could fill our needs. In reality, some centers never really
delivered."

\A'hen Barile took over management of the program in 1971, it was
costing the bank about $500,000 annually, in addition to the $300,000 to
$500.000 of federal funds it received. He reduced costs witheut reducing
the number of' trainees. Annual costs were cut to about $225,000 for the
hank and $225,000 for the government, or just over $4,170 per trainee.
This fifty-fifty split was considered desirable, but it was far from the origi-
nal assertion by Coalition Jobs that this program would cost participating
companies nothing. The greater part of' the savings came from better
screening of candidates and, above all, reduced turnover. Chemical Bank
was reimbursed from $10 to $13 per person per day. The length of the
training period was determined according to the government's Dictionary
of Occupational Titics. The program employed a staff of' thirteen profes-
sionals, and the facilities alone cost $120,000 per year.

"We got good people from the program," Barile says, "but sometimes
we wondered if' the benefits were worth the costs and the headaches. We
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had to negotiate each contract separately with the Department of Labor
and without assurance of a follow-up contract. That meant we couldn't plan
ahead. The hank felt that in these negotiations, we represented the client's
interests:.

Chemical Bank considers that the effort was successful. We were
retaining 65 to 70 percent of the trainees for nine to twelve months after
they started in the program," Barile notes. That was a very good propor-
tion. The Labor Department considered six months retention successful.
It is hard to say what overall success is. At the time, our normal turnover in
some categories, such as tellers, typists, and general entry-level positions,
was 50 to 75 percent. Our trainees were bettering that considerably. In a.
1972 study of the Operations Division, I found that our trainees were
staying there six to eight months longer than the average off-the-street
hires. In general, there are two peaks of turnover among our trainees: in
the first three weeks of training and toward the end of the program cycle,
when it was time for placement."

Problems with Bureaucracy

From 1969 to 1971, the length of time to get contract approval from
the Labor Department was about twenty days. It rose to about sixty days in
1973, Barile notes. Then, when the new CETA law was passed in early
1974, the administration of the funds passed into local hands. At that point,
Chemical Bank was in its fourteenth cycle of training contracts, and the
bank tried through the New York Chamber of Commerce to find out what
the new local mechanism for approving contracts would be. "We couldn't
get a timetable for when a contract could he approved," Barile explains.
"The city wasn't ready to administer contracts by June 1974. For every
week without trainees, it would cost us $3,000 to maintain the staff and
facilities. We had no choice but to phase out the program. The first CETA
contract didn't come through until mid-1975, almost a year after we phased
out. Even then, only seven private-sector contracts were given out. Lo-
cally, CETA didn't do very much with the private sector."

Barile states that the federal training program at that time suffered
from excessive bureaucracy, which frustrated the private contractors, and
also from a basic mistrust of the business community. Nevertheless, he
believes that Chemical Bank's experience proves that ''you can run a suc-
cessful training program for the disadvantaged,"
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CHRYSLER INSTITUTE

Training as a Separate Business

The Entry-Level Training Department has made the Chrysler Insti-
tute. which is located in Center Line, Michigan, a leader in the hiring,
training, and placing of the hard-core unemployed. Over the past ten
years, the Chrysler Institute has served more than 50,000 disadvantaged
clients. The institute was established in 1931 by Fred Zeder and Walter P.
Chrysler. They realized that excellence in engineering is based on the
excellence of employees, and so they invited the top engineering gradu-
ates in the country to the-institute to participate in a two-year work-study
program leading to a master's degree in automotive engineering. In the
1930s and 1940s, the institute offered evening classes for high school
credits and diplomas. In the 1950s, classes in trade skills were given for
those involved in apprenticeship programs; the purpose of these courses
was to facilitate career advancement. In recent years, Chrysler Institute
has joined with various colleges and universities to offer programs leading
to bachelor's and master's degrees.

During the 1960s, the areas of Detroit that surround Chrysler Corpo-
ration became increasingly populated with disadvantaged and hard-to-
employ persons. Chrysler sought ways to absorb these people, and at the
same time, the Department of Labor, through the Manpower Develop-
ment and Training Administration (M DTA), began to provide funds to
encourage private business to hire, train, and retain the unemployed and
disadvantaged. The Chrysler Institute responded to these challenges by
developing, under M DTA, programs to prepare hard-to-employ and disad-
vantaged clients to move into the workplace. Chrysler Corporation thus
became formally involved in hiring the disadvantaged. The institute
launched the Entry-Level Training Department, which added objectives
and responses in line with CETA requirements to its established entry-
level program.

Chrysler Institute also began seeking jobs outside the automotive
industry for clients who successfully completed training. A high percent-
age of' these people have established successful careers. The institute at-
tributes this rate of success to the realistic training experiences it provides.
Employers who hire Chrysler Institute clients find them to be highly
trained and well motivated, largely because of' the multifaceted Entry-
Level Training programs.
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Comprehensive Programs

The Entry-Level Training Department also provides many govern-
ment agencies with training and employment services as well as providing
services for Chrysler's own needs. The Outreach and Recruitment program
ensures an appropriate and equitable representation of disadvantaged peo-
ple. The Assessment, Personal Career Plan, and Referral programs include
testing and interviewing and help clients to obtain any necessary remedial
training. One of the most dramatic programs in Entry-Level Training is
Goal-Directed Group Counseling. It includes value classification, goal set-
ting, and peer evaluation.

The Hands-on Training program is also an integral part of the Entry-
Level Training Department. It allows the trainee-clients to learn and prac-
tice basic work sk Ils in a simulated plant environment. The Skilled Train-
ing programs in welding, machining, power sewing, automotive repair,
clerical skills, and other areas have been developed on the basis of a careful
evaluation of the needs of the employment community.

The Job Survey and Development program identifies the needs and
interests of the disadvantaged client in order to refer that client to the
appropriate employer. Through Job Search, the clients themselves must
actively seek employment. Clients are taught writing resumes and job
applications, how to behave during a job interview, and how to retain a
job. The institute may provide referrals, but clients are expected to do
most of the job search work. When the institute places one of its clients
with a company, the Placement and Follow-up program provides the assis-
tance necessary to introduce the client to the new job and to assure his or
her continuation in it. Both the Placement and Follow-up and the On-the-
Job Training programs assist Chrysler supervisors in helping the new em-
ployee to become a successful part of the Chrysler work force.

The training programs, developed and implemented by Chrysler
Institute's Entry-Level Training Department have experienced impressive
rates of success. Although the many program offerings vary substantially
regarding clientele, content, and objectives, some general statistics can be
offered. (These are generalizations from results of both the Detroit-area
programs and the out-of-state operations. Currently, the institute is in-
volved in programs in Saint Louis, Missouri; Cleveland, Toledo, and Lima,
Ohio; Bogalusa, Louisiana; Brevard County, Florida; and elsewhere.) Ap-
proximately 80 percent of the clients finish the programs. Of those who
complete the programs, nearly 75 percent are placed in nonsubsidized
private-sector jobs that offer the potential for future growth.
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However, placement alone is not the final objective. The staff of the
Entry-Level Training Department is also concerned with the successful
retention of the clients placed in jobs. It is therefore significant to note that
almost 80 percent of the clients placed through Job Survey and Develop-
ment are retained on their jobs and gain union seniority and job security.

Finally, there is the Staff Training program, which is one of the most
critical services provided by Entry-Level 'Training. Through this program,
Chrysler Institute people share their expertise in all areas with agencies,
schools, and organizations that serve the same disadvantaged population.

CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

Providing Jobs in the Inner City

In January 1968, Control Data Corporation opened a new plant in the
Northside community of Minneapolis. The company, which was expanding
rapidly as a supplier of computer and financial services, had decided as a
matter of social policy to create jobs in an area of high unemployment and
low income. Control Data was confident that it could draw on its experi-
ence at several rural Midwestern plants to train unskilled people for jobs
assembling electronic equipment.

The plant currently employs about 300 people, and the annual payroll
is about $3.2 million. But the actual impact on the Northside community is
much greater than the payroll alone indicates because this base of employ-
ment supports community merchants, contractors, and others who provide
goods and services to the plant.

After consulting with community leaders, Control Data decided to
select employees on a first-come, first-hired basis. Community agencies
helped with recruiting among the unemployed, and application forms
were reduced to one page. In its early ,'ears of operation, a large number of
the employees hired were female heads of households. This was the first
meaningful job for many of them an important fact because these people
often lacked a twelfth grade education. In addition, twenty high school
graduates were trained as technicians; most of them are still with the
company.

In the first three years of its operation, an estimated 770 people were
trained and employed at the Northside plant. The cost was nearly $2.,000
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CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

Prov.ding PanTime Work for Disadvantaged Mothers
and Students at the Selby Bindery
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The plant is located in the economically distressed Selby-Dale area of
Saint Paul, Minnesota, a predominantly black neighborhood. At the start,
in 1970, the bindery was housed in a renovated bowling alley; in 1974, it
moved to larger quarters. Most of the employees (90 percent) are minority
individuals. (By comparison, only 6.5 percent of the population of the
surrounding city of Saint Paul is made up of members of minority groups.)
Furthermore, most of the bindery's employees live in the neighborhood or
the central city and are thus able to walk or take a bus to work. Selby is
serving the people of its immediate neighborhood. Richard Mailgram feels
that this explains the "fierce loyalty" of the area's residents to the plant.

In its seven years of operation, Selby has been the training ground for
about 150 employees who have gone on to higher-paying and higher-
skilled full-time jobs. Twenty-fbur of these Selby workers were transferred
to jobs at Control Data; the rest were placed with other employers. How-
ever, the total number of upgraded employees is even higher. Some people
who applied for jobs at the bindery had good work records and were placed
with other Twin Cities employers immediately.

Patricia Collins, who handles placement at Selby, emphasizes the
work habits, experience, and references acquired by the employees. She
believes that these factors may be the bindery's most useful contribution to
the depressed Selby-Dale neighborhood, where unemployment is highest
among minority women and teen-agers.

Efficiency

"Absenteeism is very low," Mailgram says, and we Ca71 always com-
pensate by bringing in extra part-timers on any particular lay. Further-
more, using part-time workers is efficient. No one can collate well for more
than five hours at a time, which is all we schedule. Most people are less
productive in their sixth to eighth hours of a workday. We are presumably
getting the best five hours of our people's time."

Control Data Corporation has considerable evidence that the bindery
is efficient. The Selby plant assembles tens of thousands of computer
manuals and distributes them to Control Data customers all over the
world. It also handles other corporations' mailings, such as shareholder
reports and employee publications. In 1977, it expected to raise the pro-
portion of its services sold to outside customers from 10 to 22 percent.
Selby processes 7 million pieces of paper a month. Its total business vol-
ume is $500,000 a year, and in 1976, profits exceeded $20,000.
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"Their charge was to save us money," says Norbert Berg. -Even now,
they have to show me their costs regularly. Selby is a good business for us.
We have economies of scale, a trained work force. and a good employee
population."

Befbre the Selby facility was established, it cost Control Data nearly
twice as much to have similar services perfbrmed lw outside businesses.
Today, Selby finds its costs are about half' the charges of its competitors.

According to Mailgram, low overhead, low absenteeism and turnover,
and high productivity per worker account for Selby's competitiveness. We
have only two salespeople:. he explains. "Our annual turnover has re-
mained at 20 to 22 percent, which is quite low for part-time employees.
Most leave fbr positive reasons, such as getting a fhll-time job. Only 3
percent a year leave and become unemployed. And we encourage our
students who graduate from high school to find full-time jobs.

-Of course, the part-time arrangement wont work in every situation.
Control Data considered part time an experiment fbr its first two years.
Any company needs to give it time and may expect to lose money for a
while if the work three is untrained."

Selby's size has been a factor in its success. In a small plant, managers
can infbrm employees of the facility's income and costs on a monthly,
weekly, or even daily basis and can get quick feedback on their perfor-
mance. -We can identify any mistakes and correct them daily," NIangram
explains. -We break down our costs fin each job, and we tell them the
results. This makes our people feel part of the institution."

Pay and Benefits

The average Selby employee earns $80 a week, or $320 a month. Of
course, wages vary according to the job. For example, a binder-collator is
paid $2.97 per hour: a hinder helper, $3.12; and a machine operator. $3.40.

An unemployed mother on welfare might receive $400 a month in
public assistance. A. mother working at Selby might typically receive $320
in wages: if she is also receiving welfare, her monthly public assistance
check might he another $270, for a total of $590 a month.

Since 1974, federal law has prohibited employees from asking job
applicants whether they receive welfare. Prior to passage of that statute,
management knew that many families of Selby workers received welfare
grants, and it believes that the number is still substantial. However, be-
cause welfare grants are reduced by one-third when recipients are work-
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ing, it is estimated that Selby's payroll saved $285,000 in local welfare costs
from 1970 to 1973 and more than twice that amount over the seven years of
the plant's operation.

Employee benefits at Selby include vacation pay, which is prorated
according to the number of hours worked; a pension plan to which the
company and the employee make matching contributions; and a health
maintenance organization that covers doctor and dentist bills and most
hospital and surgery costs and in which employees participate at the low
cost of S6 per month. Sick leave is not included, but welfare payments
offset the lost work time.

Selby's work schedule is a major benefit for working mothers. During
the school year, they work from 8:00 A. M. to 2:00 P. M., which enables them
to be with their children before and after school. During the summer
months, they work the "mothers' shift,' which begins at 7:00 A. m and runs
for five straight hours (with a fifteen-minute break and thirty minutes for
lunch). This schedule greatly reduces the need for day care. Women with
preschoolers often receive help with child care from neighbors or relatives.
Very few Selby mothers need to use day-care centers.

Students working at Selby are able to maintain their class schedules.
They work at the plant from 2:00 to 5:00 P. M.

New legislation may substantially increase part-time work for welfare
mothers who have school-age children. The Carter Administration's plan
would create 350,000 federally fimded part-time public-sector jobs under
municipal auspices. However, it is hoped that more private-sector part-
time jobs will eventually be developed, especially for people such as those
who work at the Selby plant.

CUMMINS ENGINE COMPANY

Personalized Training for New Hires Who Lack
a Basic Education

Cummins Engine Company is accepting and training job applicants
whose reading and mathematics skills are at the third to sixth grade levels.
The Cummins program, Long-Term Training (LIT), is one of the few of its
kind in the nation. "One hundred percent of these trainees are economi-
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cally disadvantaged," says Robert Wroblewski, director of personnel for the
company's U.S. Automotive Group. "Most of them have worked previously
at the minimum wage or below, often in seasonal jobs. When they come to
us, they have poor work habits and don't know how to survive in the world
of work." Long-Term Training has been in existence since 1970 at the
company's headquarters and five factories in Columbus, Indiana. These
facilities employ 6,500 production workers. Cummins is considering ex-
tending LIT to its plants outside the Columbus area. The managers of
these plants will be consulted to see if LTI. programs can be established at
their facilities. The key factor in these decisions is to develop people in
your company who will manage the effort," Wroblewski explains. "You can't
subcontract the program. We evolved LTI. over seven years, and we have
found that it requires a professional educator who understands the people
we are dealing with, who is empathetic, and who understands education
methodology and factory requirements. In other words, the program
needs a pro on a daily basis. It must also be tailored specifically to the
company's needs and to the kinds of people living in the area."

In early 1975, when Cummins was forced to lay off part of its work
force, the program was discontinued for two years. Because the company
was not hiring during that period, there were no job openings for LTT
graduates. By contract with the Diesel Workers Union, Cummins could
not hire new people until it brought back workers who were on layoff.
Furthermore, Cummins has found that one of the most important factors
in the success of LTT is having the program feed directly into job op!
tunities, and that was not possible during the recession. However, the
program was resumed in 1977.

Today, LTT turns out about thirty graduates annually. In 1977, when
hiring activity for factory jobs was low, LTI. trainees represented approxi-
mately 20 percent of new employees. Between 1970 and 1974, some 100
people successfully completed the program. The program's goal is to sup-
ply approximately 10 percent of factory replacement hiring.

The regular training cycle is eight weeks, but it can be extended up to
sixteen weeks for those who need it. There are two to three training cycles
per year. Each class has eight to twelve members. "If there were more than
twelve trainees in a class, individual instruction would fall apart,"
Wroblewski explains. And if there were fewer than eight, the necessary
group instruction would not be possible. Besides, much of the success of
the program comes from a group process. The members help to motivate
each other. They set goals for themselves, and they get a good feeling
about themselves as growing, learning individuals."
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LTT tees some programmed instruction and teaching machines for
mathematics and reading. However, a full -time instructor always works
with the group. and a counselor is available part time. Subjects include
basic reading; basic mathematics; -survival skills," such as personal finance,
relationships with co-workers, company expectations, and work habits; and
shop skills, including an introduction to blueprint reading and machine
shop practices.

For the duration of the training program, each LTT trainee receives
70 percent of the base starting wage. Once the trainees move into the
shop, they become regular employees in entry-level positions in one of the
factories. Some LTT graduates have continued their education and earned
a high school equivalency diploma.

Overall, Urrs graduates are doing well. Wroblewski notes that "the
people who graduate really want to succeed. They work very hard in the
shop. In comparison with our regular hires, they do as well in job perfor-
mance and in rates of absenteeism. We have a lot of anecdotal data con-
firming this."

Wroblewski points out that the factory job opportunities in the com-
pany constitute the limits of the program. But, he adds, these limits have
not been reached. LTT is firmly established at Cummins. -Our program is
not a frill,' Wroblewski says. To succeed, it had to be integrated into the
company. It is no longer experimental. MT is now a part of doing business,
a part of our commitment to the community."

IBM

Bringing Jobs to a Depressed
Inner-City Neighborhood

IBM Brooklyn's manufacturing plant started operations in 1968 in a
seventy-year-old converted warehouse located in the borough's Bedford-
Stuyvesant section. IBM's initial decision to establish a plant in Bedford-
Stuyvesant was aimed in part at providing jobs in an economically de-
prived area of 400,000 persons, most of them black and Hispanic, where
unemployment exceeds the national average. IBM hoped to set an exam-
ple that would encourage other companies to undertake similar ventures.

There was another reason behind IBM's decision; to make a profit.
The plant opened with a work force of 200, and its first assignment was
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refurbishing computer cables:11)day, IBM's Brooklyn work force has grown
to about 400. Its responsibilities have expanded to include the manufac-
ture of advanced computer products, from cables and power supplies to
computer display terminals and printers.

Each month, the plant is measured on its business commitments in
numerous areas, including output volume, expenses, and adherence to
delivery schedules to customers and other IBM locations. "We're proud,
indeed, of the 400 men and women there who have made the plant a
success," says Frank T Cary, chairman of IBM. "It has been as cost-
effective as any plant we have in IBM."

IBM Brooklyn has been helped by its close relationship with other
company plants. For example, many of the plant's first employees received
their training and their introduction to the broader world of IBM through
extended OJT assignments at Raleigh, North Carolina, Poughkeepsie,
New York, and other IBM manufacturing locations. Today, 79 percent of
the employees come from the central Brooklyn area, mostly from Bedford-
S tuyvesant.

As the plant's work load expanded, the converted warehouse, with its
limited shipping facilities and structural limitations, became inadequate. A
new plant is being built that will enable IBM Brooklyn to manufacture
even larger and more complex computer products. The building, which
will be completed later this year, represents a vote of confidence by IBM in
the accomplishments of its Brooklyn employees and the soundness of the
decision to locate a plant in Bedford-Stuyvesant.

IBM Brooklyn has become a truly valuable asset to both the company
and the community. A five-man task force of economists and businessmen,
created by President Carter, visited the location two days after the 1976
national election. They were particularly impressed, explains an IBM ex-
ecutive, because of the fact "that we had started off with the assumption
that we would succeed and that, from the beginning, other plants and IBM
customers would depend on what Brooklyn could do.'

LEVI STRAUSS & COMPANY

Clerical Training for the Disadvantaged

In 1968, Levi Strauss instituted the Opportunity Training Program. It
is designed to provide clerical-skills training for those under 22 and over
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45, members of minority groups, the unemployed or unskilled, ex-
offenders, the handicapped, and those on welfare. Trainees are recruited
through seventy social and community agencies. To be admitted to the
program, they must be able to type twenty-five words per minute (with
errors), read and write English, and have a strong desire for a clerical job.

The trainees spend from three to six months in the program and are
allowed to progress at their own pace. The skills taught include mathemat-
ics, typing, dictation, English, telephone usage, and filing. Trainees are
paid $120 per week and receive all company benefits. Those who complete
the program may apply for permanent jobs with the company. About
twelve people participate annually. The classroom space and number Of
office machines that the company has allotted to the program are limited,
and therefore only four trainees can be accommodated at one time.

The retention rate is about 80 percent for all trainees but only about
50 percent for ex-offenders. According to Joan McClintic, supervisor of
the Opportunity Training Program, the typical ex-offender is not fired but
leaves. The problem is their life-style not their skills," she says. "Their
friends can militate against their success in the 'straight' world."

To date, few handicapped people have been referred to the program.
The company estimates that the handicapped constitute only 1 to 2 percent
of its total work force. Consequently, a more aggressive program to hire
the handicapped is being formulated; it is supervised by Gaylene Pearson.
As a further step in this direction, Levi Strauss has just completed a survey
of architectural barriers to the handicapped at the companys facilities.

Levi Strauss is enthusiastic about the results of the Opportunity
Training Program. It would like to see more equivalent programs devel-
oped in other companies.

MANPOWER DEMONSTRATION
RESEARCH CORPORATION

Testing Supported Work for the Hardest-to-Employ

The Manpower Demonstration Research Corporation (MDRC) is a
tax-exempt, nonprofit organization founded in 1974 with the support of the

1
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Ford Foundation and the federal government. MDRC, which is based in
New York City, is supervising one of the most important and most difficult
contemporary manpower projects: a three-year test of whether supported
work can successfully aid four major target groupsex-addicts, ex-
offenders, long-term welfare mothers, and out-of-school youths from low-
income familiesto gain and hold full-time jobs. These groups, according
to MDRC, "seem to be increasingly dependent on welfare and other forms
of public assistance. They constitute the most resistant pockets of depriva-
tion and dependency. For that reason, their employment problems are the
target of the national supported-work demonstration."

Government-Business Support
for the National Effort

That national effort is being undertaken through a distinguished com-
bination of federal funding and technical support, foundation aid, private
research evaluation. and broad encouragement at the local level by the
many businesses i.:nd government units that contract for the services of
supported workers.

In add;t1on to MDRC, the specific components of the national eflOrt
include continuing technical and financial aid from the Ford Foundation:
funds from five sponsoring federal agencies (the Employment and Training
Administration, Department of' Justice; the National Institute on Drug
Abuse and the Office of Planning and Evaluation, Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare; and the Office of Policy Development and Re-
search, Department of Housing and Urban Development); thirteen origi-
nal project sites (Atlanta, Chicago, HartfOrd, Jersey City, Massachusetts,
Newark, Oakland, Philadelphia, Saint Louis, San Francisco, Washington
State. West Virginia, and Wisconsin); a principal research contractor
(Mathematic:a Policy Research, Inc.) and a closely aligned subcontractor
(the University of Wisconsin's Institute for Research on Poverty); local
governments and businesses that have provided an average of 40 percent
of the projects' resources in the form of work contracts; a total of 5,417
participants enrolled in the program through June 1977, including 2,235
ex-offenders, 1,007 women who had been receiving assistance tinder the
federal program of' Aid to Families with Dependent Children, 831 ex-
addicts, 966 youths, and 377 others (former mental patients and recovering
alcoholics).
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The Supported-Work Concept and Its Techniques

Supported-work programs are an outgrowth of the sheltered work-
shop concept, which was developed in the Netherlands, Sweden, and
England, to provide subsidized employment and a sense of self-worth to
handicapped people who were unable to find jobs. One key aspect of the
original concept that has been retained in its applications in the United
States is that the supported-work environment is indeed more sheltered
than the environment in the private workplace. Thus, supported-work
techniques are intended to accustom the worker gradually to the realities
of the private workplace. By the time the transition occurs, the supports
have been reduced to a minimum, and the individual is prepared to cope
with the regular world of work.

MDRC offers the following definition of supported work:

Supported work is a transitional, structured employment experience for men
and women who have encountered serious difficulties in obtainingand
retainingemployment in the conventional labor market. As the partici-
pants gain work experience and establish an employment record, perfor-
mance demands are increased, and they are prepared for placement in the
regular job market.

MDRC emphasizes six supported-work techniques in its programs:
peer group support, graduated production demands, increasingly strict
work habit requirements, evolving interaction with the supervisor and
with other aspects of the program, graduated difficulties of work assign-
ments, and a graduated bonus system.

On the basis of its first year's operations, MDRC states that "fir most
employees, the quality and support of their supervisors are the critical
factors in work performance and success. And for our target populations,
supervision is especially critical." The supervisor is often the key to learn-
ing the content of work and the way organizations operate, two experi-
ences that are essential to making the transition to regular work.

In addition, MDRC has found that it is difficult to wield supervisory
control over people whose previous experience with legitimate power and
authority has not been successful. For this reason, MDRC's guidelines
recommend that -all supervisors he program hired and trained" so that
supervision of high quality can be developed and so that supervisors will
be sensitive to the special problems of the target groups.

The supported-work environment is one of initially lowered stress.
Fellow workers come from similar backgrounds, and people work in crews,

1 1
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rather than individually. In the early months of the program, supervisors
are tolerant of inefficiency, tardiness, or short-term absences. But then
requirements are tightened up, and the stresses increase. Gradually, the
standards and expectations get tougher. Mitchell Sviridoff, vice president
of the Ford Foundation's Division of National Affairs, points out that "the
hypothesis is that these people are simply not ready for employment until
they have moved through the transitional experience of supported work.
But this is not a soft social work program."

The work experience is also sheltered in that it is partially subsidized.
In 1976, wages were between $2.50 and $3.50 an hour, depending on the
projects location. This was better than the then prevailing minimum wage
of $2.30 and represented about 75 percent of typical entry-level wages in
private jobs. The level is deliberately designed to be neither too high nor
too low. It is intended to be high enough to make working worthwhile but
low enough to enable the management of supported-work projects to bid
competitively for contracts. It is also low enough to motivate the partici-
pants to strive to succeed in the program and to find better-paying jobs.
Furthermore, the wage rate should not arouse union antagonism.

However, there is some evidence that the wage rate may not be high
enough to discourage criminal recidivism. This is a general social problem,
though, not one of M DRC's making.

The Wildcat Example

The national supported-work effort directed by NI DRC is modeled in
part on the three-year experience of the Wildcat Service Corporation, a
program in New York City initially sponsored by the Vera Institute of
Justice. Wildcat's record is impressive: Some 13 percent of its supported
workers out of a total of 4,106 participants through July 1976 have moved
into the private sector. Of that group, at least 77 percent have held their
jobs for one year or more. The dropout rate has been 42 percent, including
17 percent who resigned and 25 percent who were fired. Thus, 58 percent
of the workers were still employed, either by Wildcat or in the private
sector. By comparison, a control group (also in New York) showed an
employment rate of only 20 percent. A comparison of incomes showed a
substantial advantage for the supported workers. Incomes were roughly
$6,000 per Wildcat worker and $2,000 per worker in the control group.

Criminal recidivism among Wildcat workers went down sharply dur-
ing their first year in the program but started to rise in the second year. By
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the third year, it had increased to close to the level of n
control group. Welfare mothers and teen-agers see:
offenders and ex-addicts seem to slip more easily.

What Kinds of Jobs?

among the
,re well: ex-

MDRC reviewed forty proposals, and in June 1974, selected nineteen
potential sites for local supported-work projects. By January 1975, thirteen
sites were chosen for the three -year demonstration projects, All thirteen
sites are managed by MDRC.

MDRC was uneasy about becoming operational in March 1975. The
national unemployment rate was 9.1 percent, and the local areas in which
the projects operated had unemployment rates of 12 to 14 percent. Never-
theless, jobs were found. MDRC believes that a number of reasons ac-
count for this: The scale of the projects was small, and they were built up
slowly. Furthermore, the site directors were able to gain the cooperation
and confidence of key local trade-union officials, political leaders, and
businessmen.

Each project was intended to accommodate between 100 and 250
participants. By July 1976, the average was eighty supported workers, and
that figure has been rising. By the end of 1976, the first full year, 1,500
workers were in the program. MDRC expects that figure to increase na-
tionally to about 2,500 workers in the second and third years. It is clear
that through 1978, MDRC is counting on results to prove its importance,
not on size, which is small compared with the need.

What kinds of jobs have been undertaken? Up to July 1976, about
one-third of the occupations were in some way involved with housing,
including rehabilitation, repair, insulation, and demolition. But the pro-
jects are increasingly making competitive bids to operate city services or
private contracts.

Most of the projects workers perform maintenance hinctions in pub-
lic buildings and housing projects, raze buildings, repair motor vehicles for
local agencies, and provide security services for government buildings.
Ex-offenders in Hartford are working in tire recapping shops, a filling
station, and a printshop. In Washington State, former offenders microfilm
state records and guard a state office complex. Welfare mothers, ex-
offenders, and school dropouts in West Virginia are working as teachers'
aides, day-care assistants in housing projects, and clerks in senior citizens
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centers. In Wisconsin, deinstitutionalized mental patients repair houses
for the aged and poor.

In New York City, ex-offenders and others who have rarely held a job
are employed by Project Scorecard, which audits the cleanliness of New
York City streets on a regular basis. Crews of project workers are sent into
neighborhoods to rate the cleanliness of curbsides, sidewalks, and alleys
against a pictorial standard. The data gathered are sent to the Sanitation
Department, which uses it as a managerial tool. The Parks Department
also uses the project to evaluate the safety of the city's recreation facilities.
New York City has since taken over the operation of Project Scorecard and
hired its workers as regular, full-time city employees.

First-Year Costs and Results

The operating costs of the individual demonstration sites ranged be-
tween $500,000 and S1.3 million in the first year. There has been a strong
downward trend in the average subsidy cost per person- year. * Total aver-
age costs fell consistently throughout the first year, rapidly at first (from
nearly $15,000 in the first quarter to about $12,000 in the third quarter)
and then more slowly. By the end of the fifth operating quarter, the average
cost per person-year had dropped to $11,200.

This cost reduction seems directly related to a steady increase in
program size at each site. Programs averaged 8.5 person-years per site in
the second quarter, and 20 person-years by the fifth quarter. Those statis-
tics translate to the equivalent of only eighty full-time participants per site,
which is far short of the projected scale for most programs. With additional
expansion during 1977, the average second-year costs did decrease further.

For the first two operating years of the demonstration, the workers'
total attendance time for all the sites, including work and supportive ser-
vices. was 76 percent. Another 8 percent of time covered authorized paid
absences, and 6 percent represented inactivations or suspensions.

MDRC believes that "these figures are encouraging. They mean that
a program can structure its organization's resources knowing that almost 90
percent of the work force will he accounted for as planned. Only about 10
percent is unpredictable on a day-to-day basis.

'A person-year represents the work done in a year by a single person during a standardnumber of normal working days.
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suppoited %suck pittiects %sill require continuing government subsi-
the. Intl to MI our rasing cstent, this will be locally financed. By
nod 1471% 10 penent MDRCs twists were covered locally. The organiza-
tit in anus to 114 11is that les IA to 6,1 to 70 percent during the third veal-.

Some Broader Questions

Mathematica Pt the% Research, Inc., of Princeton, New Jersey, and
the l'ins et sits of 11istonsin's Institute kir Research on Poverty are con-
ot 'mg uesr,an h And es .1111.1t loll Of the three-year MDRC demonstration
',milli. at a cost of ST to Sti million. Using a control group, Mathematica is
testing %hobo participation in supported work increases the likelihood
that t Milk% 14". well .acMese stable, long-term employment and an ade-
quate Its el of intome It is also testing whether supported work reduces
retlik sit .11111111$: es-oltenders or drug use among es-addicts,

111111.em J Grinker, president of MDRC, states that the organization's
broad sums in to "get a substantial number of peoples to !Unction in a work
setting so that he can get jobs and hold them and begin to break the cycle
of dependent.% and destruct's cues's."

Rut Mitchell tis indult warns that "there are no easy or total solutions
to problems ins ols mg the people we are dealing with. At best, we can
hope to chip ass as at the problem. perhaps at 5 or 10 percent of it a year.
111. .ire dome %en well in view of the fact that nothing else seems to he
at hies mg t lung of significancy with this population...

The .nhate, of supported work realize that they must also find at
least tentatse answers to some other basic questions: Ilow do supported
stock's eti.t. mPart with its benefits? Which work settings offer the
veatcst potential for siiccsslid transition to stable employment? If these
',injects prose successful. can they he replicated on a larger scale?

dentmstration program has a predetermined life-span. Although
the reward' phase of supported work will continue until 1980, the Opera-
tional phsts4 of the national demonstration will end during the spring of
1474 \I DH('., preliminary research findings have shown that supported

can be a useful tool of national manpower policy, that it is one
situ ategs for )(Ai creation. and that it is one answer among many to the
problem of welfare dependency. Given these indications, supported work
has been written into the renewal of the CETA legislation now under
omider.dion. The current plan is to continue demonstration and research

ethos until more xtnsis research data are available. If such results
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continue to be positive, the experience will become part of an ongoing
employment and training strategy for groups of people who are very
difficult to employ.

MDRC believes that some important social factors will help to deter-
mine the success or failure of supported work. According to MDRC,
supported-work programs do not take place in a vacuum. Their success
depends heavily on the cooperation and financial support of existing fed-
eral and local program agencies, on the willingness of local employers
both public and privateto participate, on the receptivity of community
residents to "another program" in the neighborhood, and on the hope that
when the transitional period is over, employers in the open labor market
will be able to judge supported-work graduates on their productivity
rather than their pasts.

Clearly, cooperation between business and government on the scale
that is essential to ensure that the supported-work effort will survive and
prosper is just beginning.

OPPORTUNITIES
INDUSTRIALIZATION CENTERS

Providing Training for the Disadvantaged

Opportunities Industrialization Centers (OIC) is a network of 140
organizations providing employment training and other services to mem-
bers of minority groups and to the disadvantaged across the nation.
Approximately 60 more OIC interest groups are working toward becoming
operational. Each OIC is a complete community-based skills-training and
community revitalization center.

Each OIC is an independent affiliate of Opportunities Industrializa-
tion Centers of America (OIC/A), a national support structure headquar-
tered in Philadelphia that provides technical and administrative assistance
to local OICs. OIC/A also provides training for management personnel
who staff local OICs and conducts various national projects and studies in
employment training and related fields. OIC/A directs most of its assis-
tance to local OICs through nine regional offices.

1 r) ti...,,
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What Makes OIC Different?

OIC is the largest such employment and training organization in the
nation. It was founded by Reverend Leon H. Sullivan, who is now chair-
man of the national board of directors of OIC/A. One of its main princi-
ples is to provide training only where guaranteed employment situations
exist. Another is the principle of service to "the whole person." It is this
concept of wholeness that OIC believes is the key to its success. As the
organization grew, it became clear that to be effective, OIC would have to
contain certain essential components: recruitment, counseling, feeder
(prevocational training), vocational and skills training, and job develop-
ment and follow-up. Active recruitment was found to be the only tool
capable of reaching the disadvantaged, the unemployed, discouraged, but
trainable population. OIC recruiters actively seek out those individuals
who do not possess marketable skills but who are or can be motivated to
seek skills training. There is no fee to students for services.

In counseling sessions, applicants' interests and vocational aptitudes
are determined. Personal problems are discussed, and steps are taken to
eliminate or lessen them. The personal relationships begun here continue
throughout the students' association with OIC.

The feeder component prepares students for vocational training.
When Sullivan began OIC training sessions, he discovered that although
some trainees wanted gainful employment, they had little knowledge of
the behavior expected of them in the workplace. Trainees are assigned to
informal orientation classes that provide them with the basic information
necessary to make realistic vocational training choices. They attend classes
in job-finding techniques, vocational orientation, personal development,
minority history, and even adult basic education (ABE). In ABE, trainees
pick up the basic reading and mathematical skills that may be missing from
their formal education but essential for their chosen skills-training area.
Many students earn degrees as part of this program.

During vocational and technical skills training, students master voca-
tional skills that prepare them for job placement. This is an open-entry,
open-exit phase; that is, trainees progress at their own rate.

In the final step of the process, OIC graduates are placed in meaning-
ful jobs in the community that are related to the skills learned. Periodic
follow-ups are made to check the graduates' progress, and additional ser-
vices and assistance are offered when needed.
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Training at the OICs

No two OIC programs offer exactly the same array of vocational train-
ing courses. Each OIC responds to the needs of local businesses, to the
needs of local trainees, to the requirements of a given locality's funding
sources, and to its own capability.

Business and Industry Involvement

To assure industry's commitment at the national and local levels,
the National Industrial Advisory Council (NIAC) has been formed. NIAC
is composed of key business leaders representing a broad spectrum of the
nation's commercial life. By providing counsel and assistance for national
projects, NIAC helps the nation's business community become familiar
with OIC and helps OIC enrich and update its programs and develop new
systems and ideas. One such idea has been the institution of a computer-
ized management information system. This project was developed with the
assistance of Pfizer, IBM, Allied Chemical Corporation, American Tele-
phone & Telegraph Company, Sun Company, Metropolitan Life Insurance
Corporation, and Sperry & Hutchinson.

The council has initiated an industrial technical assistance contacts
(ITAC) system that assigns local executive- or management-level repre-
sentatives of member corporations directly to local OICs in their area to
offer advice, expertise, and assistance to the local executive directors.

A complement to NIAC is the National Technical Advisory Commit-
tee (NTAC), an organization of management representatives who work
with OICs to help assure the success of NIAC-OIC projects. NTAC has
actively assisted the OIC/A private fund-development effort, has helped
develop publications and communications, and has provided workshops on
strengthening OIC-industry relations at its national convocation and at
regional conferences.

"Prescription Training"

OICs work for major corporations and small businesses by providing
prescription training" for their personnel needs. Because enrollees are

trained only for known, guaranteed jobs, OICs develop close contacts with
local business to develop specialized training programs at OIC offices or
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on-the-job training at commercial sites. One such example is the develop-
ment of a technical representative program with the Xerox Corporation.
Under this program, Xerox and OIC train individuals to repair all types of
electromechanical equipment. Also, working with International Harvester
Corporation, the Indianapolis Opportunities Industrialization Center
(IOIC) has placed twelve local adults in International Harvester's Indianap-
olis plant. After a six-month on-site training course in engine repair and
manufacturing, all twelve were hired at the ReNew Center in Franklin, a
facility that rebuilds engines. In this training program, International Har-
vester provided classroom space in its plant, engines, blueprints, preci-
sion tools, and the expertise of its staff.

"When the program began in August 1976," said Kenneth Morgan,
IOIC's executive director, "seven of the students were on public assistance.
Had they continued to draw on public funds to support themselves and
their dependents, the cost of the program would have been about $31,000
a year. Instead, the twelve students, whose average wages are more than
$4 an hour, will earn $108,000 annually and pay their share of taxes. By
providing training for meaningful jobs, businesses such as International
Harvester can change people who are tax liabilities to their communities
into tax assets."

"We realized about a year ago," explained Rodney W. Dunham, man-
ager of the Indianapolis plant, "that our relationship with the black com-
munity was not all it could be. Although 22 percent of the plant's employ-
ees are minorities, the plant did not project a clear affirmative action
attitude in the community

"Because of the success of the first engine repair course here," said
Dunham, other IH plants throughout the country are investigating the
possibility of establishing similar on-site training programs. The advan-
tages of on-site programs are many. For instance, the students get experi-
ence working in a real-life situation because the entire plant becomes the
classroom and everyone in it a potential instructor. Furthermore, on-site
training itself is more meaningful than other approaches because the stu-
dents get hands-on experience throughOut the course."

Stictures corresponding to NIAC and NTAC exist at the local level
and relate their activity and support to OIC affiliates. These groups are
known as Industrial Advisory Councils (IACs) and Technical Advisory
Committees (TACs). Firms belonging to local IACs map out a personalized
strategy for meeting their immediate and long-term needs. IAC members
help OICs to meet their training and employment goals more successfully
by donating equipment, lending supervisors and trainers, providing on-

1 r)
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the-job training and jol , giving direct financial assistance, and designing
fund-raising activities.

TACs provide a tactical approach to the problems of job training.
Member firms provide technical personnel, supervisors, or operators of
currently used equipment. These people either train OIC enrollees on the
job or help OIC to develop a curriculum that matches the skills needed by
the firm. TACs provide the one-to-one touch needed to assure OIC
trainees instruction that relates directly to equipment and technologies
in current use.

Many OICs also give classes in awareness training for employers'
supervisory personnel. This facilitates truly effective two-way communica-
tion between supervisors and the minority group trainees with whom
they will be working. These sessions teach some aspects of minority group
culture with which managers might not be familiar, types of problems that
might arise in the course of training or employment, and how to solve
them in a mutually satisfying way.

Relationships with CETA Prime Sponsors

CETA prime sponsors are local, county, or state elected officials re-
sponsible for planning and administering local programs with federal funds
authorized by the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act. OIC/A
assists local OIC affiliates in establishing close working relationships with
CETA prime sponsors so that program planning and service delivery ad-
dress the needs of the poor and disadvantaged represented by the local
OIC.

In fiscal 1977, over 136 local OIC affiliates received subcontracts from
CETA contracts given to OIC/A for employment and skills training and
related services. These contracts total $55,709,730, indicating that many
prime sponsors respect the OICs in their jurisdictions.

CETA funds provide for manpower planning councils that bring to-
gether local government, business and industry, labor, and community-
based organizations to advise prime sponsors during program planning and
implementation. Many OICs have representatives on these local planning
councils; they are appointed by their prime sponsors. At the national level,
OIC/A maintains cooperative relationships with organizations that repre-
sent prime sponsors such as the National Conference of Governors, the
National League of CitiesU.S. Conference of Mayors, and the National
Association of Counties.

1
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Performance

From 1964 to September 1977, OTCs trained 477,498 people and
placed 280,446 in meaningful jobs. Statistics show that 62 percent of these
trainees were heads of families; 74 percent received some type of public
assistance, including Aid to Families with Dependent Children, social
security, unemployment compensation; and that 13 percent were veterans.
OIC alumni have contributed an estimated $600 million to the national
economy in tax dollars alone.

In 1977, OIC participants were characterized as follows:

Race-Ethnic Groups Education Age

Black: 65% 12 years plus: 43% 18 and under: 13%

White: 25% 9-11 years: 49% 19- 21:31%

American Indian: 0.5% 8 years or less: 8% 22-24: 52%

Oriental: 2% 45 and over: 3.9%

Other groups: 7.5%

Sex Pretraining vs. Posttraining Earnings

Male: 40%

Female: 60%

Average posttraining
annual wage:

Average pretraining
annual wage:

$8,320

$4,784

Funding

01C/A and its affiliated OICs receive funds from the Department of
Labor, the Department of Commerce, and various agencies of the Depart-
ment of Health, Education, and Welfare. Funds also come from major
corporations, local businesses, labor unions, state and local governments,
foundations, community groups, religious organizations, and individual
donations.

1 r)
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RCA

Job Corps and Other Training Centers Have
Strong Links to Communities and Local Businesses

RCA Service Company's Education Services, in Cherry Hill, New
Jersey, is responsible for operating five Job Corps centers in various parts
of the United States. These are federally funded residential training cen-
ters for young men and women between the ages of 16 to 21 who need
education, training in vocational skills, work experience, counseling, med-
ical services, and other attention. It is estimated that up to one-third of
such youths live in metropolitan areas, where youth unemployment rates
are highest. To qualify for the program, a young person must meet federal
requirements related to maximum family income, previous employment,
and age.

The sixty Job Corps centers located throughout the country were set
up under the authority of Title IV of CETA. They are operated by private
contractors, the Department of Agriculture, various nonprofit organiza-
tions, and state and local government agencies. Thirty of the centers are
run by private contractors such as RCA.

RCA also manages other vocational training programs in New York
City and Los Angeles that assist unskilled and underemployed persons
through services in training and placement in varied occupations. In addi-
tion, since 1971, RCA has provided education-support services such as
classes in reading, language arts, and mathematics; classes for the high
school equivalency diploma; and vocational skills sampling for juvenile
offenders in locations in Pennsylvania (Allentown, Aitch, and Cornwells
Heights).

"We are in the education business," says Donald Naffziger, director of
the RCA Educational Services unit. "I am pleased to say that the Job Corps
Operation has been a good business for RCA; if it weren't, we wouldn't
have stayed with it. And if we weren't doing an outstanding job, Job Corps
wouldn't have stayed with us that long, either. We can apply our capabili-
ties in teaching basic education and providing the high school diploma
equivalent and vocational training to the operation of a center."

The Job Corps operation represents about half of the company's an-
nual education sales, and 915 RCA employees are involved in Education
Services. However, the Education Services unit constitutes only a small
part of the overall sales of the RCA Service Company.
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The cost of a typical Job Corps center averages $2,500 to $3,000 per
student per year. Most of this goes to provide facilities, food, clothing,
program staff, and medical facilities and care. In effect, the services pro-
vided by a center are similar to those offered at a residential college. RCA
reports similar costs for each of its centers.

A major factor in costs and perfOrmance is the turnover rate. -job
Corps centers lose one out of every four students within the first thirty
days,- Nalfziger explains. "During that first month, the students are decid-
ing whether they like the program. We don't recruit our students directly.
Most come to us through the offices of the U.S. Employment Service: the
rest are referred by Women in Community Services.-

Under the Carter Administration's new youth programs, the Job
Corps is scheduled to double its capacity, from 22,000 to 44,000 residential
spaces. With a turnover of two to two and a half times a year, the Job Corps
will thus be serving about 90,000 students annually. In order to meet the
government's plans, the Job Corps will he opening new centers and ex-
panding a few existing ones during the next eighteen months. RCA has
recently expanded its own participation in the program.

What RCA's Centers Offer

All RCA training centers offer an individualized education program
that includes beginning and advanced reading, mathematics, consumer
education, driver education, health education, and English as a second
language. Curricula are continually revised to keep pace with the changing
needs of the students. Prospective students receive information about the
centers from Employment Service recruiters. When they arrive at a cen-
ter, they take reading and mathematics tests and an aptitude test in each
occupational training cluster offered at the center. And in a high proportion
of cases, RCA finds that the students are qualified to take the occupational
training.

A centers occupational training clusters are chosen on the basis of'
employment statistics supplied by the local offices of the U.S. Employ-
ment Service. This information is supplemented by feedback in the form of'
the job placement records of the center's students. Each center offers
whatever occupational skills are in demand.

Each of RCA's five Job Corps centers has its own program: Tongue
Point, in Astoria, Oregon, serves Alaska and the states in the Far West. It
ofTers occupational training clusters in clerical skills, health, welding, con-
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struction, and telecommunications. The center in Tulsa, Oklahoma, pro-
vides instruction in medical, secretarial, and construction trades skills.
This center has a steady enrollment of 200 students. Blue Ridge, in
Marion, Virginia, trains 180 women from several Appalachian states.
Courses in clerical trades and retail sales are offered, and the center's
vocational training stresses medical careers. Woodstock, near Baltimore,
Maryland, offers training to 275 young men. The curriculum includes
welding, automobile repair, and skills required for the mechanical and
building trades. Keystone. in Drums, Pennsylvania, offers training pro-
vided by the National Association of Homebuilders in painting, carpentry, -
and plumbing. It also offers a separate program in culinary arts. Keystone,
the oldest and largest RCA center, has a regular enrollment 4670 and has
been in operation since 1966. (RCA has run the other centers for two or
three years.)

The steady enrollment of the five centers is 1,840 people, and it
usually turns over two or two and a half times during a year. The average
Job Corps student stays in the program just over six months. However,
depending on the type of training, a student may remain at the center for
tip to two years.

RCA has recently opened three additional centers in Washington,
D.C., Laurel, Maryland, and Chicopee, Massachusetts, which will serve
an additional 1,325 trainees at any one time. In addition, 2,500 to 3,000
students are served by RCA's non Job Corps educational services.

"The students need a lot of time, a lot of help, and a lot of pats on the
back," Naffziger says. "They have been turned off by the traditional school.
At our centers, we prefer that any student who needs it earn the high
school equivalency diploma before leaving the program.

"For most students," Naffziger adds, "it is best for them to be re-
moved from their previous peer group and to get education, counseling,
and recreation each day." The curriculum includes a half day of vocational
training. The education and vocational instructors are local teachers who
have state certification; they are chosen by RCA to provide students with a
well-rounded education program. The remainder of the day is devoted to
voluntary tutoring sessions, student government, or recreational activities.

Some students work in a local company or organization. "We prefer to
have the students spend a maximum of six weeks working away from the
center prior to graduation. In this way, both RCA and the students them-
selves can evaluate their performance in a realistic work situation," Nair-
ziger explains. "It is unpaid work experience, up to twenty-five hours per
week."

1 2
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Each RCA center has two components that link it to its surrounding
area. One is the Community Relations Council, which is composed of ten
to twenty private citizens or representatives of local organizations. The
council is important because the students go into the community regularly
and also because there is always some interchange between the center and
local services. The second is the Industrial Advisory Committee, which is
made up of interested business people who may offer the center some OJT
slots or who will review the curriculum for the occupational training.

Good Results

The overall success of the Job Corps is usually measured in terms of
how many students graduate and how many get jobs. (Other measures
include costs per student and the number of students served.) About 50
percent of RCA's Job Corps students graduate from the program. This is
3 to 5 percent higher than the national average. The rate of job placement
for all graduating Job Corps students at RCA is said to he 90 percent. (This
figure includes those students who return to school and who go into the
armed forces.) This placement rate is considerably higher than those of
other CETA programs.

The center's performance must be viewed in the context of the back-
ground of its students. The student profile at RCA centers shows that the
average student's reading and mathematics skills are at the sixth grade
level, despite the fact that most of the students have high school diplomas;
the average age is 171/2 years; most of the students have very limited work
experience or none at all; about 80 percent come from inner-city areas; 85
to 90 percent are minority group members; and 100 percent are disadvan-
taged.

Naffziger believes that when all these things are taken into consider-
ation, the fitct that about 90 percent of RCA's Job Corps graduates are
placed in jobs is indeed encouraging.

RCA knows what happens to its students for thirty and sixty days after
graduation, and the Job Corps tracks some of them (selected at random) for
a year. On the basis of this random sampling, job retention among Job
Corps graduates "is very good in the first 180 days: an average of 70
percent. It goes down over the next 180 days;' Naffziger adds. "Some
students return to school; others may decide their jobs are not right for
them."
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Ingredients of a Successful Program

Naffziger concludes that the tone of the center is set by the staff, so
stall selection is critical. You must have dedicated, human relations
oriented people. They must understand the students, but they must also
run the center as a business. They must be sympathetic, but they must also
create a world-of-work atmosphere.

You should use what von know has worked. Our improvements come
from management and staff training sessions, which are conducted quar-
terly and which are for all our program staff. We also conduct our own
evaluations; our education specialist makes an annual one-week field visit
to each center. In addition, there are government evaluations. For each
center, we set quarterly program goals for the average length of stay,
attrition, job placement, retention on the job, and the progress of students
in an incentive system that covers progress in education and participation
in other activities.

It is also very important to work closely with the state branches of
the Employment Service and the Labor Department. If there are recruit-
ing or placement problems, the center must be ready to change the occu-
pational training offered, the curriculum, or the number of students in a
training cluster.

"Maintaining flexibility in working with students is cruciar NaGiger
concludes. "By keeping an open door and an open mind, we tailor educa-
tional services to the clients we serve. Our product is people, and our
centers need to make timely responses to the needs of their students."

3M COMPANY

Offering a Wide Range of Programs
for the Disadvantaged

3M's Factory Training Center program fur the hard-core unemployed
was discontinued in 1973. "We ran out of the kind of people the program
was designed to help," says E. W. Steele, manager of recruitment and
placement. In addition, we had few hourly openings in Saint Paul. We

1?::
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ha% e moved production work to other locations among our ninety plants. It
wasn't feasible to move trainees to other cities. We didn't want to uproot
people and subject them to all the stress involved in moving unless they
could first succeed here."

The Factory Center was in operation from 1970 to 1973. For its first
two years, the center was supported entirely by 3M funds. It received
additional funding of about $45,000 a year from the Department of Health,
Education, and Welfare, which was roughly a quarter of the program's cost.
This assistance was first received in 1972. The center turned out approxi-
mately 150 graduates, and the retention rate was about 50 percent. "We had
some fine successes, especially later on," Steele says. "Early in the pro-
gram, we had some trouble getting people who would stay. All our trainees
were certified hard-core unemployed. Some had problems with drugs or
alcohol; some were ex-offenders. The problem was that they all lacked
essential work habits. Furthermore, the _ommunity was initially distrust-
ful of our efforts.

But regardless of their backgrounds," he notes, "the majority of our
trainees were people who were seeking employment opportunities." Mi-
nority males constituted the majority of the trainees. "Also," he said, "as
the community came to trust 3M more and more, their cooperation made
the program work well."

Both Abram H. Weaver, former supervisor of the center, and Donald
Williams, former employment coordinator of the center, found that al-
though some people failed, most of the men and women who came to the
center "worked hard at it, and they succeeded." Williams offers this evalua-
tion: "We are convinced that the people who come here have ability. Some
of them also have serious problems. Nevertheless, they are capable people
who can do a good job. They are proving that to us every day."

Anyone hired at the center immediately became a 3M employee and
received benefits that included hospitalization, life insurance, holidays,
vacations, and service credit. The trainees' pay began at the minimum
rate, $2.30 per hour, with $.05 hourly increases after thirty and sixty days.
Job classifications included general factory helper, general machine opera-
tor, and stock handler and packer.

Abram Weaver points out that the company had to teach much more
than machine skills: "Because so many of the trainees had been without
jobs for long periods and many had no industrial work experience, we had
to help them develop an industrial awareness and the right work habits.
We attempted to prepare them for taking the responsibility of a productive
job. They came to understand why it is important to be on the job every
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Since 1971. a summer employment program for minority youths has
been open to freshmen. sophomores. and juniors from local colleges. No
restriction is placed on academic field of interest, and 3M's Personnel
Department tries to match each applicant's skills, experience, and interests
with the summer jobs axailable.

From 1960 to 196h, 3M trained high school seniors to be key punch
operators. Training sessions lasted from four to six weeks prior to gradua-
tion. 351 now maintains a clerical work-study program that accommodates
twentx -fix e students annually

A co-op program for training chemical technicians was initiated by
351 and the St. Paul Technical Vocational Institute in 1969. Students en-
rolled in the program work at 3M for six months: three months during the
slimmer between their first and .second years at the institute and during
the three months of the winter quarter of their second year.

Since the early 1960s. 3N1's financial division has periodically offered
summer intern jobs to accounting majors who had completed their junior
sear m college.

Since 1951, 3M has maintained an active co-op work-study program
with elex en unix ersities. The college students accumulate one or more
x ears of work experience with the company prior to graduation. The pro-
gra was originally restricted to technical students, but since 1967, it has
been open to nontechnical students as well.

A summer program for college students and technical faculty has
been in operation since 1951. The company tries to give the students
challenging. project-oriented technical work. Some thirty students partici-
pated 1977, including about 30 percent minority individuals and 30
percent women.

In 196S. 3M established the Vork-Study Program for students from
Saint Paul xocatimial schools. The students work at 3M fnr hours a day
throughout the school year. and the company has had 1(X) percent success
in employing them after graduation. Twelve students participate in this
prom each year.

The minimy is very satisfied with these programs. E. W. Steele says
that ''3M has fully supported the programs, even during the recession.
"They are %cry successful both in terms of corporate social responsibility
and in terms of recruitment and placement for the company. We have no
guarantee that we will get the people back as employees after training
them, but we are rather proud of our record. We get 95 percent retention
in the various co-op programs and 1(X) percent retention in the Work-Study
Program...

191
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VOCATIONAL FOUNDATION, INC.

A Youth Employment Agency of Last Resort

Vocational Foundation, Inc. (VFI), placed about 1,205 of New York
City's hardest-to-employ young people in entry-level jobs in fiscal 1976-77.
Given the continuing erosion of New York's job market, the increasingly
fierce competition for jobs, and the multiple handicaps of VFI's troubled
clients, that is indeed an achievement.

"Our kids are the ones considered hopeless," says Walter N. Thayer,
chairman of VFI. "They have no skills. All our clients have some back-
ground with social agencies, and many were once on drugs. We get the
bottom of the barrel. We are an employment agency of last resort."

VFI's experience may be more extreme than the average, but it pro-
vides a vivid illustration of the problems and requirements of finding jobs
today for teen-agers from America's inner cities.

Thayer started the foundation during the depths of the depression,
when the job prospects of the average person, let alone those of a teen-ager
in trouble with the law, were bleak. Originally, VFI's clients ranged in age
from 16 to 21 years. However, the foundation has changed its focus and
now concentrates on helping 16- to 19-year-olds. As a result, VFI's client
profile has changed. The skill levels have declined, and the overall handi-
caps of these young people have, if anything, increased. In 1976-77, the
average VFI client was 18.1 years old (88 percent were between 16 and 19
years old), had completed 10.3 years of schooling, could read at grade 6.7
level, had mathematics skills at grade 5.5 level, and had an IQ of 96.1. In
1976, 72 percent of VFI's young people were black, 23 percent were
Hispanic, and 5 percent were white. VFI's clientele was also 75 percent
male and 25 percent female. The foundation's records show that 9 percent
had a known drug background, 39 percent had a known correctional back-
ground, 18 percent were receiving public assistance, and 37 percent had
no previous work experience. Of the 2,085 youths VFI dealt with in fiscal
1976-77, 48 percent had a known correctional or drug history, and 77
percent were school dropouts.

George W. Carson, VFI's executive director, notes that in twenty-six
poverty areas in New York City "the chances are pretty good that a youth
may be an ex-offender or a drug abuser. Or a youth may be in danger of
becoming delinquent, and that danger is serious when you consider the
increase in the use of drugs (especially marijuana, alcohol, and pills), the
extent of unemployment, and the dropout rate in these neighborhoods."

1 9
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Jerry Ornstein, the foundation's associate director, explains that when
youths are ex-addicts and ex-offenders, "it means they have had difficulties
in the past. Their skill levels, academic knowledge, and motivation have all
been impaired. Many of them have very loose or unstable family struc-
tures. The whole gamut of social responsibilities has to be imparted to
them."

Carson points out that "many companies are reluctant to acknowledge
that they hire ex-addicts or ex-offenders for fear of customer reaction.
Basically, ours is a very nonfOrgiving society.

The Shrinking Job Market and
the Importance of Staying in School

To compound the difficulties VFI faces, New York City has lost about
one-half million jobs, mainly entry-level positions in light industry and
commerce, over the last decade. Many companies have moved out of New
York City, leaving behind a very large population of unskilled or semi-
skilled job seekers. Consequently, the competition for available jobs has
become much more intense. Older, more skilled workers are taking the
jobs that unskilled teen-agers once might have obtained. In addition, the
small employer may choose to hire illegal aliens because they are willing to
work for greatly reduced wages.

"You would think that with the intense job competition, youngsters
would stay in school, but our recent interviews indicate that these teen-
agers usually don't relate schooling to jobs," Carson says. For example, one
youth told a VFI interviewer that "all school means to me is a lot of
unnecessary learning. The only classes I went to were the classes I was
interested in. I didn't think I needed to learn the rest of the stuff" Another
youth said, "School doesn't teach you how to deal with life. I was never
told why education was important to me in ways that I could understand,"

Carson notes that "in some poverty areas in New York City, as many
as 60 percent of minority youths drop out of school before the eleventh
grade." In increasing numbers, 16- and 17-year-olds are dropping out of.
school and searching for full-time work.

The typical VFI client is not prepared for the job market. "The magic
age for finding a job in New York City is 18," Ornstein explains. State laws
prohibit anyone under 18 from working in certain occupations. For many
jobs, it is necessary to drive, and you must be 18 to get a driver's license in
New York. Someone who is under 18 can't work at night and can't work in
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certain 'hazardous' occupations involving machinery and power tools. Also,
insurance companies can jack up minpanies' rates if employees are under
18. But the most serious problem is the attitude of employers: They say,
'Send me a man, not a kid: That means that, as far as they are concerned, a
kid is old enough to vote or go to war but not old enough to work. Or they
say, 'Send me a responsible and mature person: Employers expect the
youths to stay on the job and do their bidding, but the kids won't because
they still have a kid's mind."

VFI's Record and the Outlook for Its Future

By 1970, VFI showed lower costs than comparable government youth
employment activities. VFI had also developed more personal and effec-
tive relationships with its clients, employers, and referring social agencies.
In 1976, about 220 New York City agencies, many with employment activi-
ties of their own, referred those youths they didn't think they could place
to VFI for help in finding jobs.

In fiscal 1976-77, the foundation dealt with 2,085 youths, conducted
over 5,000 interviews, gave 823 vocational aptitude tests, developed 3,170
job openings, made 2,761 job referrals, placed 1,205 youths in jobs, and
placed an additional 46 clients in training schools. Furthermore, VFI en-
rolled 252 clients in their remedial educational program that involved
nearly 17,000 tutorial hours in basic reading and mathematics skills. As a
result, 18 of these clients received their high school equivalency diplomas,
and 6 entered college. "About five years ago," Thayer explains, "we were
placing young people in jobs at the rate of 3,000 per year. Now, it is 1,000
or 1,100. The job market here may dry up. If we can't find jobs for these
youths, who can?"

Nor is George Carson overly optimistic about the future. if the
current labor market conditions persist, will we be able to make enough
placements in private industry to justify our continued operation? Our
placements have gone down from previous years. In 1975-76, we had an 18
percent drop over 1974-75. This past year, however, we had a 10 percent
increase in placements, mainly because of increased effort and the fact that
we have been around for forty years and provide an efficient business
service for employers. If New York continues to lose entry-level jobs in
light manufacturing and commerce, our field of placement will just dry up.
But young people who at least have received training in a marketable skill
are in a much better position to get a job than those who have no training."

14
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Is Small Better?

VFI points out that for each job placement, it must develop almost
four job openings. And for each opening developed, the staff must make
fifty to a hundred telephone calls to employers.

Because the foundation finds it easier to obtain financial contributions
than jobs from large companies, it prefers to deal with smaller employers.
There are several advantages to this approach: In small companies, rela-
tionships tend to be more personal, individual follow-ups are easier, and
youths seem to respond better to a less mechanized, less formalized em-
ployment structure. "Often, we find that we must mediate between the
youth and the employer," Carson says. "There are differences of values and
often communication and socialization problems. Each side has to be ex-
plained to the other."

On the other hand, if a young person has real job skills and abilities,
large companies generally offer more mobility and advancement. And a
number of large New York employers arc offering jobs to VFI's clientele.
Among the companies using the foundation's services are Bantam Books,
Baskin-Robbins, Chock Full o* Nuts, Citibank, and Merrill, Lynch.

Carson finds that "young people suffer from the same job-related
problems as adults do: boredom, a need for more money, a need to im-
prove their skills. Larger companies offer a greater variety of jobs and have
room for some movement. However, without additional training, a school
dropout cannot expect to move far or fast within a bank, an insurance
company; or the offices of one of the Fortune 500 companies. But with
tuition assistance or in-service training, mobility becomes more possible in
such companies:*

JUMP: A Program that Worked

In 1968, VFI was instrumental in organizing a consortium of engi-
neering and architectural firms called the Joint Urban Manpower Pro-
gram, Inc. (JUMP). Until 1970, JUMP was run as a strictly OJT operation,
training twenty to thirty youths through the program. From 1970 to 1975,
JUMP expanded to provide extensive formal classroom as well as on-the-
job training in drafting to 167 disadvantaged inner-city youths drawn from
VFI's client population. In selecting clients for this program, the founda-
tion used special aptitude tests that were based on spatial relations and
drawing rather than on previous learning.

1
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Two aspects of JUMP were crucial: The first was the on-the-job train-
ing. In addition to drafting instruction, these VFI clients attended c: isses
in remedial reading and mathematics, received daily counseling about
personal problems if needed, and from the very first day, gained job expe-
rience by working half a day for the hiring company. As long as the trainee's
progress was satisfactory and the economy held up, that youth had a job
paying $110 per week. The second was postplacement counseling, which
VFI believes is critical to a high job-retention rate. "Even though these
youths were working, we found that they needed other supportive ser-
vices, such as help with budgeting, punctuality, job behavior, and personal
problems," Ornstein explains. We learned that the more supportive coun-
seling a young person gets on the job, the greater the likelihood that he
will stay on that job.

Our job-retention studies showed that the average trainee in our
usual placements stayed on the job about six weeks. The hardest thing is to
hold the youth on the job. Many times, it is beyond our control and
beyond his control. The kid could lose the job for a variety of reasons,
including recession, going back to school, joining the army, getting another
job, or getting into difficulty with the law. It sounds horrible, but without
postplacement support, 50 percent of our youths drop out from work in the
crucial first six weeks. With closer support and counseling to prevent them
from losing a job because of their behavior, our average clients will last
three months on the same job.

The retention rate for JUMP trainees varied considerably for each
class. However," Ornstein points out, the last two groups that received
training in 1974 and 1975 showed retention rates of 66 percent and 70
percent, respectively, after eleven months on the job. This means that
counseling in daily doses at work and in the classroom is much better than
calling on the youth or the employer once a week.

"Although the unit cost per trainee is higher for this type of program
than for many other programs, the benefits produced are much greater,"
Ornstein feels. The applicants were not only being trained for a career;
they were being taught how to work."

Many JUMP trainees were succeeding quite well, but the 1974-75
recession devastated the architectural and engineering professions because
of the slump in the construction industry. By late 1975, VFI could no
longer place trainees and had to terminate JUMP. However, because the
JUMP experience showed that disadvantaged youths can be started on
useful careers if they are given sufficient training and supportive services,
VFI now expects to initiate a new JUMP drafting program in 1978. This
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nine-month program will involve twenty-three disadvantaged youths and
will be fUnded by the New York City Department of Employment.

One Youth Who Made It

Jimmy T. (a pseudonym) came from a broken home and
grew tip in foster homes. He did not know who his father was.
His mother was in Rockland State Mental Hospital. Jimmy at-
tended a residential school for homeless children who are educa-
tionally motivated, but he was released as being incorrigible.

Jimmy came to VFI when he was 16. He was on probation
for being involved in a robbery. "A 19-year-old in the Bronx used
him as a point man in the robbery. Finally, the other guy threw a
pot of boiling water on his hack, causing third-degree burns," a
VFI counselor said. The foundation got Jimmy a series of jobs as
a delivery boy or messenger. Employers liked him, but he lost
three jobs "because he lacked structure."

When Jimmy was 19, VFI got him a job as a typesetter
trainee at $90 a week; he kept that job for over a year. Next, he
became a metal spinner trainee at a firm in Brooklyn at $110 a
week. He stayed there for two years. "The job required good
mechanical skills, and Jimmy had great ones." However, Jimmy's
girl friend became pregnant, and they married and had a son.
They found that $110 was not enough to live on. VFI then got
him a job at $150 as a bench mechanic. gets $170 now," a
N'FI counselor reports, "and they have an 'nartment in the
Bronx. His work is exemplary, and he is on the job at 7:40 A. m .
every day. We go to sporting events together, and he brings his
family to VFI and to my house. Here is a case here we didn't
let go, and our efforts really paid off."

Jerry Ornstein comments: li111111' Wit` Vays searching for
his own stability. If he had had A he might not have
needed us. It took VFI, an exceptional counselor, a one-to-one
relationship, and many years of patient effort."

1 4
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The Lesson of VFI

VF1s experience with New York's troubled youths may he relevant to
the situation of disadvantaged young people in other U.S. inner cities.
In "Influence of a Correctional History on the Employment and Perfor-
mance of Adolescent Workers," Jerry Ornstein compared three groups of
youths: those who had been incarcerated or placed in correctional institu-
tions, those who had been on probation but not incarcerated, and those
who had not been in trouble with the law. The groups were comparable in
age, sex, race, and education. Ornstein found that "there were little or no
differences among the three categories in any of the variables when ex-
amined as to length of employment or number of various jobs held over a
given period of time.- He concludes that different groups of youths have
about the same job perfbmance and job-retention records, regardless of
an history of trouble with the law.

VFI's experience also shows that it is possible to find jobs for the
hardest-to-employ youths despite the strong discrimination against hiring
younger workers and despite the fact that most 16- to 21-year-olds lack
marketable skills. V1:1 believes that the essential factors fbr success are
sufficient fUnding, a reasonably healthy job market, on-the-job training,
and personalized counseling, particularly after the young person has been
placed in a job.

YOUNG & RUBICAM

Training the Disadvantaged for Advertising

Only one advertising ;agency, Young & Rubicam, Inc., has a govern-
ment contract to offer a formal skills-development program to the disad-
vantaged. The program, which began as a pilot project in 1968, has had

a graduates; thirty-five of them, or some 40 percent, are still with
the al,ene.. "The retention rates, performance levels, and promotions for

J, I t ) 1 "Influence of a Correctional 11istory on the Employment and Performance of Adoles-
c!., M.B.A. thesis, 1:0 1:011ege of Nem: York, 191i 1i,.
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these trainees are as good as, or better than, those fbr our normal hires,"
says Robert Ilaygood, associate director of personnel. "I don't think we
would have stayed in the program if it hadn't proved fruitful before we got
to those lean years a couple of years back."

The first seven weeks of this thirty-nine-week program are devoted to
classes in English, mathematics, and advertising fundamentals. The
trainees have a job from the first day, under a hire-first principle, and are
paid $3.50 per hour, half of which is reimbursed from CETA Title I funds
for the first six months. Further training consists of specific job assign-
ments, and minimum raises of at least 10 percent are given at the end of
the first six months. Trainees begin on either a clerical or a professional
track. but clerical employees can switch later if they show aptitude.

Overall, the trainees' performance evaluations from supervisors have
been consistently above average, and promotion records have been good.
In addition. Young & Rubicam points to several unusual examples of rapid
promotions: A 1971 trainee became the number-two media buyer in the
Houston office by 1975, and a woman trained in 1975 as a machine-control
clerk is now supervisor of her unit.

To qualify for the program, candidates rmrst be under 20 years of age
or over 45, handicapped, or a Vietnam veteran or must have been at or
below the poverty level for the previous twelve months. The New York
City Department of Employment certifies the candidates' eligibility. Some
candidates have been receiving welfare or have come from the Work In-
centive Program (WIN) for welfare recipients.

The agency has long had regular and extensive training programs for
entry-level jobs in creative and media services and in account manage-
ment. Thus, it was well prepared to offer similar training to the disadvan-
taged. and it also had a solid basis for comparing the job performance of
regular and disadvantaged entry-level employees. This makes the good
ratings won by the disadvantaged employees under highly competitive
circumstances all the more impressive.

Summer Interns

Since 1972. Young & Rubicaut has paid the salaries for a total of
twenty-five college and graduate students who are recruited for summer
jobs by community agencies throughout New York City. These students
are mostly residents of New York's disadvantaged communities. Two crite-
ria are applied: The student must need the money for school expenses, and
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the work experience should add to his or her occupational development.
Although the company reviews the candidates' resumes, selections are
made by the community agencies in which they will work.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION

The Largest Federally Financed
On-the-Job Training Program in Chicago

in the beginning, we were very hesitant," said Edward Youngman, a
personnel manager at Zenith Radio Corporation's headquarters in Chicago.
In our past experience with government agencies, the reporting was so
onerous that the benefits of participation weren't worth the trouble." But
Zenith decided to proceed with a contract for 181 OJT positions for
sixteen-week periods between May 1976 and March 1977. The contract
was signed with the Chicago Alliance of Business Manpower Services
(CABMS), the manpower and training unit of Chicago United, the busi-
ness and multiracial coalition (see pages 49 and 57).

The money for the training came from CETA and was disbursed by
the Mayor's Office of Manpower (MOM). (The city ofChicago is the local
CETA prime sponsor.) Zenith thus became the largest single provider of
federally funded on-the-job training in Chicago.

Minorities and the Unemployed

Of the 402 people hired for training by Zenith, 55 percent were black,
35 percent were Spanish, 8 percent were miscellaneous (mostly white),
and 2 percent were Oriental. There were no American Indians among the
trainees. Thus, nearly all the participants (92 percent) were members of
minority groups. By comparison, in 1976, 47 percent (23 percent black, 23
percent Hispanic, and 1 percent other) of Zenith's entire Chicago-area
work force was made up of minority individuals. Most members of the OJT
group were semiskilled operatives and unskilled laborers.

CABMS received applicants from local Employment Service offices
and service agencies in the city and referred them to Zenith with the

14.
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certification that each applicant met three criteria: He or she had to he a
Chicago resident. unemployed fOr seven days or more, and not previously
employed in these specific jobs or trained in any government-fUnded pro-
gram. No earnings criteria were applied. An applicant who was currently
unemployed and seeking OJT training was assumed to he disadvantaged.
According to Zenith, that assumption was usually correct. "The focus on
the unemployed met a significant community need," says Roscoe Mitchell,
Zenith's director of urban affairs. "For the first time in the fifteen years I
have worked in Chicago, the city's unemployment rate was higher than the
national rate."

How They Fared

The ethnic composition of the program's group of graduates equaled
that of its entrants. Of the 402 OJT employees, 102 still held their Zenith
jobs as assembly workers, 265 had left, and 35 had moved into other skilled
or semiskilled work. The termination rate of enrollees in these jobs was
about 65 percent.

However. when Zenith compared the OJT group with its regular
hires in identical job classifications and for the same length of service, it
found that the turnover rate for both groups was high: about 50 percent in
the first thirty days. The average 5 percent monthly turnover among regu-
lar hires and the 60 percent yearly rate were about as high as rates for the
OJT group. However, after two months, trainees showed a lower monthly
turnover rate of 3 percent.

The OJT group also had the edge over regular hires in other areas.
After training, OJT employees were better prepared for work. "This is our
impression from conversations with operations managers," Edward
Youngman explains. "Before the OJT graduates went out on the job, we
spent two weeks with them, discussing tools, job techniques, benefits, and
other work conditions:. The OJT group was more efficient in adapting to
new assembly line start-ups. The trainees also showed greater productiv-
ity. However, there are no statistics to document this.

Help from CABMS

Several times each month, tbr the duration of the contract, CABMS
personnel visited Zenith to observe the training and audit company rec-
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ords. "I was impressed with the people we dealt with," Youngman recalls.
"They cut through the red tape and helped in program design. They were
quite knowledgeable, and that includes the people sent to do the audits.
They checked that we did what we said we would do, spoke with the
trainees, and gave us feedback on problems. The process was relatively
painless. We kept our records, plus some invoices by individual hours of
work per week."

Although the $3.62 and $3.72 per hour wage rates paid trainees
matched Zenith's wage contract with labor, the OJT contract provided for
Zenith's reimbursement for 640 hours of training per enrollee at $2.14 per
hour. Additional special financial provisions in the OJT contract included
special services, such as a maximum of 32 hours of training counseling per
trainee at $3 per hour; up to 66 hours of job-related education per trainee
in an off-the-job classroom setting at $2 per hour for those who needed it;
up to 200 hours of instruction in English as a second language; special
financial aid to cover child care (at $37 per week), bus hire, and a lunch
allowance during the first two weeks prior to receipt of a paycheck.*

Wider Benefits

The trainees were not the only people to benefit from Zenith's OJT
contract. The orientation procedures used in the program have been
adapted and condensed for use with all new employees. 'Trainee supervi-
sors attended a one-day awareness session designed to increase their sensi-
tivity to employee needs by teaching them to interpret behavior. This
awareness session, which was developed by the National Alliance of Busi-
nessmen, was also recommended for other Zenith supervisors.

The program enabled us to do some experimenting that we wouldn't
have done on our own," Youngman concludes. "I would be.in favor of
another OJT contract for Zenith."

About thirty trainees required special off-the-job instruction, and sixty used the child-care
allowance.



OLDER WORKERS

CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK
AND TRUST COMPANY

Employees over 65 Are Productive

Roughly 440 of Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust
Company's 8,500 Chicago employees are 65 years old or older, and a
majority of these are 65 to 72 years old and in good health. The oldest
employee on record was 78. Employees 65 or older constitute 5 percent of
the bank's Chicago work force. An additional 850 Chicago employees are
over 60 years old; they represent 10 percent of the bank's work force.

Continental's special program, which began more than ten years ago,
is based on the bank's policy: "We employ people regardless of age.- The
bank has mandatory retirement at age 65, but it permits its retirees to
continue or return as part-timers earning hourly wages. Some of the em-
ployees over 65 work full time, but a preponderant number work part
time, typically twenty to twenty-five hours per week. The over-65 group
has an average tenure of three to four years at the bank, although some
work longer.

Gloria Swanson, a personnel officer at Continental, says that "with
employees over 72, we ask managers to judge whether a person's health
could be endangered by the work. Only twice have we had to talk to
someone over 65 about leaving both times for health reasons.-

Most employees over 65 work as cashiers, key punch operators, office
clerks, dictaphone operators, typists, bookkeepers, mail distributors, and
check, bond, and coupon clerks. They typically perform production, cleri-
cal, and processing operations. However, a small number are specialists
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per week in specific occupations secretaries, typists, and dictaphuoe
operators, for instance. We also rent space in temporary offices so that we
can interview locally. We find that many people are frightened to come to
the central office in the Loop; they are uncertain of the transportation and
big-city atmosphere. We are looking especially for mature women who
wish to return to work. They are stable and have good skills, they were
taught grammar and punctuation in the old days. They are far better
prepared than the people we see right out of high school, and their work
ethic, dependability, and punctuality are much better."

High Praise

The older workers receive very high praise fro..-n supervisors for their
strong motivation, dependability, and excellent attendance. "As a group,
they are the most reliable, enthusiastic, and dependable people we have,"
says bank vice president Richard Gladziszewski. In addition, supervisors
say that the performance ratings of older workers are as good as, or better
than, those of younger workers.

On the basis of her experience with part-time employees of all ages
and types, Lindsey concludes that "older people are just as dependable as
housewives or college students and sometime.; better. They come to work,
not just for the money, but because they want to be productive. If they feel
they haven't done a job properly, they will come to us and say so. They
seem to care very much about pleasing, about doing the best job they can."

IBM

Retraining and Job Security Policies
Benefit Older Workers

IBM has a tradition of full employment, and during the last thirty-five
years, the company says, no employee has lost an hour's time because of
layoff's, despite recessions and major product shifts. The philosophy be-
hind this tradition, according to IBM Chairman Frank T. Cary, is simple
and pragmatic: "If people are not worried about being laid off, they will be
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flexible in making the changes we ask of them.- Thomas J. Watson, Jr., the
former chairman of IBM. once wrote that the job security tradition "was
not motivated by altruism, but by the simple belief that ifwe respected our
people and helped them to respect themselves, the company would make
the most profit...*

Full employment has been made feasible by the strong growth in the
company's sales volume. From 1964 to 1974, the average annual gain was
14.6 percent. IBM makes every practical and reasonable effort to maintain
steady employment f, 'r its regular work force. Of course, IBM does fire or
'emote people who are not productive. "We are not running a home for
unproductive people. Ci told Business Iti'ek. "But our business has
always recognized the effect that job security can have on the morale of the
work force." Cary emphasized that job security does not mean less produc-
tivity: "If you operate in 111,11 job security without demanding perfor-
mance, there would be a problem. But we demand performance" (p. 112).

Although IBM has been able to avoid layoffs, it has on occasion re-
sorted to shrinking the work force during a recession by offering special
incentives to older employees to choose early retirement, which company
policy permits beginning at age 55. Workers with twenty-five years or
more of service can retire and collect half of their annual salary for four
years or until they reach 65, whichever comes first. Under the early retire-
ment policy, those who are eligible for pensions will receive them, at a
proportionately reduced rate. Since 1970, some 4,800 older employees
have taken advantage of' these special opportunities.

Education and Retraining

IBM's full-employment tradition is intertwined with its large-scale
education programs. This is particularly significant in the case of employ-
ees who are retrained for assignment to new jobs within the company.
According to the director of personnel resources, "employees can, over a
period of years, work in more than one career path. Career changes be-
come even more important when we must take steps to protect our tradi-
tion of full employment. When these situations arise, in addition to reduc-

*How IBM Avoids Layoffs through Retraining,- Business liwk. November 10, 1975,
p. 110.
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ing hiring, we try to move work to places where we have surplus people. If
we can't do that, we move the people to the work. If the people do not
have the right skill mix for their new work, we train them for it."

Continuing changes in computer technology have greatly reduced the
amount of labor needed for production and therefbre have drastically re-
duced the number of production workers. Administrative staffs have also
been cut, and people have been moved into expanding areas of the work
force, becoming computer programmers and operators or marketing,
sales, and service specialists. Because of growing sales, retraining pro-
gras have not been all that expensive: Cary says. -We are growing. In
1970 and 1975, when we had an excess of people in manufacturing, we had
a need elsewhere. If we hadn't found them in the business, we would have
had to bring them in from the outside" (p. 112).

Since 1970, IBM's total domestic employment has increased by ap-
proximately 13,000 people (from 156,859 to 169, 694). Consequently, there
has been considerable need for retraining and relocation in order to adjust
to technological changes and the recessions of1970 and 1975 and still avoid
layoffs. Since 1970, 18,000 IBM employees have assumed new job respon-
sibilities. of these, 7,200 were retrained, and approximately 14,000 were
relocated. During the period of greatest adjustment, 1971 and 1972, some
12,000 employees were moved into other jobs, relocated, or retrained.

In response to the very rapid changes that have taken plac..! in the
computer and electronics industries, IBM has developed one of the most
extensive corporate education programs in the country. According to Busi-
ness 14 eek "More than 5,000 full-time and part-time instructors in 200
domestic education centers now give three major types of courses: man-
agement development, technical updating, and job retraining. Some 10
million student hours are logged each yearthe equivalent of nearly
40,000 fill -time students receiving 15 hours a week in a 32-week college"

(p. 112).

Since 1974-75, IBM has maintained a high level of effbrt in training
and retraining, partly to prevent overhiring and partly to maintain its
policy of promotion from within. At the company's System Research Insti-
tute in New York City, 300 to 400 engineers a year complete an intensive
ten-week program to revitalize their technical skills. Sinai! numbers of
IBM engineers have participated in two other programs to update their
technical skills.

Retraining and relocation effbrts undertaken specifically to avoid lay-
offs are coordinated by the Corporate Resource Group at IBM headquar-
ters in Armonk, New York. During periods of unbalanced work loads, the
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group receives monthly projections of the work load from thirteen divi-
sions and provides manpower balancing among those units with excess
employees and those with openings. Costs of retraining are charged to the
budget of the unit receiving additional employees. Where major shifts
have occurred, the company has occasionally posted notices of career op-
portunities on bulletin hoards, described them at employee meetings, or
had company representatives solicit 'applications for transfers. IBM has
also paid for relocation expenses.

IBM is also actively concerned with the education of employees who
are nearing retirement age. Each year, about 350 people retire (out of a
domestic work force of 169,0(X)). A new retirement education assistance
program was instituted at the beginning of 1977, under which IBM will
pay for retirees' tuition costs up to $2,500 ($500 annually for up to five
years). The program can be completed before retirement or can be contin-
ued up to two years after retirement. Because the early retirement age at
IBM is 55, employees can first qualify for this financial assistance at age 52.

INLAND STEEL COMPANY

Most Older Workers Still Choose
to Retire by Age 60

Under union contr.: Inland Steel's hourly employees can work as
long as they want to th, re is no mandatory retirement at age 65. This
contract provision, which affects all steel companies, has been in force for
at least twenty years.

The contract covers the 18,000 hourly employees at Inland's Indiana
Harbor Works steel mill. The 4,600 salaried employees (those not covered
by the union contract) had to retire during the first month after they turn
65. If an hourly employee wishes to stay on beyond age 65, however, he or
she must work full time; the company makes no provision for part-time
work for older employees.

Despite this liberal age policy, there is a steady trend at Inland to-
ward early retirements. In 1976, 446 hourly employees retired. Their
average age was 59.4 years. Only 49 of these workers (10 percent of 1976
retirees) had worked to age 65. The majority of retirees were age 62 or
younger. Among the 117 salaried employees who retired in 1976, the
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average age of retirees was 60. Only 31 of Inland's 18,000 hourly employ-
ees are over age 65: the oldest is 75. These workers must take an annual
medical examination that determines their fitness for the work.

Any employee may retire with a (*till pension after thirty years' work
regardless of age. The amount of the pension depends on length of service
and level of earnings in the best three of the last five years worked.

"The message is clear," says George Yoxall, manager of personnel and
training at Inland. -If people have an adequate income, they want to retire
earlier than 65. In companies inside or outside the steel industry that have
liberal early retirement plans, the majority of people retire before age 65.
The criterion is whether they can afford to retire. Pension and retirement
plans make the difference, not age limits."

RETIREMENT JOBS INC.

Helping Older Workers Find Jobs

In 1978, approximately 12,000 jobs in the San Francisco Bay Area will
he filled by older people, especially retirees, through the referral services of
Retirement Jobs Inc. When this nonprofitorganization was founded in 1962,
it had a single suburban office. Today, it has eighteen offices located
throughout the five Bay Area counties.

"It is very difficult for older people to find jobs," says Harold Adams,
vice president and executive director of Retirement Jobs. "Social security
payments are not enough to keep pace with today's continuing inflation, and
many senior citizens feel the need to supplement that income through
part-time work. Furthermore," Adams continues, "it is becoming increas-
ingly recognized that retirees form the largest pool of untapped experience
in the country, and both business leaders and private citizens are now
accepting this fact."

The agency's services have grown steadily both in numbers of people
served and in the range of programs offered. The largest increase has oc-
curred since 1975. Retirement Jobs filled about 6,000 jobs that year. In
1977, it doubled its output to about 12,000 placements, with a monthly
average of 1,000 referrals. The branch offices play the major role in job
search and recruitment and in placing applicants in jobs that are consistent
with their past work experience. As a staff member remarked, "The state
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employment offices often send their older job applicants to us because
they, too, find it very difficult to place people age 55 and older or even
people over age 50."

With the aid of federal departments that administer CETA projects,
Retirement Jobs has been able to hire a number of men and women to serve
as outreach workers. They canvas the communities to develop job oppor-
tunities for people 55 and over. In addition, a quarterly newsletter is distrib-
uted to public and private agencies, citizens organizations, libraries, legisla-
tors, and municipal officials.

Retirement jobs is supported by donations and grants from cities,
private foundations, individuals, clients, and older workers who have found
jobs through the organization. When people get to know about what we are
trying to do," Adams says, -they invariably want to contribute. In the larger
cities such as San Francisco and Oakland, the business communities have
been of tremendous financial assistance; in the suburban areas, individuals
have responded in a most generous manner." For example, the Lockheed
Corporation has donated an office in its complex in Sunnyvale, California,
that is used by many Lockheed retirees and other local residents.

Retirement Jobs Inc. has other activities besides referrals. Under Title
XX of the 1974 Social Services Amendments, it holds contracts with two
counties to recruit, schedule, and match workers, especially older workers,
to the homemaking needs of older and handicapped citizens; about 300
workers are providing homemaking assistance under this program. Another
400 are performing similar services in Contra Costa County under a private
agreement administered by the Council on Aging in that area. These pro-
grams meet the needs of many older people by providing services that make
it possible for them to remain in their homes and in a familiar environment
and to retain the dignity so essential to their continued welfare. Such a
solution is certainly far better for these older people than institutionaliza-
tion, and it is considerably less expensive for the community.

Retirement Jobs Inc. has also developed several programs. that were
begun by senior citizens organizations, civic groups, and other interested
organizations. One of these is the Senior Home Repair Service, which is
administered by the Senior Coordinating Council of Palo Alto. Through the
council, Palo Alto citizens who are 60 years old or older can have minor
home repairs made at very reasonable prices. The rates vary according to
the homeowner's income, and for those whose incomes are ','ery minimal,
the city of Palo Alto subsidizes whatever costs are necessary for the required
work.
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SECOND CAREERS PROGRAM

Improving Counseling and
Placement Services for Retirees

The Second Careers Program in Los Angeles was established in 1975
to help Southern California companies improve their retirement counsel-
ing and to open up more paid second career jobs and volunteer positions
in community agencies. The program was jointly conceived by the Edna
McConnell Clark Foundation of New York, which funds it, and the Los
Angeles Voluntary Action Center, which administers the program. In 1974,
a McKinsey and Company study was commissioned by the Clark Founda-
tion to project the problems of retirement by the year 2000. The study
reported that today's retirees are usually healthier, better educated, and
more accustomed to high-pressure, highly structured workdays than
their predecessors were. Therefore, the study said, retirees will find it
increasingly difficult and undesirable to adjust to forty or fifty additional
hours of leisure each week. Moreover, by the year 2000, the retired
population could account for up to one-third of the nation's total popula-
tion. The prospect of an increasingly large group of retirees who are able to
work and want to do so led the foundation to provide funds for Second
Careers.

Second Careers works with companies to help them assist their own
retirees and prospective retirees in seeking another career in volunteer
work, paid jobs, or new businesses. In perhaps its fastest-growing activity,
Second Careers has already compiled a data bank of 3,000 social agencies
that are receptive to using retired people and 20,000 volunteer job oppor-
tunities in 2,000 different categories.

The organization provides participating companies with the methods
and personnel to support custom-designed retirement counseling. Second
Careers also conducts periodic evaluations to see that the retirement pro-
grams are being adminstered effectively. The cost to a member company
with over 1,000 people in preretirement status is $2,500. These service and
fee structures were aimed at major Southern California employers. At pre-
sent, Second Careers is working with such large corporations as Twentieth
Century Fox, United Airlines, United California Bank, Atlantic-Richfield
Company, Prudential Insurance Company of America (Western home
office), Ameron Incorporated, and Automobile Club of Southern Califor-
nia. It is also making presentations to many other employers. In addition,
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the agency has recently added a consulting service for small firms at an
hourly rate of $25 plus expenses. Second Careers has found that many
smaller companies want to become more active in retiree relations but lack
the experience and the staff time to do so. For such a firm, Second Careers
will review a checklist of possible organizational activities and evaluate the
company's demographics, past and present retiree activities, projected
staff time, and corporate policies for an upgraded retirement program.

United California Bank has recently become active in developing a
Second Careers retirement program. About 150 of the hank's employees
retire each year. Under the new program, they will take part in a series of
seminars, which are open to all employees, on topics such as financial
planning, social security, nutrition, and exercise. A director of retiree
relations will be assigned to give personal guidance on how to find a
salaried second job, get started in a small business, or find a challenging
volunteer job. The bank has already taken steps to provide work for its
retirees. Nine to ten retirees were used on a rotating basis in the spring of
1977 to handle telephone calls during promotion of a loan sale to new
customers.

Many of the participatory companies will also start an information and
referral center that will provide specific information about government and
community services and jobs.

XEROX CORPORATION

A Review of Company Policies
and the Needs of Older Workers

Like a number of fairly young companies in new industries, particu-
larly those in the newer high-technology fields, Xerox has a typically young
work force. The average age of Xerox's employees is 35, and only about 100
employees out of the company's 55,000-person domestic work force retire
each year. Nevertheless, corporate management recognized the impor-
tance of reviewing Xerox's pension and benefits plans. In August 1976, a
task force was formed and charged with undertaking a thoroughgoing study
of how well company policies and practices were meeting the needs of
older employees.

15j
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Personnel staff from U.S. operations soon broadened the scope of the
task forte. as its title, Task Force on Older, Longer-Service Employees,
shows.The group decided to consider a range of issues related to human
resources and productivity and associated with older employees. These
included alternative work 'schedules, redeployment and retraining, midca-
reer counseling, preretirement education, and retirement planning.

An interim task force report issued in January 1977 identified a con-
siderable number of proposed approaches and areas for additional study.
The senior personnel executives who reviewed this report decided that
they wi,mted further research on older employees' expectations, job oppor-
tunities. and work environments. This, in turn, led to an analytic review of
the attitudes and concerns of Xerox's domestic employees. Attitude sur-
veys taken in 1975 and 1977 were used, and categories of employees were
compared according to age and length of service.

"We were expecting some unfavorable results," says Thomas Drucker,
manager of management development at the company's corporate head-
quarters in Stamford, Connecticut, but what we found was surprising. We
found that the older worker was not significantly less involved in the
comparp or significantly less well treated.

"Keep in mind our young work force. Nevertheless, the long-service
older employees in our sample were not actively looking for the types of
changes that we had assumed in the numbers we had anticipated. We had
thought that our older employees might Feel generally unhappy or disfran-
chised, but that wasn't so. Of course, they might still welcome some
changes. But. for example, we didn't find a large-scale desire on the part of
older employees to taper down their work hours or responsibilities.-

Future Possibilities

The task force is continuing to examine a number of policy areas.
However, its focus is longer term. Short-term changes will be considered
only if they seem to be strongly needed.

Future retirement benefits. The company's Retirement Income
Guarantee Plan means, in effect, that Xerox will guarantee a pension
payout of at least 50 percent of an employee's expected retirement income,
regardless of the pension hind's performance. The complex pension for-
mula is based on an average of an employee's five highest years' income.
Depending on cost factors, Xerox may liberalize the plan's early retirement
features in the future.
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Alternative work schedules. The task force has suggested using
alternative schedules where appropriate, and staggered work hours are
already in effect at the large Rochester facilities, where 15,000 people are
employed. Alternative schedules, phased retirement, and part-time work
are seen as consonant with the needs of older workers. One possibility
being considered for the future is a pool of retired employees for part-time
work. They would be used in place of outside temporaries. "The retirees
know the company and know our procedures," Drucker explains. Another
possibility (although it is not currently under consideration) would be to
have a senior manager become a part-time manager emeritus to the person
taking his place when he reaches retirement age.

Preretirement planning and counseling. "One of the clearest
messages to come out of the study was that we weren't doing enough in the
area of planning and counseling for employees approaching retirement
age," Drucker says. "We have programs in the works. We found, however,
that older employees don't like to be counseled by young personnel staff.
We might bring in some older employees for special training so that they
could become part-time counselors, spending perhaps 10 percent of their
working time on it."

Xerox participated in a pilot program of preretirement counseling
developed at the University of Southern California's School of Gerontol-
ogy, and the company is considering using this program at its Rochester
facilities. During the counseling session which lasts 21/2 days, outside
speakers and professional trainers discuss such subjects as retirement
benefits, social security, investment of money, and adjusting to retirement.

Job security and retraining. "We don't have formal midcareer
planning," Drucker says, "but if we move people out of their old jobs, we
offer training in a new field. Also, we have tightened up on reductions in
the work force because of a concern for older employees who have been
with Xerox for a long time. Through a central control, we find other jobs
for people and try to keep changes geographically limited. We use regular
training programs and budgets for this."



SPECIAL GROUPS

ACHIEVEMENT SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM

Second-Chance Financial Aid for Ex-Offenders

The Achievement Scholarship Program (ASP) helps young ex-
offenders by awarding modest educational scholarships and providing lim-
ited support services. The goals of the program are "to explode the myth
that those who go through the criminal justice system must remain losers"
and "to show that many ex-offenders can become productive citizens." The
Washington, D.C., organization, which was founded in 1973 by Helen C.
Monberg, a Washington news correspondent, is a tax-exempt, nonprofit
agency.

ASP pays each $700 scholarship directly to the college or trade school
chosen by the awardee in his or her name. Scholarships are paid in incre-
ments of not more than $200 per semester or quarter. Scholarship candi-
dates are recommended by parole and probation officers in the area on the
basis of educational background and the candidate's aspirations and motiva-
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tion. Awardees are then selected by ASP'S eleven-member Scholarship
Committee. The members of this committee are all volunteers, most of
whom came from teaching, business, and public-service backgrounds.

As of September 1977, ASP had granted sixty-four scholarships to
sixty -three awardees (fifty-seven men and six women). The 1978 annual
budget is projected at $21,500, which includes $10,500 for fifteen $700
scholarships and $11,000 for on-the-job training for two awardees who will
be trained to assist the executive director. The organization has been pri-
vately financed, largely by individual contributions. However, ASP is now
seeking local business and foundation support.

Of the sixty-three people who have received aid through the pro-
gram, five have finished their courses, twenty-eight were in school during
the spring 1977 term, and two had gone back to prison. (One of these
recidivists is continuing his education while in Lorton prison through a
home-study scholarship from ASP.) Nineteen awardees dropped out of
school, in many cases for financial reasons. Eleven either did not use their
scholarships or had the scholarships deferred for up to six months because
of financial complications.

ASP's support services include a course in study techniques, indivi-
dualized counseling, and job placement aid. However, because of ASP's
limited funds, these services are rudimentary. The individualized counsel-
ing, whiCh is intended to maintain the students' motivation, is provided by
the members of the volunteer committee. Unfortunately, these volunteers
have not always been reliable in follow-ups with the youth. In a few cases,
ASP has tried job placement, but the organization has found it difficult.
The awardees themselves help to keep morale up. Generally, they know
each other, and they have developed a certain esprit de corps.

At present, ASP is directed by 27-year-old Edward Hill, Jr. He was
awarded a scholarship in 1975 and was hired as an assistant by ASP in 1976;
he became executive director in 1977, although he still holds an ASP
scholarship. Hill explains how the program has affected his life: "By pro-
viding scholarship seed money for my education, and by providing me
gainful employment, ASP has become an integral part of my life. It has
given me hope and purpose. I have learned to work with people from
different walks of life; I have learned the importance of 'hanging in'; I have
learned to expand and mature as a human being."

Hill is encouraged by the program's achievements and is optimistic
about its future: "Of course, we went through a trial-and-error period, and
the experience we gained was both painful and valuable. ASP is increas-
ingly effective in its efforts to keep awardees in school."
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AMERICAN
TELEPHONE & TELEGRAPH COMPANY

Largest Settlement Creates a Massive
Affirmative Action System

In January 1973, after two years of public hearings and negotiations,
the largest civil rights settlement ever made in this country was signed by
the American Telephone & Telegraph Company (AT&T), the Departments
of Labor and Justice, and the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-
sion (EEOC). It was immediately made a consent decree by a U.S. district
court, granting it both judicial approval and judicial protection.

That decree has become a landmark because of the amount of money
and the breadth of the litigation involved and because it was the first highly
visible case that anchored affirmative action as much to sex discrimination
as to minority discrimination. The affirmative action management system
that AT&T, with its twenty-three operating companies, has built up since
then is also becoming a landmark because it demonstrates both what a
court settlement actually means and the problems and changes wrought by
statistical goals and timetables as applied to the nation's largest private
work organization (771,000 people) and the largest employer of women
(401,000, or 52 percent of the Bell System's work force).

Job Stereotyping

Both the litigation and the settlement focused on job stereotyping by
sex. EEOC charged that as of early 1971, nearly 60 percent of the Bell
System's 732,000 employees were women but that they were highly un-
evenly distributed in the company's job hierarchy. Women constituted 1.1
percent of crafts workers, 1.6 percent of operatives, 99.8 percent of secre-
taries, 99.9 percent of operators, and 98.9 percent of service representa-
tives. Although 41 percent of AT&T's managers were women, 94 percent of
them were in entry-level management positions, compared with 50 per-
cent of male managers.

To this charge, AT&T responded that it had led the nation in employ-
ment of minorities and women, that it was making affirmative action
progress, and that it had neither created nor maintained these stereotypes.
AT&T did not admit to any discriminatory practices in the settlement.
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court in spring 1974. and that summer we found widespread violations of
I hr 1971 tairots in eighteen of the twenty -three operating companies." In a
supplemental older, S govertsttwnt agencies

semersortf that the logistics sA toplettitstmg a Decree involving approtti-
ttiatels 014111,000 itple. are neither simple our rosily put into effect. . .

rtertiwIrss, the 1971 Ir. Jews indw-atecl that 1973 Intermediate targets
ortr not met fit muss job classifications its mans companies. , (However,
19741 reports slowed that system-wide Bell operating tennis:mi..% achieved
mote than t Y& of Own 1974 targets

The witrrmen1 acknowledged that 1973 had been only the first year, but
Ow gin eminent said that neserthelets 111Ally targets had not been met
Isrcausr ell nwflectise management and monitoring controls and
insufhtient recruiting and overrides of the seniority system. However, the
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court also noted the following percentage increases in critical job catego-
ries for 1973 and 1974: women in first- and second-level management, 46
percent; women in crafts jobs, 119 percent; blacks in first- and second-
level management, 62 percent: and males in clerical and operator jobs. 147
percent.

10,800 Goals

Since rectifying its 1973 deficiencies, AT&T has been right on target
in meeting the 10.800 yearly goals dictated by the decree's rather precise
formulas. AT&T's computer system, Goals 2, is a complex interaction
of these formulas; existing profiles for each of nine race, sex, and ethnic
groups (five races and two sexes minus white males); annual targets: and
comparisons with the external labor force. "The only unprotected group,"
an equal employment opportunity analyst notes, "is white males of Euro-
pean descent."

In 1976. AT&T missed only three of its 10,800 targets; that is, it met
99.9 percent of its targets. These targets are related to job opportunities,
and hiring is way down for the company overall. In 1967 and 1968. the
company hired 80,000 to 90,000 people out of about 1 million applicants; in
1976, only 10.000 to 15,000 were hired.

The fiict that AT&T has virtually no discretion in setting its goals and
that it meets virtually all of them makes it hard to distinguish the targets
from quotas.

Making the System Work

Frank J. Peters, AT&T's manager of equal employment opportunity
policy, says that "the most difficult problem was to set up management
systems to make this massive program work. We now know, for every job
category, every day, in every establishment, what is needed to stay on
target." The Upgrade and Transfer Plan helps the operating companies to
meet their targets. It allows all nonmanagement employees to make re-
quests for promotion or transfer, and these requests are forwarded to the
Upgrade and Transfer bureaus, which also receive company requisitions
describing job openings. The bureaus match openings to employees who
fit the race-sex-ethnic categories identified by the targets. "Selection is
based on finding the most qualified person of the targeted race and sex,"

1e
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Peters says. "The Upgrade and Transfer Plan is central to the success of the
program; it provides the necessary human resource pools so that we can
meet our future targets."

Peters explains that "when canu.dates of the right sex and race don't
fit the selection procecLires of union contracts, mostly questions of senior-
ity, then we must override seniority. The affirmative action override is
mandated by the decree, and the supplemental order forced us to increase
its use. The override is v( y controversial with the unions because it gets at
the heart of seniority."

Three unions, including tuc Communications Workers, sued to have
the override declared unlawful but were turned down by Judge A. Leon
Higginbotham, Jr., of the U.S. district court in Philadelphia, in August
1976.* AT&T's case was turned down on appeal. The U.S. Supreme Court
has not yet decided to hear the case. AT&T told the court that the override
was used 28,886 times out of 112,518 hirings and promotions, a ratio of
about 1 to 4. Even if the override is ruled unlawful, the supplemental
order states that each of the Bell companies must then formulate new
annual targets to achieve the same ultimate results.

AT&T's compliance system has many other aspects. Each of the
operating companies reviews each of its work establishments. L.T. ("Terry")
Dodd, personnel supervisor for equal employment opportunity policy,
says, "The stress is on how well the establishments communicate
affirmative action objectives employees, how they monitor retention
rates and developmental effortsgiving fair shares of training to women
and minoritieswhile still getting the best people in the jobs. After all, we
are still here to run a business."

AT&T headquarters subsequently reviews each company's perfor-
mance. "We hold managers accountable;' Peters says, "for meeting equal
employment opportunity goals and for giving equal weight to other busi-
ness objectives as well."

Several management development programs aid women moving from
nontechnical to technical jobs. "Typically," Peters notes, "the opportunities

* The unions asserted that the government and the company have interpreted the consent
decree as requiring reverse discrimination and that white male workers passed over for
promotion by virtue of the override are "innocent victims." The unions contended that
constitutional and legislative rights are violated by a remedial preference for classes of
women and minority employees, rather than relief for those persons who are adjudged to
be actual victims of discrimination. The case is EE()C , et al. v. AT&T, et al. Judge
Higginbotham's decision is found in Daily Labor Report tugust 27, 1976.
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are in technical jobs, and the promotable females are in nontechnical ones.
A woman who moves to a higher-level technical job will be supervising
mostly men. She must get used to a new field, a new level of responsibility,
and a new environment.-

Statistical Progress

Table 1: Changes in AT&T's Work Force, 1972 to 1976 (percent)

Job Category a
Minorities Women

End, 1972 End, 1976 End, 1972 End, 1976

1, Middle and upper
management 0.9 1.8 2.2 5.4
2, Second-level
management 1.7 4.0 11.2 17.2
3 and 4, Entry-level
management and
adminstration 6.0 10.0 44.4 43.3
1 to 4, All management - 4.6 7.8 33.3 33.8
5, Sales 8.0 15.0 26.5 40.0
6 and 9, Outside crafts 7.7 9.5 0.2 2.0
7 and 10, Inside crafts 8.0 10.0 6.0 14.0
11 to 13, Clerical 19.0 22.0 96.0 90.0
14, Operators 22.0 24.0 98.6 94.8

All categories 13.8 16.0 52-53 b

aWorkers in job category 8 (general services, skilled) have been redistributed among
other ncnmanagement job categories.

bDuring this period, the average for women in all categories remained essentially
unchanged.

Source: AT&T.
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Table 1 indicates the extent of AT&T's statistical progress in changing
proportionate representation within job classes between 1972 and 1976, a
time during which its total work force contracted by about 3 percent, or
22,000 out of almost 800,000 people.

The sharpest increases have been among minorities in all categories,
from 6.6 percent in 1967, to 13.8 percent in 1972, and to 16.0 percent at
the end of 1976. Strong minority gains also occurred between 1972 and
1976 in the four management job classes as a group (categories 1 to 4) and
in sales.

Women have continued to hold one-third of all management and
adminstrative jobs. Clear gains were shown in first- and second-level man-
agement, but 75 percent of all management is at the entry levels, where
women's share has remained essentially static. The most difficult changes
to make are in the nontraditional jobs. Women rose from 6 to 14 percent of
inside crafts in just four years. The female proportion of outside crafts rose
from 0.2 to 2.0 percent. These are the pole-climbing jobs, where women
have experienced 2.5 times as many accidents as men. AT&T says that
although it is hard to find women to take these jobs, the targets have been
met because there have been relatively few openings. The proportion of
males in clerical jobs has risen from 4 to 10 percent and to 12.9 percent
among entry-level clerks. The proportion of male telephone operators rose
from 1.4 to 5.2 percent.

David Copus concludes that of about 150 court decrees in affirmative
action cases so far, -AT&T is in the. unique position of being able to say how
it feels to operate under a massive court decree. The agreement helps Bell
tell all its operating companies that they must meet the goals. It also
provides the groundwork for knowing just what compliance means."

BECHTEL CORPORATION

Drafting and Clerical Training for Minorities, Women,
and Disadvantaged Young Adults

Between 1968 and 1974, a total of 145 women and minority individu-
als were trained by Bechtel Corporation, the worldwide construction and
engineering services organization, for entry-level drafting positions. Both

S,
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Bechtel employees and people from outside the company participated in
the twelve-week program. Upon graduation, they were placed in Bechtel
engineering departments.

In 1974, Bechtel joined with Youth for Service, a San Francisco com-
munity organization, to train sixteen disadvantaged young adults for entry-
level drafting positions. The trainees were recruited by Youth for Service
but were subject to final approval by Bechtel. The group included both
women and members of minority groups. Youth for Service provided a
warehouse site and fostered the trainees motivation through individual
and group counseling in job-retention skills. Bechtel provided the drafting
equipment and the teachers. Those who successfully completed the
fifteen-week course went on to jobs with Bechtel.

From 1974 to 1976, Bechtel also joined with Opportunities Industri-
alization Centers of America, Inc. (OIC) of Greater San Francisco to con-
duct a clerical training program for thirty-two economically disadvantaged
people. An open-entry, open-exit system of enrollment was used so that
trainees could stay in the program until they were job-ready. Program
graduates were placed in jobs at Bechtel and at other Bay Area firms.

Neither the Bechtel drafting course nor the BechtelYouth for Ser-
vice training program received any government support. However, federal
money did help to pay for the BechtelOIC/San Francisco program be-
cause OIC is partially supported by CETA funds.

All three programs were highly effective because the training they
provided was pared to equipping individuals with the skills necessary to
qualify them for specific jobs. All those who successfully completed the
training were subsequently employed.

Because the business conditions and staffing requirements of Bechtel
change, training programs of this nature are reviewed and considered as
the need arises. The company believes that this attention to current condi-
tions is a significant factor in the success of the programs.

CITIES SERVICE COMPANY

Evaluating and Training Candidates for Employment

In mid-1973, Cities Service Compan.; a diversified natural resources
company that has corporate headquarters in Tulsa, Oklahoma, instituted
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the Employee Candidate Program at its Lake Charles Operations in
Louisiana. The primary purpose of this program is to screen and evaluate
prospective employees by paying them to perform a series of job-related
tasks that are similar to the work in entry-level positions within the
refinery. This process allows the company to determine which job appli-
cants will make the most satisfactory employees.

Since the program's inception, all applicants for entry-level jobs have
been asked to complete the five-week program. While the candidates are
being evaluated by skilled instructors, they receive valuable instruction
and hands-on training with tools and equipment. Cities Service feels that
the program helps young and inexperienced people to make a relatively
quick transition from school to work. Thus, both company and job candi-
date benefit from the process.

Recruits, walk-ins, or referrals from employment agencies are all
welcome as applicants. They are interviewed and subject to a check of
their past experience and activities. If admitted to the program, the candi-
dates are paid $3.50 per hour for a forty-hour week during the five weeks.
This period is devoted to familiarizing the candidates with a range of jobs
throughout the refinery complex and with process operations, safety, main-
tenance, and laboratory procedures.

There are six supervisors and instructors for the program. Each is
responsible for a specific portion of it, and each evaluates the employee
candidates. These ratings are based on tests, interests, aptitudes, and
overall attitude. The candidates are counseled each week about their rat-
ings. They can be let go at any time during the five weeks. However, if their
periodic progress reports are satisfactory, they are recommended for em-
ployment. The successful candidates become probationary employees in
regular assignments and then full employees.

CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK

AND TRUST COMPANY

Outreach Program Recruits Hispanic Employee::

In 1969, Contirental Illinois Natic,.! Bank and Trust Company was
the first large employer in Chicago to try satellite recruiting in order to
attract outer -ce y and suburban people to work in the central bi iness
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district. The banks affirmative action goals include hiring a greater number
of Hispanic employees and upgrading their work status, and in 1975, the
bank began to apply similar outreach techniques to the hiring of Spanish-
speaking people in order to meet those goals. As a result of this and other
programs, Continental doubled the number of its Hispanic employees in
1976. Joe Rodriquez, of the Personnel Department, is in charge of the
outreach program. He emphasizes the bank's commitment to the princi-
ples behind the hiring: "We are looking for qualified Latinos, not as token-
ism or because we have to fill a numerical goal."

Rodriquez goes out to Hispanic neighborhoods regularly. **Latinos are
leery of coming to work in the central business area," Rodriquez explains.
"They feel more comfortable in their own neighborhoods." He is often
preceded by recruiting ads in the local Spanish press and on radio. Al-
though he sometimes uses temporary offices, he generally sets up recruit-
ing headquarters in two offices of Service Employment Redevelopment
(SER), a Hispanic organization that the bank helped to found with CETA
fUnds. (The name is taken from the Spanish verb ser, to be.") SER offers
programs in English and typing to a clientele that consists largely of blue-
collar and unskilled people.

Because of some special problems, turnover has been high. In 1975,
the bank hired 128 people, but over 90 left. In 1976, the turnover was
lower. As Rodriquez notes, cultural traditions are a factor here. "Migration
occur:, frequently People return to Puerto Rico or Mexico. To them, a
fam:;, illness is more important than the job; it is the family at home that
cr wits most.-

CONTROL DATA CORPORATION

Strong Work Ethic and High Efficiency Shown
in Rural Poverty Area

'Wolfe County, Kentucky, has long been a depressed area. In 1969,
when Ct Corporation decided to build a small manufacturing
plant f ..,,serubling computer peripheril products in this strip-mining
area, it was the second-poorest county in he United States (second only to
a remote county in Alaska). The town of Campton was deliberately clected
from many possible sites throughout the country. The computer industry
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was experiencing rapid growth at the time, and Control Data wanted a
rural setting in which to test its concept of developing assembly plants in
poverty areas. Campton was chosen partly because its people were desper-
ate for industrial employment and partly because Campton had an excel
lent pool of workers.

"The chief characteristic of these people was their desire to work,"
says William Craven, vice president of administration for Computer Pe-
ripherals, Inc., the company that now owns the Campton plant. They
wanted very much to work, and we found that they could be trained
quickly." (In 1975, Control Data joined with the National Cash Register
Company and International Computers Ltd. of England to form Computer
Peripherals, and the Campton facility became one of the new company's
three plants.)

"This is a dispersed population," Craven adds. "Consequently, people
travel twelve to eighteen miles to work. No other employer of any size
exists here."

Factors in the Plant's Success

Computer Peripherals says that Campton was a success from its in-
ception. Because the plant was given a major product-line responsibility
(subassemblies for high-speed printers), employment has been reasonably
steady (except during the 1974-75 recession, when layoffs were necessary).
In 1975-76, the work force dropped from 204 to 168 people, but hiring has
picked up since then. Today, the plant has 198 workers. Annual turnover
has remained at 13 percent since 1975, compared with an average of 35
percent in 1976 for all U.S. production facilities.

At first, managers anticipated special problems because the employ-
et had a lower-than-average base of literacy and knowledge of mathemat-
ics and were generally unskilled in industrial work. Nevertheless, extra
training costs proved to be only 5 to 20 percent in the plant's first three
years, which is well within the norm for a new facility. "You always expect
to lose money or break even in a new operation in the first two or three
years," a Control Data manager says. But at Campton, everything clicked
almost from the start."

"We don't think of Campton as a poverty plant anymore," Craven
explains. "It is a superb operation in terms of productivity, low absentee-
ism, and a strong work ethic."
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Campton is the most efficient of Computer Peripherals' plants. A
significant contributing factor is that it is an assembly operation only; it has
no coruplicated engineering shops.

During 1976, Campton's efficiency level was rated at 110 percent, and
its productivity was rated at 102 percent. (The rating formulas used were
those applied throughout industry to measure output against earned hours
in the plant. The efficiency formula measures only the output of jobs that
are governed by defined standards; whereas the productivity formula cov-
ers all the earned hours in the plant.)

Hourly wages now range from $3.25 for entry-level production jobs to
$4.00 for grade 4, the highest level of assemhly work. These rates are
considerably higher than others in the area.

Advantages and Disadvantages
of Rural Locations

Why have costs been lower and productivity higher in Campton than
in some urban poverty-area plants? Craven believes that "Campton people
didn't have social problems, such as the use of drugs, chemical depen-
dency, or substantial alcoholism (Wolfe is a dry county). They weren't
hostile to the system. They are fiercely independent but also very good
workers: Craven says that Computer Peripherals would look for another
rural poverty site if it had the need for more production facilities. But at
this time, the company does not plan to expand.

Why haven't more manufacturing plants been established in rural
areas? Craven points out that there are, in fact, quite a number of small
rural plants located in many states but that their existence is not generally
known. fie lists several reasons why the practice is not more widespread:
U.S. manufacturing capacity has not expanded much in the last two or
three years. Generally, industry still has an overabundance of plant facili-
ties. 10 addition, high interest rates of 10 percent or more have deterred
some expansion. Even before the 1974 recession, other factors have mili-
tated against rural expansion, including the difficulty of getting profes-
sional people to move to isolated rural communities; higher transportation
costs; inadequate electric, telephone, water, or fire-fighting services; and a
common assumption that training costs will be higher.
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INROADS, INC.

Drawing Gifted Minorities
into Business and Engineering

"Our objective is to work with poor young blacks and Hispanics who
have the potential I'm upward mobility in the corporate world. To accom-
plish this, we set high standards of perfbrmance and insist that those
standards he met as a condition for remaining in the program. We also help
these gifted young people understand that there are rules for playing the
corporate game," says Frank C. Carr, builder and president of INROADS,
Inc, "There is as much talent in the ghettos and barrios of this cwintry as
there is in an other segment of American society" INROADS is designed
to help train that talent for business and engineering careers by reducing
barriers to them. In this way, INROADS hopes to put more brown and
black faces into middle and upper management and, in the process, bolster
minority communities.

These ambitious goals were conceived while Carr was Midwest and
regional manager for the publishing firm of Holt, Rinehart & Winston and
were nurtured while he worked as a volunteer in Catholic schools in
Harlem. Throughout 1969, he met with minority and business leaders in
the greater Chicago area and with educators to develop the INROADS
structure. He credits Leonard Spacek, chairman of Arthur Andersen, and
Raleigh Warner, chairman of the Mobil Oil Corporation, with invaluable
assistance in designing the program and in promoting it in the Chicago
business community.

By the summer of 1970, INROADS had begun formal activities in
Chicago. By 1972, INROADS/Chicago included sixty students. In that
same year, the first group of women (eighteen) was accepted into the
program to pursue the new opportunities opening up for women in busi-
ness. INROADS/Saint Louis opened in 1974; new programs followed in
Milwaukee (1974), Cleveland (1976), and Pittsburgh (1977). An INROADS
program is scheduled to open in Nashville in 1978. Engineering programs
were initiated in Chicago and Milwaukee in 1975, and a new business
program is scheduled to begin in Cleveland in early 1978.

Most of the organization's income is used to pay for its staff, which is
responsible for the recruiting and the year-round counseling and training
programs. Sponsoring companies pay INROADS $1,600 per student per
year to cover these costs. The staff is all black or Hispanic. "In each city, we

1
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are run by minorities for minorities," Carr says. "I am the exception, the
showcase white."

The job of selling the INROADS concept, Carr says, has become
somewhat easier, as INROADS has acquired a reputation for developing
good college graduates. He continues to find a reservoir of goodwill and the
resources and ability to get things done in the corporate world. For this rea-
son, INROADS has projected expansion to fifteen cities in the next decade.

INROADS is often asked why it concentrates only on black and His-
panic students to major in business or engineering in college. Carr explains
that INROADS believes "companies are starved for talented minority indi-
viduals who can rise to higher levels. Companies, like other institutions,
are pyramids; the higher the individual rises, the fewer the jobs and the
more competitive the requirements. That's what makes good work records
and credentials so very important. We are trying to put winners in there. It
is a slow process and takes lots of patience."

INROADS is only one of a number of organizations devoted to devel-
oping minority professionals. A nationwide effort is under way to increase
the number of minority engineers. Yet, in spite of these efforts, only 2
percent of current engineering graduates are minority individuals (an in-
crease of only 1 percent).

Carr notes that although efforts to develop talented minority gradu-
ates who can succeed in business and the professions are still inadequate, it
is vital to draw minority youths away from overcrowded fields such as
teaching and social work and instead attract them specifically to those
fields where jobs exist and where a disproportionate share of the power
and influence in American society rests. But unless candidates are care-
fully selected and trained, dropout rates in college can be very high.

Today, 150 corporations sponsor 275 college students in INROADS
programs; approximately half the students are women. On the average, a
participating company sponsors two students. In addition, 195 young peo-
ple from the eighth grade through high school receive supplementary
training in reading, writing, arithmetic, mathematics, and laboratory sci-
ences that gives them a head start in the direction of careers in engi-
neering, accounting, and business.

INROADS finds that its students usually qualify for near-maximum
college grants of $1,500 each from the state and federal governments.
Often, the students work each summer at their sponsoring companies. If
they live at home, their income after expenses may add up to $1,500, and
INROADS helps them budget their money. Generally, t1 t.y need only
small college loans.
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Obligations

What are the obligations of students to companies, and vie, .2rsa?
The parties, says Carr, "aren't indentured to each other, but we Lry to
achieve a marriage. After all, the companies are paying $1,600 a year for
the student's special training. The better the results, the more chance
INROADS has of keeping the companies and therefore the greater the
probability that other students will be offered similar opportunities."
INROADS/Chicago, now in its seventh year, reports that 70 percent of its
twenty-two current graduates are employed by their sponsors.

Some of the companies also offer personal help. In Chicago, senior
accountants from Arthur Andersen tutor their INROADS accounting ma-
jors before final exams. Seven major companies in Cleveland drill student
applicants in job interview techniques and also discuss career opportuni-
ties in business. Participating company representatives are selected on the
basis of backgrounds similar to those of the students.

Get Them Young

INROADS is deliberately increasing its focus on precollege education
for youths between the ages of 13 and 18. "The reason is the need for
acculturation as well as a sound academic foundation," Carr explains. We
have found that it is unrealistic simply to recruit minority students right
out of college when they have been experiencing mainly an all-black or
all-brown world and have also received inadequate academic preparation.
We have been backing up to work with teen-agers in the early grades of
high school in order to help them develop the skills and attitudes they will
need later." For example, in 1975 and 1976, INROADS/Chicago was un-
able to find enough minority college freshmen with the academic prepara-
tion necessary to succeed in a college of' engineering. It therefore enrolled
sixty-five students from the ninth to eleventh grades in a year-round pro-
gram at the Illinois Institute of Tesl!nology During the summer, mornings
are devoted to reading, writing, al:r= mathematics; afternoons are reserved
for engineering projects directed by the institute's faculty and corporate
engineers loaned to the INROADS programs. During the academic year,
classes are held on thirty Saturdays.

This is the largest preengineering program sponsored by INROADS.
The others are in Milwaukee (forty-five students) and in Saint Louis (sixty
students). The criteria for selection include aptitude in mathematics and
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science, problem-solving ability, teacher and counselor recommendations,
and parental support.

Coping with the Demands of Professional Life

INROADS also provides a formed training program covering nonaca-
demic skills and attitudes. Up to sixty hours a year of instruction are
devoted to how to dress, handle conversation, manage time, set goals,
make decisions, negotiate, behave during a job interview, and budget
money These skills are taught in small workshops, generally by corporate
volunteers. They are then practiced at special monthly career dinners
attended by students, executives from the corporate sponsors, and IN-
ROADS staff. Skills seminars are also given on college campuses.

Who Is Eligible?

The majority of INROADS' clients are members of minority groups.
However, to date, the organization has not been able to recruit any Native
Americans. And although it prefers to serve the poor, INROADS will also
accept middle-class students who are in need of the training it can provide,
usually because of the very stringent academic or social demands of certain
occupations.

INROADS has not compiled a socioeconomic profile of its students as
a group, nor does it set any sharp rules about family income. However, a
breakdown by income of thirty INROADS preengineering students at
Marquette University in Milwaukee shows that about fifteen come from
families with incomes of S6,000 or less, eight or nine coint front families
with incomes under 812,000, and the balance (six or seven, ari from large
families (up to twelve children) with incomes under $18,0/M.

In Chicago, INROADS is recruiting fewer young people from families
with incomes of $6,000 or less. -The deprivation among that group in
Chicago is so great that we don't think we can help,- Carr explains. "Also,
we don't know how to touch the hard-core unemployed youths, the ones
who are not motivated by the work ethic.-

What Makes INROADS Work?

Supporters cite a number of important reasons for the success of
INROADS. Silas Cathcart, a member of the advisory board in Chicago and
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The inadequate supply of minority engineers poses a major problem
for technical!), based corporations and government agencies that are pursu-
ing affirmative action ellOrts at the professional and managerial levels. The
numbers are also well short of proportional population representation (par-
ity). Bekire the academy assumed leadership of the effort, less than 1

percent of the nations engineering graduates were members of minority
groups. The proportion of 1976 graduates was close to 4 percent.
NACME's interim goal is for minorities to achieve parity with non-
minority engineering students by 1982. Based on the number of minority
students who will reach college age by that date, they should then repre-
sent 18 percent (14,000) of all entering freshmen engineering students.

.`;f)( t September 1976, NACME has also been committed to stimu-
latiiitT..witi expanding community-based activities by its member organiza-
tion!. to each minority group students in the junior and senior high
schools. The purpose of these precollege programs is to enlarge
significantly the pool of academically prepared and motivated minority
students who might choose engineering as a viable career.

NACME members are well positioned to implement programs at the
community level. They include chief corporate executives of major techno-
logical companies, leaders of minority community organizations, presi-
dents of outstanding engineering colleges, and government advisors. At
present, there are thirty-eight industrial members out of a total NACME
membership of about fifty. Industrial members have major employment
locations in every state except Hawaii and in more than 700 individual
communities. Nonindustrial members have offices, chapters, and affiliates
around the country. More than 100 local programs are already under way,
largely through the efforts of individual NACME organizations or groups of
member organizations working cooperatively in a single community,These
programs identity students with potential and interest, inform them of the
opportunities that exist in engineering, motivate their parents to be sup-
portive and interested, establish follow-up programs to encourage students
throughout their high school careers, and assist in making available the
scholarship funds that these students must have in order to enroll in engi-
neering programs in college. NACME and the academy were instrumental
in establishing the National Fund for Minority Engineering Students,
Inc., which provided some $2.75 million to students in seventy colleges
and universities in 1977.

NACME provides counsel to the president of the National Academy
of Engineering and to the chairman of the academy's Committee on
Minorities in Engineering, which formulates policy for the academy. It also

1
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provides financial support for that conunittee through annual contributions
from industrial members.

By enlarging the available pool of academically prepared and motiva-
ted young people, N.ACME hopes to meet its goals for parity representa-
tion among enrollees and graduates and eventually in the engineering
profession itself. But the program has even inure significant implications:
Because engineering can be an important educational background for high-
level management positions, the work of NACME and other organizations
will increase the representation of minorities in key management and
policy-making positions in industry and government in the years to come.

SEARS, ROEBUCK AND COMPANY

Massive Voluntary Affirmative Action Program

In August 1973, William H. Brown III, then chairman of the Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC), issued a commissioner's
charge of discrimination "on a national scale" in all aspects of employment
against four giant companies (Sears, Roebuck; General Motors; Ford; and
General Electric) and one union (International Brotherhood of Electrical
Workers). These were to be cases on which the commission's staff would
concentrate its efforts to settle or litigate. More than four years later, the
charges remain unresolved.

Sears, Roebuck, the nation's largest retail employer, has had an
affirmative action program since 1968. It is a voluntary compliance pro-
gram. And in its sweeping long-range goals, its mandatory requirements
wherever groups are underrepresented in the Sears work force, its com-
prehensive implementation system, and the rapid proportional gains for
women and minority individuals in most job categories that it has effected
in the last few years, it matches any court-imposed plan in the country.

At the time the commissioner's charge was issued, Sears accelerated
and recast its existing affirmative action program to include a pioneering
element, mandatory achievement of goals (MAG), that has increased the
company's statistical rate of progress. For that progress, Sears won the
1975 EEO Award from Business and Society Review. a journal devoted to
corporate social responsibility.
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How MAG Works

MAC requires positive numerical results in each job category in
which minorities, women, or men are underrepresented. Consequently, it
has speeded up year-to-year changes in the company's work force (see
Table 1).

Table 1: Changes in the Sears Work Force, 1966 to 1976 (percent)

Equal Employment
Opportunity Categories

Women Minorities

1966' 197C° 1966' 1976°

Officials and managers 20.0 33.5 1.4 8.8
Professionals c 19.2 43.8 1.6 8.3
Technicians c 48.1 45.3 3.3 15.2
Sales workers 56.9 63.2 5.3 17.1

Office and clerical 86.0 87.4 5.9 18.7
Crafts workers 3.8 6.8 6.4 14.8
Operatives 12.0 12.6 18.3 26.6
Laborers 34.3 28.9 25.2 30.2
Service workers 32.3 41.2 47.5 37.4
All categories 50.7 55.0 8.7 18.9

a Figures are for February 1966.
b Figures are for July 1976.
c Some reclassification of job titles has occurred in these categories since 1969.
Source: Sears. Roebuck and Company. Annual Report (1976).

Under MAC, unit managers must maintain the existing representa-
tion of minorities and women when filling job openings. An even more
important requirement is that 50 percent of all job openings are to be filled
by members of underrepresented groups; however, the manager has the
freedom to choose from among the various underrepresented groups. For
categories of nontraditional jobs, such as male clericals or female automo-
tive mechanics, if qualified candidates from underrepresented groups are
in short sui y, the requirement is reduced to 20 percent.
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A local manager can deviate from these requirements only if he or she
has first documented a good-faith effort to hire from these groups and
received formal approval to bypass. If a candidate is truly unavailable, the
manager can then bypass the MAG ratio. In the four years that MAG has
been in effect, hundreds of such bypasses have been permitted. However,
the total is small in comparison with the 150,000 or more people that Sears
hires each year in accordance with MAG requirements.

According to Ray J. Graham, MAG's creator and Sears's director of
equal employment opportunity, MAG avoids being an illegal quota system
by virtue of its flexibility and the inclusion of the bypass provision as a
safety valve to cover those situations in which qualified candidates from
underrepresented groups cannot be found. "However," Graham says,
"Sears feels that such candidates generally can be found."

According to Graham, the difference between MAG and other
affirmative action programs is that MAG does not rely on good intentions
or on guessing about job openings in order to set short-range goals. In-
stead, the existence and extent of underrepresentation in fifty job catego-
ries is established for individual Sears facilities by reference to group
proportions in the nation, the surrounding metropolitan area, and the
smaller "hiring/trading area" (the area surrounding a store from which
employees and customers are drawn).

Notable Gains for Women and Minorities

Sears's progress in increasing the number of women in supervisory
jobs and the number of minority group members in most job categories
was notably greater than the national averages (see Table 2). In 1965,
women held 20 percent of the company's supervisory jobs; in mid-1976,
they held 33.5 percent of the 47,000 supervisory jobs in a total Sears work
force of 376,000. During the same period, the proportion of women in
Sears's 3,000 professional jobs rose from 19.2 to 43.8 percent. The
company's one-third ratio ofwomen supervisors was three and a half times
higher than the national average reported by the Office of Federal Con-
tracts Compliance Programs (OFCCP) and more than twice as high as the
1974 average obtained from companies nationwide and reported by
EEOC. However, the company made only modest progress in bringing
women into crafts jobs, such as service technician and automotivc me-
chanic, and neither Sears nor other firms succeeded in reducing the pro-
portion of women (80 percent) among office and clerical workers.
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Table 2: Changes in Proportions of Women and Minorities Em-
ployed by Sears and Firms Surveyed by the Office of
Federal Contracts Compliance Programs, 1972 to 1975
(percent) a

Equal Employment
Opportunity Categories

Women Minorities

1972 1975 1972 1975

Officials and managers
Sears 26.9 32.7 5.4 8.3
OFCCP firms 7.0 8.9 4.1 5.5

Office and clerical
Sears 88.4 88.1 12.3 17.9
OFCCP firms 79.5. 79.8 13.6 16.5

Crafts workers
Sears 4.1 6.5 10.8 13.7
OFCCP firms 1.4 2.5 12.2 15.4

'OFCCP surveys 655 firms (federal contractors and subcontractors). The data in this table
represent the averages for those firms.
Source: Sears, Roebuck and Company.

Between 1965 and 1976, Sears mere than doubled the proportion of
minority individuals in all jobs, from 8.7 to 18.9 percent, thereby exceed-
ing the 18 percent minority representation in the national work force.
Sears reports that in mid-1976, 8.8 percent of supervisors and 8.3 percent
of professionals were minority individuals. These proportions were over 50
percent above the national averages reported by OFCCP for 1975. Sears
also raised its proportion of minorities in crafts jobs from 6.4 to 14.8
percent. And although minority overrepresentation in blue-collar catego-
ries in general increased somewhat, Sears succeeded in decreasing tb;
overrepresentation in the lowest-paid categories.

Special Training and Recruitment

Sears has found it difficult to overcome racial and sexual stereotyping
in job placement. Progress has been very limited. Nevertheless, the com-
pany has undertaken a number of programs to rectify this situation.

1°
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Among its special efforts, Sears recruits male secretaries from among
its employees and in high schools. The company emphasizes that secreta-
ries are promotable into higher ranks. Sears's methodology is used to train
women at the Bedford Hills Correctional Facility in New York .tate for
jobs as automotive mechanics. The company expects to hire an average of
seventy-five of these women each year. Sears donates tools and har....vare,
writes training manuals, and acts as a consultant to the Bedford Hills
teaching staff.

Sears has a total of 800 store managers. At present, 35 of these man-
agers are women or minority group members. Sears expects to double that
number by 1979. However, because it takes ten years or more to develop a
store manager, much depends on the number of qualified candidates pro-
gressing through the affirmative action program.

The Sears Minority Enterprise Small Business Investment Company,
Tower Enterprises, is one of the most active in the country. (There are
eighty such groups nationwide.) Since its inception in June 1975, the Sears
group has made fourteen investments, totaling $1.2 million. Sears acts as
an investment source of last resort for these minority-owned businesses
and also buys many of their products, thus giving them an assured market.

Handicapped Workers

Depending on the size of the particular facility, from 3 to 11 percent
of the employees of a Sears unit have some disability that would qualify
them for state rehabilitation services. To facilitate and increase employ-
ment of the handicapped, the company established a program for the
le,sening and elimination of architectural barriers. In addition, it has made
a survey of the work force and its unit managers to see whether accommo-
dations are being made and whether company units are recruiting employ-
ees from rehabilitation agencies and sheltered workshops. The program is
run by Paul L. Scher, head of the Selective Placement Program, who is a
rehabilitation specialist and who is himself blind.

Evaluation of the Program

Sears estimates that it has spent $20 million overall during the last
nine years on administration, data processing, research, recruitment, and
management costs related to its affirmative action program. About $2 mil-
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lion of this was spent on responding to the EEOC charge in its 200-page
Request fin- Wormation. These estimated costs are exclusive of extra train-
ing costs, such as those involved in nontraditional job training.

The company believes that it has chosen a wise approach to the
problem. Graham explains that "top management realized that, whatever
its problems might be, MAG was a key to attaining Sears's affirmative
action goals and to dealing with continued underrepresentation in certain
job categories. The voluntary approach means that we have more flexibility
and control thim we would have under a EEOC settlement and court
decree. And it allows us to spread the costs over a greater number of
years."

A crucial issue for Sears (and fin- thousands of large employers) is how
the courts will 'treat affirmative action plans. Lee M. Finkel, a Sears attor-
ney specializiiw in equal employment opportunity matters, points out the
pressures on companies: "Government agencies and some courts seem to
expect all employers to have achieved parity with the labor force or with
the population composition in the area of company operations. But that
view assumes that nonparity is the exclusive result of past or present
discrimination. It does not take into consideration availability, interests,
skills, RI other relevant factors."

NN, oat course will the company take if MAG and other affirmative
action systems are found to be illegal? Graham responds: "I think
affirmative action programs would be emasculated if companies weren't
.4iven the leeway to force changes. Industry has been placed in the unten-
able position of having to show positive numerical results without resorting
to systems that force the achievement of those results. I believe that the
courts or Congress will have to resolve this issue."

STANDARD OIL OF CALIFORNIA

Hiring Vietnam Veterans and the Handicapped

Since 1971, Standard Oil of California (SOCAL) has listed all job
openings with the local Employment Service offices in communities in
which the company operates. This procedure is in compliance with a fed-
eral regulation designed to facilitate the employment of Vietnam veterans,
including those who are disabled, and of qualified handicapped people.
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The company reports that as a result, a minimum of 12 to 15 percent of its
new employees each year have been Vietnam veterans. In 1972, which was
a peak year, 500 of the 1,700 new hires (about 30 percent) were Vietnam
veterans. During 1977, 12 percent of new hires were veterans. Of course,
the proportion of veterans hired varies considerably according to the avail-
able job opportunities.

SOCAL employees may identify themselves as handicapped if they
wish. However, Douglas Reid, SOCAEs affirmative action coordinator,
reports that "very few, including visibly handicapped persons, have done
so." He believes the reason for this is that disabled persons who are per-
forming their jobs satisfactorily do not consider themselves handicapp' d.

"Our affirmative action program for employment of the handicapped
has not been hard to sell internally," he says. "Employees at all levels have
close friends or family members who are physically or mentally disabled.
Consequently, efforts to alleviate the employment problems of the handi-
capped are well received. The main problem has been to find the job that
best fits a particular handicapped person's qualifications and limitations
from among those jobs open at the time he or she seeks employment."

Reid says that his department has not heard of any special mental or
emotional problems that have affected the job performance of veterans or
handicapped persons. He is convinced that the combination of greater
corporate social awareness and government regulations has changed the
outlook of many companies, encouraging the employment of such people.

Programs Aiding the Disadvantaged

A number of SOCAEs regular employee-relations activities benefit
the disadvantaged. For example, almost 35 percent of the scholarships,
graduate fellowships, and grants for professional study that the company
sponsors are designated for members of minority groups and women. SO-
CAL employs college students in blue-collar, office, and professional-level
summer jobs and in work-study positions. It also supports minority-owned
businesses through purchases of goods and services, deposits in minority-
owned banks, and placenient of minority individuals in management posi-
tions at company-owned service stations.

SOCAL also gives financial support to community organizations that
provide social services, job training, and placement assistance to the disad-
vantaged. In addition, SOCAL managers are personally involved in a num-
ber or .ilese organizations through service as trustees, advisors, and volun-
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teer counselors. Reid concludes that "this participation has resulted in
better mutual understanding between groups that often have widely differ-
ent economic beliefs and experiences."

WELLS FARGO BANK

A Customized Program for Upgrading Women and
Minority Individuals

Wells Fargo Bank, which has its corporate headquarters in San Fran-
cisco, is the eleventh-largest bank in the nation; its 332 branches are
located throughout California.

For many years, the bank has been engaged in a number of
affirmative action programs, and it is proud of the results. As of June 1977,
Wells Fargo employed 13,120 persons. Of this total, 4,105 (31.3 percent)
were members of minority groups, and 9,089 (69.3 percent) were women.
The most important area of equal opportunity concern is the category of
officials, managers, and professionals. Of the 4,392 employees in this
group in June 1977, 699 (15.9 percent) were minority individuals, and
1,923 (43.8 percent) were women.

Most areas of the hank are now trying to recruit more minority and
women MBAs, says Rosabella Safont, Wells Fargo's manager of employee
development. "However, the competition with other companies is fierce.
One of the goals of our chief officer, Richard Cooley, is to have fifty
qualified and fully trained women branch managers by 1980."

To meet affirmative action goals and in some cases to make them
feasible, the bank has applied various rapid career development programs
over the last several years. One of the most successful programs, initiated
in 1975, is Accelerated Career Development (ACD). ACD is a highly
personalized approach to selecting and preparing women and minority
bank officers for higher assignments. About thirty bank officers have so far
taken part in ACD and been promoted through it. Most have been white
women, but minority men and women have also participated.

ACD uses a training schedule developed by the candidate for promo-
tion on the basis of the job's requirements and the candidate's evaluation of
those areas in which he or she lacks sufficient knowledge or skills. Such
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individualized training allows candidates to learn at their own best speed.
Even more important, it encourages the person to assume control of his or
her own development. The custom-tailored features of ACD are innova-
tive both for Wells Fargo's training programs and for affirmative action
programs in general.

ACD procedures begin with an analysis that examines whole regional
work force populations and points out job targets in which certain groups
are inadequately represented. Division managers look for individual posi-
tions that will open up or can be created through expansion, and job
grades, salaries, and responsibilities are listed for these positions. Potential
candidates are identified among women and minorities. Eligibility is based
on length of service and career movement, past performance, skills and
knowledge, and personal job preferences. The top candidate is selected
and asked whether he or she is willing to move into the new job category
through ACD.

The candidate embarks on a series of interviews with bank officers
who are already in that job class in order to learn what the major job
responsibilities are; he or she may also talk to supervisors and subordi-
nates. The candidate then summarizes the job tasks and compares them
with his or her experience, taking into consideration technical skills, su-
pervisory practices or ither interpersonal skills.

On the basis of this information, a career-objective agreement is
drawn up, mostly by the candidate, focusing on job content and personal
development. This written agreement states what is expected, why, how
training will be accomplished, when, and under whose guidance. In some
cases, these agreements have been extremely detailed, citing long lists of
job procedures to be learned. It also identifies one primary instructor and
several other officers who will supervise the learning of specific skills,
They, too, sign the agreement.

Once the agreement has been signed, the individual's training cycle
begins. Each cycle takes approximately nine to twelve months, depending
on the target job and the employee's assessment of his or her skills. The
final phase of the cycle is a one-month simulation in which the candidate
tries out the job without actually being responsible for that assignment.
This tryout may be scheduled as a substitution for a bank officer who is on
vacation or on assignment away from the branch. So far, however, more
than half of the candidates have been assigned to their new jobs without
going through the simulation stage.

Past ACD training cycles have included an orientation to the range of
bank services, especially for branch manager candidates; a supervisory
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training program that concentrated on specific functions of the job, includ-
ing the reports to be completed and what the division manager expects of
supervisors; and an interpersonal-relations program for nonsupervisory
personnel who were being accelerated to jobs that involve greater contact
with the public.

"ACD provides a lot of individual attention," Safont says, "more than
any other training program in the bank. It has been applied so far only to
officers and only to the retail bank, in which more than half of our people
work. However, we are beginning to rewrite the program in order to gain
more commitment to it from our regional and divisional administrators.
ACD has already served us well, indeed, as an instrument of affirmative
action."



ALTERNATIVE WORK PATTERNS

INLAND STEEL COMPANY

Using a Four-Day Workweek to Reduce Layoffs

Because the steel industry is a cyclical business, downturns are inevi-
table. When Inland Steel's business turns sharply down, its first action is to
stop hiring. Next, the big Midwest steel company reduces the schedules of
a considerable number of employees to a four -day workweek. These short-
ened weeks are assigned on a fairly short, rotating basis. Only as a last
resort does Inland turn to layoffs, and even then, any worker slated to be
laid off is given the option of first taking any accrued vacation time.

Typically, the four-day workweek is instituted for two weeks at a time
for any one group of employees. In addition, the reductions are spread
among the company's various facilities su that not all those on reduced
schedules work at the same mill. Inland has also avoided concentrating too
much of a recession's ill effects at the company's huge steel mill 'n East
Chicago, Indiana, which has produced more steel than any other mill in
America over the last five years.

A major reason for Inland's use of this type of work Fharing during
recessions is that it is permitted by the United Steelworkers' contract with
the companies. The agreement allows companies to implement the four-
day workweek in order to avoid laying people off. Workers on the reduced
schedules are not eligible for unemployment compensation, nor do they
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receive the Supplemental Unemployment Benefits provided by the steel
and other industries. Of the 22,600 employees at the company's Indiana
Harbor Works, only the 18,000 hourly workers are subject to layoffs. How-
ever, Inland Steel will make every effort to put hourly employees on the
four-day workweek in order to avoid this possibility.

Statistics show how effective the reduced schedule has proved to be.
The recent recession affected steel companies fairly late. Consequently,
Inland's downturn was most severe in the fall of 1975. The week of October
8, 1975, was the company's worst. At that time, of the 18,000 hourly
employees, Inland had 1,932 people on the four-day schedule and 569
workers on layoff.

The four-day week has been implemented during earlier recessionary
periods, notably in 1971, when industrial customers built up huge invento-
ries of steel in anticipation of a strike. Inland may use it during future
downturns when the company does not have enough orders to run the
mills at full capacity.

According to George Yoxall, Inland's manager of personnel and train-
ing, the four-day workweek has advantages for both the company and its
employees. The company gains because the arrangement helps to keep
work crews together and thus helps to maintain productivity. And even on
the reduced week, employees can still earn a decent income because of the
high steel industry wages.

As long as the shortened work schedules are in force ior brief periods,
the reduction in income is not serious. In 1975, Inland's .ninimum wage
was $5 per hour, and the average was about $8 per hour, or $320 per week.
When that was reduced by one-fifth ($64 a week), a worker still earned an
average of $265 a week, or more than $1,000 a month. In addition, employ-
ees on the four-day week continue to receive full employee benefits.

MACY'S NEW YORK

Large Part-Time Work Force Serves Special Groups

Somewhat more than half of the 16,000 employees of Macy's New
York, which comprises fifteen retail stores and three furniture outlets in
the New York metropolitan area and suburbs, are part-timers. Their work
schedules provide a degree of flexibility that is vital to the company and
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that also serves the special interests Of a number of groups of employees,
particularly women with families, retirees, and students.

Unlike most other industries, retail organizations are strongly depen-
dent on part-time employees. Part-timers are especially prevalent in the
retail sales force for two traditional reasons: First, retail stores are open for
much longer hours than could be covered by any full-time work schedule.
(Most Macy's stores are open from fifty-eight to seventy hours a week.)
Second, salespeople must handle an uneven flow of customers. Heavy
periods now include lunch and dinner hours, some evenings, Saturdays,
and Sundays. And when customer traffic is heaviest, the sales force must
be augmented.

Macy's suburban stores are open six nights a week (including Satur-
day) and, since September 1976, five hours on Sundays. To cover the
Sunday staff needs, Macy's offered its employees the chance to swap one
workday during the week for Sunday. However, the largest share of the
work force needed for these extra hours has been filled by new hires; they
are part-timers who work either Saturdays and Sundays or Sundays plus
two or three evenings per week. In this process of expansion, Macy's has
recruited a good mixture of part-time employees: a larger-than-average
number of males and an even larger group of females, especially young
mothers with preschoolers or school-age children.

Thus, part-time work is more than a tradition at Macy's. It is a grow-
ing trend.

Two Types of Part-Time Employees

Nlacy's employs two different types of part-timers: middle-of-the-day
employees and short-hour employees. Although they reflect rather differ-
ent working groups, they have certain characteristics in common. They are
people who prefer not to work a full schedule or during conventional
working hours, or they are people who have been unable to find full-time
work with regular hours.

Together, the two groups total-more than 8,000, or over half of the
work force in the Macy's New York division. (The division constitutes
roughly half of the company.) Presumably, the same proportions apply
among Macy's workers elsewhere. At present, Macy's has more employees
on short-hour schedules than on middle-of-the-day schedules. In the past,
the proportions were about equal, but the addition of the Sunday hours
tipped the balance toward short-hour employees.
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Middle-of-the-day employees work five fixed days a week, usually
from 12:00 to 5:00 P.N1. on lour days and from 1:00 to 9:00 P.M. on the fifth
clay. Others may work five mornings or five evenings, but those schedules
are not typical. Thus, middle-of-the-day people regularly work between
twenty-five and twenty-eight hours per week. Wage rates and benefits
received by middle-of-the-day workers are identical to those of hill-time
employees. They are relatively well paid for retailing employees. The
entry-level wage is $3.25 per hour, and eight labor grades and an array of
occupations are available to them. Some raises are based on merit; others
are given according to automatic step rates. The benefits package includes
a health plan and a pension after twenty years. Part-timers must work
1,000 hours per year, or twenty hours per week, in order to qualify for a
pension, as mandated by the Employee Retirement Income Security Act
of 1974 (the federal pension law).

Short-hour employees work fewer than five days and often under
twenty hours per week. They are mainly students, retirees, and moon-
. ,hters; that is, they are typically the very young and the older workers.

'!roup is much younger than the work force as a whole, and more of its
"rs are male (although females still predominate).

The short-hour work force is not so stable as the middle-of-the-day
group. Because students and retirees enter and leave the work force more
frequently, the rate of turnover is higher. The wage rates are essentially the
same as those paid to full-time employees, but because of their much
shorter service, short-hour workers usually do not reach the higher wage
brackets. Their fringe benefits are also more limited because many work at
other jobs and receive benefits from their primary employer or are stu-
dents who are covered by their parents' insurance policies.

Union Objections

Unions have often been unfriendly to the growing use of part-time
workers. Union leaders have pointed out that benefits for part-timers are
not always prorated, that part-timers may not have a strong commitment to
union membership, and that it is often more difficult for a work force that is
a mixture of full-time and part-time employees to agree on common nego-
tiating goals if they have somewhat different interests and benefits.

Such union sensitivities affect Macy's as much as they do other retail
chains, even though all part-time employees in unionized Macy's New York
stores (six of the fifteen) are union members.
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Exceptionally Stable Full-Time Work Force

Despite Mae,.'s New York's increasing use of part-timers, its older
full-time employees have proved to be an extraordinarily stable work
force. There are 8,000 to 9,000 of them, and more than 1,200 (one-seventh
of the full -time work force) have at least twenty-five 'ears of service with
the company.

Gertrude G. Michelson, senior vice president for personnel, explains
why the company believes that the older work force is so stable: "Many of
them came to work for us in the years shortly after the depression, when
job mobility was so much lower. Also, there is the incentive in that our
personnel policies are skewed toward long service; the benefits grow over
the years. The personal lives of these employees have often been linked to
the business. For example, they may have met spouses here, or their
children may have been (or may now be) short-hour employees. These
people take pride in staving with us. Such conditions don't apply nearly as
much to younger employees."

A Tool for Retirement

Except in the case of its executive employees, Macy imposes no
mandatory retirement age. Therefore, part-time work is used by many
employees as a means to stay on with the company and adjust to retire-
ment. Some first-line supervisors have also requested to stay on a short-
hours schedule. If management feels that they can handle the job, they are
given part-time jobs as appropriate work becomes available.

How many employees stay on past age 64? Although up-to-date statis-
tics are not available, Michelson says that "lots of people have availed
themselves of the opportunity. But they usually don't stay at it very long,"
she explains. "After a year or two, they often find that they enjoy staying
home more than they thought they would or t!..:.t they can survive without
the store. But it is a very important transition. It has tremendous emo-
tional value."

Everyone Benefits

Older workers, housewives reentering the work force, students, and
retirees all seem to be finding part-time employment eminently suited to
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their needs. Perhaps the largest group of part-timers is made up of women
with very young and school-age children.

Nlacy's reports advantages to the company as well. The use of part-time
employees offers the stores a better mix of males and females because it
brings a greater number of younger males into an industry that has had a
heavy overrepresentation of women, particularly in sales. Furthermore, the
efficiency of using part-timers has been most fully developed in retailing. As
Michelson points out, retailing, like many other fields that use part-timers,
has a basic work load, but it also has regular, predictable peaks and valleys in
the volume and timing of the total work load during which part-timers can
be put to highly productive use.

Society as a whole also gains because many groups, such as students,
retirees, and housewives, that traditionally show higher unemployment and
lower work force participation rates, receive income through part-time work
and thus become contributing, more productive citizens.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION

Learning on Layoff

During the first six months of 1975, the worst of the recession, about
1,000 of Zenith's 9,000 hourly employees in Chicago were laid off for an
average of several months. However, fifty of these workers spent their
layoffs in a six-month program, called Learning on Layoff, in which they
studied basic and television electronics, basic mathematics, and reading,
writing, and verbal communications. They received unemployment com-
pensation plus a stipend of $1 per hour. All were volunteers, many of them
women who desired a chance to upgrade their skills so that they would
have opportunities for promotion. Most important, these workers kept
their right to recall on a seniority basis. If they were recalled before
completing their training, they could take educational leave to finish it.

This program fulfilled at least one purpose: Layoff time was used
productively. But the Zenith Radio Corporation and the Chicago Mayor's
Office of Manpower (MOM), the sponsors of Learning on Layoff, had two
additional objectives: to prepare workers for better jobs and to enable the
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workers to carry out their present jobs u. -ectively if they were not
promoted when recalled. Of the fifty par forty-eight were re-
hired, and four were immediately promued.

Zenith regards the program as a mixes\ ,t, "There weren't many
opportunities for promotion in 1975;' says 1 Youngman, personnel
manager. -We don't know, however, if others %,...re t comoted later. For the
workers, the payoff was to take advantage of adelit,onal education and to
prepare for a better job. The problem was that although the program filled
layoff time, there weren't enough promotion, right after the program
ended. For Zenith to undertake such a progra.1 again would depend on
the resources.- The training was carried out 13, L. Continental Institute of
Technology, a private Chicago company. Late. ir, 1975, Continental re-
ceived more city funds to train workers on layoff from Zenith and other
companies; however, the funding was soon stopped,and Continental went
out of business.

Work-related education is a regular activity at Zenith, costing several
hundred thousand dollars per year in educational assistance; from the
employee-relations budget. Several hundred workers, out of 11,000 hourly
and salaried employees in the Chicago area, take after-hours classes in
English as a second language, electronics in the Spanish language, secre-
tarial and clerical training (taken primarily by minority employees), and
the high school equivalency degree (paid for in full by Zenith and taken
after hours, outside the plant).

Thus, company policy has established a solid base for any future
retraining program. And, in fact, Zenith already sponsors the variety of
courses applicable to a much-enlarged program. However, neither the
company nor the industry can presently offer much expansion in jobs.

Costs and Benefits

In a future recession, a CETA prime sponsor such as the city of
Chicago would have to reconsider what benefits were attainable in relation
to the costs.

The total program cost was $131,063, or $2,621 per trainee for six
months. The government spent $110,000, and Zenith spent $21,063; in
addition, unemployment benefits were paid. The program's cost to the
government, $2,200 per student, was competitive with the cost of other
government-supported training programs. However, although the televi-
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sion electronics industry, hard hit in recent years by rising import competi-
tion, was able to rehire workers on layoff, promotions and transfers were
restricted.

In a recessionary job market, it might be preferable to apply work
sharing through a four -day or three-day workweek. But Zenith's union
contracts preclude applying a shortened schedule for any extended period.
"Ours is all or none," Youngman explains. The junior employees get
bumped. We have spread work by shutting down for a week to two, and in
the spring and fall of 1975, we went to a three-day or a four-day workweek
briefly, but only twice that year."

Effect of the Economy

Samuel Bernstein, head of MOM, points out that General Electric
experienced similar results in using a community college to train some of
its Chicago workers who were on layoff. "Very few were called back to
higher-paying jobs. They went back to their old jobs. The concept was
great. Here were workers who would have vegetated on unemployment
insurance. Instead, they were motivated to improve themselves. Here was
one alternative to layoffs, we thought: linking unemployment benefits to
training programs."

Bernstein calculates that the Zenith and GE projects "cost one-third
of what the normal government-funded training programs cost. After all,
we didn't have to pay training allowances; these were waived because the
workers were drawing unemployment insurance. Otherwise, these allow-
ances make up two-thirds of the cost of a training program."

However, the goal of the program was higher-paying jobs, not just
better-trained workers. "The only problem was that we guessed wrong; the
electronics industry didn't turn up as we expected. If the economy and the
industry had burgeoned then, this Zenith program would have been an
example for the nation."

"The whole assumption," Bernstein concludes, "is that the jobs are
out there and that we should act wherever there is a lack of traine.d people
to fill the jobs. But this means that occupational forecasting based on
accurate data is imperative. Nevertheless, at least we have taken individu-
als who had no opportunity to compete and given them one:'
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About CED,

The Committee for Economic Development is composed of approxi-
mately two hundred trustees, most of whom are presidents or board chair-
men of major corporations or university presidents. With the help ofadvi-
sory boards made up of distinguished scholars and a small professional
staff, the trustees work together to conduct research and formulate policy
recommendations on major economic issues and to promote an under-
standing of the operation of the American economy. CED's policy state-
ments are issued by its Research and Policy Committee, which is com-
posed of approximately sixty trustees.

CED's objectives are to contribute to preserving and strengthening
our free society, achieving steady economic growth at high employment
and reasonably stable prices, increasing productivity and living standards,
providing greater and more equal opportunity for every citizen, and im-
proving the quality of life for all.

CED's bylaws emphasize that its work must be thoroughly objective
in character and that each issue must be approached, not from the view-
point of any particular economic or political group, but from that of the
general welfare.

CED is supported by contributions from business and industry, foun-
dations, and individuals. It is nonprofit, nonpartisan, and nonpolitical.

About WORK IN AMERICA INSTITUTE

Work in America Institute is a nonprofit, nonpartisan organization
founded in 1975 to advance productivity and the quality of working life. It
has a broad base of participation from business, unions, government agen-
cies, foundations, universities, and research institutes, both in the United
States and abroad. Through its programs, the Institute provides organized
and continuing support to all sectors of the work community in its efforts to
motivate the work force toward higher achievement and self-esteem in
their working lives and to promote a vital economic system.

The Institute provides technical assistance and analysis, communica-
tions, and clearinghouse services to business and public and private orga-
nizations.

The Institute draws its support from corporations, labor unions, gov-
ernment agencies, and foundations.
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Training and Jobs Programs in Action:
Case Studies in Private-Sector Initiatives

for the Hard-to-Employ

Related Materials

Please write to CED for information on other publications
and materials on jobs for the hard-to-employ

fobs for the Hard-to-Employ: New Directions for a Public-
Private Partnership"

This policy statement calls for a renewed public and
private commitment to reducing structural unemploy-
ment without inflation. Calls for stronger organizational
mechanisms to mobilize the private sector and new and
expanded- use of programs that already work.

Review and Discussion Guide: 'jobs for the Hard-to-
Employ'

Designed to stimulate discussion and debate on the is-
sues raised in the CED policy satement.

Digest: 'jobs for the Hard-to-Employ"

A pocket-size summary of the key issues and major rec-
ommendations contained in the CED policy statement.

Filmstrip: 'fobs for the Hard-to-Employ"

A 14-minute color filmstrip with synchronized sound
track explaining key issues covered in the CED policy
statement.
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